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ABSTRACT 
Teacher effectiveness has been a rallying cry for education reform over the last decade. The push 
for policies that aim to increase teacher effectiveness, fire ineffective teachers and recruit or 
retain effective teachers unite educational stakeholders; yet, specific, operational definitions of 
effectiveness remain elusive and divisive.  It is easy to say that teacher effectiveness is the single 
most important factor in student achievement, but difficult to say what it means to be effective.  
In this study I take up a Critical Discursive Psychology (Wetherell, 1998) approach to the text of 
the current Framework for Teacher Evaluation and Professional Growth in Tennessee and the 
talk of the Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee  (TEAC)– a 15-member committee 
appointed to craft a new evaluation policy with Race To The Top funds under the First To the 
Top Act.  My findings suggest that there are polarized interpretative repertoires available for 
talking and making sense of effectiveness in teaching.  These ways of talking about teaching 
create conflicts and dilemmas within conversations that are managed in patterned ways.  Within 
the talk of the TEAC, patterns in the way dilemmas are managed within conversations include 
evading and dividing decisions points in ways that support a self-extending system of education 
reform.  My findings suggest that teacher effectiveness is constantly being constructed within 
conversations, rather than being a single idea that can be singularly and authoritatively defined 
and handed down.  As such I argue that teacher effectiveness policies must purposefully engage 
individuals at all levels of policy and practice in ongoing conversations about effectiveness in 
teaching and the evaluation of teaching in order to mediate the unintended consequences of tools 
for evaluation, and to develop a shared vision of excellence for collaborative progress. 
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Why We Must Fire Bad Teachers: In no other profession are workers so insulated from 
accountability 
Newsweek cover (March, 2010) 
 
Building a Better Teacher 
New York Times (2010) 
 
How to Build a Better Teacher 
USA Today (2001) 
 
Teacher effectiveness has been a rallying cry for education reform over the last decade. 
The push for policies that aim to increase teacher effectiveness, fire ineffective teachers and 
recruit or retain effective teachers unite educational stakeholders; yet, specific, operational 
definitions of effectiveness remain elusive and divisive.  It is easy to say that teacher 
effectiveness is the single most important factor in student achievement, but difficult to say what 
it means to be effective.  This conundrum has fueled educational research on effective, 
exemplary (Allington & Johnston, 2002; Pressley et al., 2001), ‘star’ (Haberman, 2005), and 
‘beating the odds,’ (Reffitt & Pressley, 2007) teachers for decades, but is about to be codified1 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 The term ‘codify,’ is originally from the Latin root for ‘code’: caudex, meaning book of laws, or, literally, “tree trunk” – 
relating to a wooden tablet for writing.  I therefore use the term, codify, in its sense as used in the Bible in a description of the 
manner in which the Ten Commandments were carved into stone tablets and handed down to the people as divine law. 
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into legislation within teacher evaluation policies which guide human capital decisions such as 
hiring, firing, promotion and tenure. 
The 2010 blueprint of President Obama’s planned reauthorization of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), the premier federal education legislation, rests on the now 
popular notion that effective teachers are the most important factor in student achievement.  It 
has five priorities:  “(1) College- and career-ready students; (2) Great teachers and leaders in 
every school; (3) Equity of opportunity; (4) Raise the bar and promote excellence; and (5) 
Promote innovation and continuous improvement.”  The second priority, great teachers and 
leaders in every school, is the foundation for initiatives under all other priorities (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2010).  The education reform outlined in this document hinges on the 
ability to identify and develop effectiveness, which requires an operational definition of 
effectiveness.  The plan also outlines a new role for the federal government, one of rewarding 
and challenging states to improve educational quality and equity, instead of mandating higher 
performance and using “corrective actions” to punish low performance as in the current iteration 
of the ESEA known as the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001).   
In keeping with this new federal role, the blueprint leaves the definition of teacher 
effectiveness to the states, challenging them to “identify highly effective teachers and principals 
on the basis of student growth and other factors.”  This identification will then “inform 
professional development…help teachers and principals improve student learning…[and] 
support ambitious efforts to recruit, place, reward, retain and promote effective teachers and 
principals and enhance the profession of teaching” (U.S. Department of Education, p.6).  In other 
words states will be charged with creating an evaluation system that differentiates and identifies 
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effective teachers in order to inform the ways in which teachers are recruited, hired, developed, 
retained, promoted and tenured.  The operational definition of effective teaching within each 
evaluation system will direct what teachers are allowed into classrooms, what kinds of teaching 
count as effective or ineffective and what kinds of instruction are allowed to continue.  As 
Howsham (1960) has written,  “Evaluation instruments and procedures are powerful forces in the 
determination of what goes in within schools and classrooms.  For the most part that which is 
demanded will be done even though the teacher might wish it otherwise,” (p. 46).  The way in 
which definitions of effectiveness are constructed in policies, and evaluations that will be 
interpreted and reinterpreted thus has wide-ranging consequences for teachers and students in the 
US. 
Although Obama’s reauthorization has not yet come before Congress, forty states have 
applied and twelve have won funds from a competitive grant program administered by the 
Department of Education called Race To The Top (RTTT).  RTTT itself was funded as part of 
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act and is the most significant statement of President 
Obama’s education policy to date.  It mirrors the goals and strategies of Obama’s Blueprint and 
similarly required applicants to agree to link teacher evaluation with student achievement and 
use such information for “human capital” (U.S. Department of Education, 2009) decisions.  The 
term “human capital” is itself telling as it is a departure from terms like “personnel” or 
“employees” that were used to describe teachers in Howsham’s era.  Within RTTT teacher 
effectiveness and decisions about hiring, promotion and firing are no longer labeled as issues of 
‘personnel,’ which is most often defined as workers or employees within an organization, and is 
historically used in contrast to the 19th century French word for materials (materieux).  Instead, 
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‘human capital’ is a term that comes from the field of economics that refers to “the skills, 
knowledge, and experience possessed by an individual or population, viewed in terms of their 
value or cost to an organization or country” (Oxford English Dictionary, 2011).  “Human 
capital” thus refers to a less mechanical or industrial view of teachers within education systems, 
and to a more financial perspective on the ways in which teachers add or subtract value to the 
overall education system and society.  This economic focus is in keeping with the current 
emphasis on “value-added” measurement2 as a quantitative measure of teacher effectiveness. 
As a Race To The Top grant competition winner, the state of Tennessee pledged to revise 
and align state-level policies about teacher effectiveness including teacher evaluation, tenure, 
support, placement, recruitment and preparation policies so that all decisions about teachers are 
grounded in policies that promote and ensure effective teachers in every classroom.  In 
anticipation of RTTT, the governor of Tennessee called an emergency session of his state 
legislators in January, 2010 to enact all RTTT proposals within a state law called the First To 
The Top Act.  Thus all elements of the RTTT application are now both mandated by federal 
agreement in return for a $501 million grant award, and by Tennessee state law.  To this end, the 
governor appointed a Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee, a 15-member body charged with 
proposing guidelines and criteria for a new teacher and principal evaluation system, in March, 
2010.  The First To The Top Act requires them to make recommendations to be submitted to the 
State Board of Education for approval and field-testing prior to full implementation in the 2011-
2012 school year.  I have chosen to attend to the proceedings of this committee as well as the 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 Value-added measurement (VAM) is an attempt to measure the effect of teachers, schools and 
school systems on the achievement of students.  
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previously existing framework for teacher evaluation in Tennessee as sources of data in this 
study. 
No other piece of federal legislation has required a definition of effective teaching.  The 
existing version of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA), President Bush’s No 
Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001), simply defines a “high quality” teacher as one who is 
“highly qualified” to teach.  Quality was explicitly defined for the states within the legislation in 
terms of a teacher’s own test scores and level of certification, most of which are earned before a 
teacher sets foot in the classroom.  As a result, public school teachers in K-12 settings are most 
often recruited, placed, paid and promoted based on the certifications they earn and their years of 
experience.  Although certifications theoretically serve as a proxy measure of a teacher’s 
potential to teach effectively, even staunch advocates of teacher certification admit that criteria 
for certification varies so widely across states that certification is not a useful measure of 
teaching potential or ability (Darling-Hammond, 2001).  The shift to describing teachers based 
on effectiveness, rather than certification level, requires a level of specificity in conceptions of 
good teaching and definitions of effectiveness in teaching that is unprecedented.   
Teacher Effects, Teacher Effectiveness 
The recent focus on teacher effectiveness was inspired, in part, by a growing research 
base consisting of studies that investigate teacher effects on student achievement.  In the 
following section I summarize the findings of three large-scale studies of teacher effects on 
student achievement that are cited most often as the research base rationalizing, if not 
demanding, the investment of resources and more research into teacher effectiveness: Sanders 
and Rivers’ 1996 study using the Tennessee Value Added Assessment System (TVAAS) to trace 
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the cumulative impact of individual teachers on student achievement; Nye, Konstapoulous and 
Hedges’ 2004 study which demonstrated that teacher effects were more significant than class 
size reduction; and a longitudinal study of classroom environment conducted by the National 
Institute for Child Health and Development (NICHD, Pianta, Belsky, Houts & Morrison 2007).  
These studies also contribute to the research base for the now common assumption that “we need 
great teachers and leaders” (U.S. Departmen Of Education, 2010) in every school, an idea that, 
according to Tennessee’s (former) Commissioner Webb, was “the fundamental premise in 
[Tennessee’s] Race To The Top concept.”  
In 1996, Sanders and Rivers published a progress report from their Center for Value-
Added Research and Assessment at the University of Tennessee.  Their analysis of the 
Tennessee Value Added Assessment System (TVAAS) data demonstrated that differences in 
student achievement of 50 percentile points were attributable to the sequence of teachers students 
had after only three years.  In other words, a three-year pattern of either high, average or low 
performing teachers (based on TVAAS value-added scores) can make up to a 50 percentile 
different in student achievement.  They concluded that teacher effects on student achievement 
are additive and cumulative.  They further found that teachers in the top quintile (top 20%) of 
value-added scores facilitated appropriate to excellent gains for students (a year or more of 
growth per school year), and that lower performing students benefited the most from being 
assigned to such teachers regardless of student ethnicity. Bill Gates echoed these findings in 
2009 (as on pg. 1 of this document) after his experience funding small charter schools 
demonstrated that the size of the school did not matter as much as the quality of the teacher, and 
that the differences between teachers within a school are larger than those between schools 
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(Gates, 2009; Nye, Konstapoulous & Hedges, 2004).  The statistical tool behind this study, 
value-added measurement (VAM), and its role in current policy debates, will be described in 
detail in chapter two.  
Before Gates’s initiative to fund smaller schools, the state of Tennessee initiated an 
investigation into the effect of class size reduction (Nye, Konstapoulous & Hedges, 2004).  One 
of the major findings from this study was that if teacher effectiveness was normally distributed, 
“the difference in achievement gains between having a 25th percentile teacher (a not so effective 
teacher) and a 75th percentile teacher (an effective teacher) is over one third of a standard 
deviation (.35) in reading and almost half of a standard deviation in math” (p. 253).  The 
difference between an average teacher (50th percentile) and a very effective teacher (90th 
percentile) would similarly be a third of a standard deviation in reading (.33) and almost half of a 
standard deviation in math (.46).  They also found that classroom level (teacher) effects were 
more powerful than school level effects.  According to the Nye, Konstapoulous and Hedges, an 
individual teacher’s effectiveness makes a critical difference in student achievement regardless 
of other factors. 
Stuhlman and Pianta (2009) reported preliminary findings of a longitudinal study of 
1,000 children across 10 US cities.  Their observations of these children throughout elementary 
school showed that “emotional and instructional support contribute to the elimination of the 
achievement gap in first grade, predict growth in children’s functioning, and predict reading and 
math achievement growth and social functioning through fifth grade in our sample” (p. 1796).  
Though the federal approach to ensuring teacher quality thus far has focused on teacher 
certification, they further report that, “classroom dynamics were not related to teachers’ degree 
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status or experience...These results are consistent with arguments that a focus on standards-based 
reform and teacher credentialing may lead to instruction that is overly broad and thin” (p. 1796).  
Stuhlman and Pianta used a previously validated classroom observation assessment system 
(CLASS; Pianta, Belsky, Houts & Morrison, 1997), which is designed to capture both 
instructional support in terms of task and rigor as well as emotional support in terms of teacher 
sensitivity and regard for student perspectives. 
With this and other evidence of the primacy of teacher effects, and the power of teachers 
to “beat the odds” of traditional risk factors such as socioeconomic status, prior achievement and 
class size, the federal government has taken up teacher effect as a measure of value added to the 
educational system.  Teacher effectiveness is thus positioned as the most objective and valuable 
measure of effective teaching as it speaks to the outcomes (student achievement), rather than the 
inputs (qualifications) related to teaching.  When the federal department of education calls for 
teacher evaluation to be calculated on the basis of student growth it is only a thinly veiled 
reference to the use of value-added measurement as this is the only way of measuring teacher 
effects on student growth that controls for individual student differences by comparing students 
to themselves.  Though educational researchers, statisticians and economists are divided on the 
use of value-added measurements in high stakes decisions, the US Department of Education is 
firmly in favor of it (Baker et al., 2010; Gabriel & Lester, 2010). 
Teacher effectiveness is not the first issue that researchers have debated while federal law 
assumed a single operational definition.  One recent example is the report and summary of the 
National Reading Panel (NRP), which was commissioned in order to demystify and standardize 
beginning reading instruction across the country.  The US Congress and US Department of 
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Education used the NRP report and summary as the singular voice of research as they codified a 
particular definition of reading and version of the effective teaching of reading into federal 
legislation (Garan, 2002).  One of the consequences of the codification of this single, narrow 
description of what counts as “Scientifically-Based Reading Research” (SBRR) and research-
based practice (Allington, 2002) was the adoption of a federal reading program mandated for use 
in schools that did not demonstrate adequate yearly progress. Reading First, the federally 
prescribed intervention program, exemplified many of the features of effective instruction as 
described in the summary report.  Although it actualized much of the NRP summary’s 
recommendations, a federally-funded impact study (National Center for Educational Evaluation, 
2008), found that it had no overall effect, and in some cases a negative effect on hundreds of 
thousands of students’ achievement in reading. 
The definition of reading and reading instruction, prescribed in the NRP report, changed 
the way teachers were prepared and supported (Garan, 2002), the way materials were created, 
marketed and packaged, and the way reading instruction was delivered in many US public 
schools (Altwerger, 2005).  Similarly, legislation about effective teaching will influence the way 
teachers are prepared, recruited, supported and evaluated, and will influence the kind of 
instruction provided in U.S. public schools, as well as who is providing that instruction.  I argue 
that legislation about teacher effectiveness is essentially legislation about the nature of teaching 
and learning and the purposes and possibilities of public school.  When policies dictate what 
counts as good teaching they set and limit the possibilities for what teaching and learning can be.  
If what counts as “effective” does not equate to equal educational opportunities for every single 
child, it will be the child’s loss, and worse – as happens in the case of reading—the child will be 
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blamed and punished for it (McGill-Franzen, Zmach, Solic, Zeig, 2006).  Children who failed to 
learn to read with prescribed, federally approved programs went an extra year or two with 
exactly the same kind of instruction that didn’t help them grow – putting them farther and farther 
behind and making them look more and more disabled (Allington, 2009).  I argue that if states 
codify a single version of effective teaching in this way, they will limit funding, support and 
even the possibility of anything that falls outside of the assumptions about teaching and learning 
that underlie its definition.  Those students, teachers and communities that would benefit from 
instruction that falls outside its single definition will be blamed and punished for low 
achievement and, in all likelihood, labeled disabled (students) or dismissed (teachers). 
States also run the risk of setting a minimum standard for teachers that becomes the 
maximum bar to reach for, as Resnick (2010) argues has already happened for students.  Resnick 
posits that in our haste to “reach for the star” of all children learning to read, we have gotten 
“caught in the basics trap” (p. 184).  Any chance of “a thinking curriculum” has been co-opted 
by minimum proficiency standards.  Thus policies that target and incentivize a focus on the 
lowest achieving students, like NCLB, essentially defeat the purpose of teaching for advanced 
reading proficiencies.  Especially in Tennessee, where the state test has come under scrutiny for 
grossly overestimating student achievement compared to the National Assessment of Educational 
Progress, if we evaluate teachers based on TCAP scores (U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 2007), we 
have essentially cast low-level literacy (the “basics”) as the goal of good teaching. 
The problem this study will address is that the language used in codified definitions of 
teacher effectiveness has consequences for teachers and students in public schools across the 
United States.  In this study, I will analyze the way language is used to construct, stabilize and, at 
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resist alternative versions of teacher effectiveness in the current and evolving standards for 
teaching in the state of Tennessee.  Specifically, I will perform a discourse analysis (Potter and 
Wetherell, 1987) of the standards for teachers in the Framework for Teacher Evaluation and 
Professional Growth as well as the proceedings of Tennessee Teacher Evaluation Advisory 
Committee meetings in which teacher evaluation policies are discussed.   
Discourse and Discursive Psychology 
In this study I take the text of state standards and talk of a state policy committee meeting 
as the data for a discursive analysis of the ways in which effectiveness is constructed in talk and 
texts.  Although I was wary of the presumption of labeling research as ‘critical’ from the outset 
(Hammersley, 1997), I have acknowledged that issues of power are present and relevant in my 
data and take up the analytic tools of a style of discourse analysis that researchers have named a 
“critical discursive psychology” (CDP, Wetherell, 1998).  CDP is an analytic approach within 
discursive psychology (DP) (Potter & Wetherell, 1987), which is both a theoretical and 
methodological framework for studies of language in use.  I selected CDP because its core 
assumptions about the nature of language, construction of meaning, and consequences of 
discourse mirror my own.   
In this study I define discourse as all types of interaction, encompassing both the verbal 
and nonverbal ways of sharing with another and/or oneself (Gilbert & Mulkay, 1984), and assert 
that language is the site of action: that it is always doing something.  We do not just talk (or 
write) to transmit information, rather we talk in order to “do” “perform” or “construct” certain 
things in interactions with others. Discursive psychologists analyze language in order to 
understand how people “do” (produce, perform, deal with, make relevant, represent) 
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psychological constructs, such as apologies in letters (Hastie, 2009); resistance in a classroom, 
(Benwell & Stokoe, 2002); reluctance in group work (Cromdal, Thollander & Aaronson, 2007), 
being ‘on the edge’ in a suicide chat room, (Horne and Wiggins, 2009); performing a vegan 
identity in online chatrooms (Sneijder & teMolder, 2002); or anxiety in English Language 
Learner classrooms (de los Arcos, Coleman & Hampel 2009).  
Rather than assuming that things like emotions, learning, attitudes, or effectiveness exist 
and can be measured and accounted for, these assumed “cognitive” constructs are considered 
objects constructed and “made relevant” through discourse.  Potter and Hepburn (2008) 
explained that, “discourse is constructed in the sense that it is assembled from a range of 
different resources with different degrees of structural organizations” which include “words, and 
grammatical structures, but also broader elements such as categories, metaphors, idioms, 
rhetorical commonplaces, and interpretative repertoires” (p. 277).  They added, “On the other 
hand, discourse is constructive in the sense that these assemblages of words, repertoires, and so 
on put together and stabilize versions of the world, of action and events, of mental life and 
furniture” (p. 277).  Potter (1996) described this as discursive constructionism, a term that refers 
to the belief that language has a central role in constructing individuals and their social worlds.  
DP holds that language has consequences because it constructs and stabilizes a certain 
reality (Potter, 2004). Unlike other forms of discourse analysis (i.e., critical discourse analysis), 
the emphasis of a DP analysis would not be on exposing power structures which are assumed to 
exist, but on examining the ways in which language is being used to construct relationships in 
general interactions.  In other words, analysts do not assume that language is the expression of or 
proxy for inner thinking, and therefore do not attempt to infer what someone really means, but 
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rather attends to the ways in which they use language to construct meaning in interaction (Potter 
& Wetherell, 1987).   
I believe language is both constructed and constructive of the social world, including 
abstract, complex constructs such as teacher effectiveness.  I therefore orient to the study of 
teacher effectiveness policies as a discourse analytic project.  I am interested in the ways in 
which language is used to construct and make relevant specific versions of effectiveness in both 
authoritative documents and policymakers’ conversations. 
In the following section I will describe my positionality as a researcher, particularly as it 
relates to the topic of effectiveness in teaching.  I will close with an overview of the chapters that 
follow. 
Positionality Statement 
I come to this work as a former classroom teacher, aware that my three years in the 
classroom were in their length and instantiation both political and controversial within the field 
of education.  I came to teaching as a chance to work autonomously toward social justice.  By the 
end of my studies in college, I knew that my interest working with, rather than around, children 
would not be satisfied in the career in clinical psychology I had been preparing for.  I was also 
becoming increasingly aware of profound inequities in the instruction and opportunities offered 
to students within and across schools in the United States.  As the daughter of two teachers, I 
viewed the profession of teaching as both personal and political.  I know that teachers are 
human; that they vary as much as children do in terms of individual differences; that they cannot 
be plugged into equations as factors in a cost-benefit analysis or cogs in an industrial factory 
wheel.  Nor can their teaching be understood as a static object to be measured and replicated.  I 
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also believe that they are the factor with the greatest potential to contribute to students “beating 
the odds” of educational, economic, and social systems that are not constructed to offer equal 
opportunities.   
I believe that teaching is located within interactions between teachers and students within 
specific contexts, with materials, the sociocultural and political climate, and curriculum as part of 
those contexts.  I define effective teaching as consistently facilitating and engaging in 
interactions between individual teachers and individual students that help students reach 
academic and personal goals that are collaboratively defined by the teacher, the student, and the 
local community.  Those goals may be informed by, but cannot be limited to, mastery of state 
standards or achievement on specific assessments.   
I see efforts to capture effectiveness as if it is a singular object or monolithic thing, rather 
than a description for multiple interactions that facilitate a student’s ability to meet the explicit or 
implicit goals set for them, as inherently futile and morally dangerous because of the ways in 
which such essentialization stands to limit the kind of teaching that is rewarded or allowed. 
 I left the classroom to become an educational researcher because I knew the instruction 
provided even across classrooms within my own school was unequal and, too often, inadequate 
to prepare students for choice and opportunity in high school and beyond.  My initial goal was to 
change instruction by promoting more effective teacher preparation or professional development, 
but I learned in my doctoral studies that effectiveness of preparation or development programs is 
rarely objectively or satisfactorily measured because such measurement hinges on an operational 
definition of effective teaching.  Without a definition of effective teaching, how can we know 
what we are preparing or developing teachers toward?  Without a common vision of effective 
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teaching and academic excellence, how can a school design and implement reform?  How can 
parents evaluate the education provided by competing institutions?  How can one teacher be fired 
while another is awarded merit pay?  How can students be assigned to a teacher who is 
ineffective?  
Ironically, all of the above are common every day occurrences across the U.S. even 
though we lack a common, explicit definition of effective teaching.  I am therefore interested in 
the ways policymakers use implicit understandings about the purposes and possibilities of 
schooling to craft policies that hinge upon explicit definitions of effective teaching.   
In that I question the possibility of constructing explicit definitions of effectiveness 
without reifying the notion that it is one ‘thing’ out there to be measured, I worked to maintain 
reflexivity in two ways.  First, I used an online blog as a forum for a research journal in order to 
maintain a reflexive stance as researcher with an interactive reflexivity journal.  This online 
journal is password protected so it is not visible to the general public, but committee members 
and members of the Discourse Analysis Research Team (DART) at the University of Tennessee 
had full access to the blog in order to read and comment.  I wrote a series of entries in this 
reflexivity journal approximately once a week throughout the data collection process.  During the 
analysis process I emailed and met with members of DART on at least a weekly basis in order to 
create a systematic habit of reflection and transparency in this work.  Second, I included extracts 
from both data sources in my analysis in order to make my analyses transparent for readers and 
invite them to perform their own. I also remind my reader throughout this text that I am working 
to provide one of many possible interpretations of the data, not a single, definitive version. 
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Organization of this Dissertation 
In this chapter, I introduced the context and problem addressed in this study.  I further 
described my orientation to discursive psychology as the discourse analytic approach as well as 
my positionality as a researcher. In chapter two, I will present a review of the literature 
surrounding teacher effects on student achievement and discuss the assumptions that underlie 
existing research on teacher effectiveness in order to demonstrate the need for a discursive 
approach to the examination of standards and the processes that inform education legislation.  
Then I will review examples of studies that have taken up the theoretical framework that informs 
my approach to the study design and analysis.   In chapter three I will describe my study and its 
methodology and situate critical discursive psychology as a theoretical and methodological 
framework within theories of language use and methods of discourse analysis. 
Other Definitions and Terms 
Teacher effects:  These include measurable effects on student achievement, engagement or 
subject-specific ability that have been attributed to teachers by correlation and/or an 
experimental design. 
Teacher quality: Like teacher effectiveness, this umbrella term is up for debate in the field.  
When used in this study it refers to the definition implied in NCLB, and is based on 
qualifications to teach including passing scores on Praxis exams, certifications and degrees 
(NCLB, 2001).  
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CHAPTER II: Review of Literature 
Chapter Overview 
My research was guided by a set of linked claims that outline my theoretical 
commitments and orientation to the topic of teacher effectiveness.  These claims are (1) that 
effectiveness in teaching is socially constructed and contingent; (2) that evaluation criteria, or 
standards for teaching, and education policies enforce certain versions of effectiveness while 
resisting alternatives; and (3) that ways of talking about teacher effectiveness have consequences 
for policy and practice.  I organize the following chapter into three sections which describe these 
claims.  In section one I describe trends in the extant research on teacher effectiveness in order to 
describe the range of ways to define and measure effectiveness in teaching (see Table 1).  In 
section two, I describe the history education on the federal policy agenda with specific attention 
to the changing constructions of policy problems.  Finally, in section three I describe critical 
discursive psychology as a theoretical and methodological approach to studying the constructive 
nature of talk and text. 
Search Methods 
 In order to prepare this chapter, I engaged in a series of literature searches in order to (1) 
describe the range of methods and definitions of effectiveness applied to research on effective 
teachers, (2) historically situate the current focus on teacher effectiveness and standards for 
teachers, and (3) locate articles and texts that describe my theoretical framework as applied in a 
variety of settings.  In order to select articles and texts to consider, I used two major approaches; 
first I searched four online databases of educational and psychological research, including 
PsychInfo, Education Full Text, ERIC and Education Index Retro using the following key search 
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terms: “teacher effectiveness,” “teacher quality,” “effective teaching,” “exemplary teacher,”  
“national standards,” “value-added model” “National Board Certification,” “discursive 
psychology,” “critical discursive psychology,” “discourse and education,” “rhetoric and 
education” “interpretative repertoires.”  Second, I identified key handbooks and texts in the 
following areas based on the reference lists of the articles and texts identified in my search: 
politics in education, discursive psychology, teacher effectiveness, teacher evaluation. 
Section I:  Identifying Teacher Effectiveness For Research 
Any study of effective teachers requires an operational definition of effectiveness.  As 
Rabinowitz and Travers (1950) have written, “The effective teacher does not exist pure and 
serene, available for scientific scrutiny…the ultimate definition of the effective teacher does not 
involve discovery but decree” (p. 212).  In this section I will detail common methods used to 
identify effective teachers for research and the range of operational definitions of effectiveness 
they employ.  I provide a description and critique of each beginning with statistical modeling and 
the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System (TVAAS) in particular, followed by researcher-
developed scales and nominations.  I argue that the most compelling studies of effectiveness in 
teaching used multiple measures to triangulate their identification of effectiveness, but were 
flexible about changing the researchers’ criteria and initial identification by comparing and 
interrogating sets of criteria.  I conclude that ongoing comparisons between a priori beliefs about 
effectiveness, local definitions of effectiveness, and statistically-generated measures of 
effectiveness with researcher observations elucidate the nuances and biases in each method.  I do 
not argue that multiple methods cancel or balance out the biases of one another, or that they 
should be averaged for the best result.  Rather, I argue that the important work of investigating 
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the assumptions and biases of each is best taken up by comparing ratings from multiple sources 
within and across cases.  
The use of statistical modeling. Assessing teacher effectiveness in terms of quantitative, 
measurable effects on student achievement is both statistically and theoretically challenging.   
“The majority of studies of educational effects – whether classroom experiments, or evaluations 
of programs, or surveys – have collected and analyzed data in ways that conceal more than they 
reveal” (Cronbach, 1976).  In their report for the Effective Practices Incentive Community 
(EPIC) program, which awards educators that are effective in raising student achievement, a 
policy think tank, Mathematica Policy Research (MPR, 2009) explained: “Many commonly used 
measures of student outcomes aggregated at the classroom or school level…do not provide an 
accurate measure of the effectiveness … because they are likely to be affected by students’ prior 
abilities and accumulated achievements as well as such other factors as parents’ socioeconomic 
status” (p.2) They wrote, however, that “better measures of effectiveness focus on how much a 
school or teacher contributes to the test score improvements of its students” (p.2) by comparing 
an individuals achievement over time rather than comparing students to each other. 
In the last decade, the use of multi-level modeling (MLM) structural equation modeling 
(SEM) and value-added models (VAM) have compensated for some of the difficulties of 
isolating the effects of teachers on students.  Statistical models define effectiveness as the size of 
a teacher’s effect or impact on a standardized measure of student achievement.  These statistical 
tools are not without theoretical assumptions or harsh critics.  In this section I will describe three 
major assumptions that underlay the use of statistical modeling in general, and VAM 
specifically.   
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A first underlying assumption of statistical modeling is that standardized tests are a valid 
and reliable measure of what students know such that higher achievement on a test means more 
value has been added to a student’s education.  In some cases, the design of a standardized test 
makes it impossible to meet this assumption.  For example, one of the most widely used 
standardized assessments of early reading ability, Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Literacy 
Skills (DIBELS), measures reading ability using oral reading fluency as a proxy measure for 
comprehension and overall reading mastery.  On some of the tests, the speed at which 
elementary school children can sound out nonsense words determines their score.  On others, the 
speed and accuracy which they read decontextualized test passages determines their score.  Since 
there are several profiles of readers (Valencia & Riddle-Buly, 2003; Dennis, 2009) that maintain 
average or above average rate and accuracy without making meaning from the text, a high 
DIBELS score may not correlate with overall reading ability or comprehension.  In fact, 
overemphasis on reading fluency, especially reading rate, can stunt the development of 
comprehension strategies students use to make texts make sense (Rasinski, 2004).  Teachers who 
“teach to the (DIBELS) test” may in fact limit students’ opportunities to learn to comprehend 
what they read, but would earn higher value-added scores for showing improvements in fluency.  
DIBELS drives what former Washington Post reporter, Alan Dessoff, refers to as “a pedagogy of 
the absurd” (Dessoff, 2007).  In some cases it might be more appropriate to award a teacher who 
has taught students to read for meaning, rather than speed, and thus praise lower DIBELS scores.   
Beyond early reading progress monitoring, critics of standardized testing have long 
argued that attaching high stakes to such tests narrows the curriculum offered in schools to those 
skills that are most frequently tested (Ravitch, 2010).  Since lower-order skills are most easily 
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and reliably assessed on multiple choice exams, teachers need never reach to higher order 
thinking skills in order to prepare students for most items on standardized tests (Resnick, 2010).  
Thus, statistical models of teacher effect on student achievement privilege a small portion of the 
instruction that could be offered in a given subject and grade that may not be representative of 
the learning goals of stakeholders besides the test publishing company.  Moreover, test 
preparation in the form of practice tests and lessons on navigating test formats can take valuable 
instructional time away from content objectives and student practice (Guthrie, 2001).  
Standardized tests may thus carry unintended effects on students’ opportunities to learn even as 
they form the basis of statistical models that estimate a teacher’s effect on student achievement. 
Campbell, Kyriakides, Muijs and Robinson (2004) wrote that MLM and SEM, both 
developed in the 1990’s, have dominated the field of teacher effectiveness because they allow 
researchers to identify “context specificity” (p. 9).  That is, isolate classroom-level effects from 
school and system-level effects on student achievement.  In an earlier publication Campbell et 
al., (2004) argue that, “trends in measurement of teacher effectiveness seem to follow the 
development of new instruments and technologies, focusing on the ability to measure something, 
rather than first defining effectiveness and then determining a technology for measuring it” (Goe, 
Bell & Little, 2008).  They suggest that teacher effectiveness is differentiated across five 
potential dimensions and thus should not be measured or reported as a single theoretical 
construct.  They wrote that, “teachers can be effective with some students more than others, with 
some subjects more than others, in some contexts more than others, with some aspects of their 
professional work more than others” (p. 4).  Therefore, though MLM and SEM and VAM have 
solved some of the technical difficulties of isolating classroom level variables such as teacher 
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effect, they cannot attribute these effects to individual teachers, especially those responsible for 
untested subjects (e.g., health, physical education, 6th grade science), and do not provide insight 
into sources of variation in effectiveness that could inform the preparation and development of 
teachers.  
A second underlying assumption of the use of statistical modeling is that teacher effects 
on a student are both direct and identifiable within measures of student achievement.  Bracey, a 
long-time critic of the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System (TVASS) pointed out that, 
“TVASS measures teacher effects as if they are independent, additive, and linear. That is, its 
model of teachers envisions a person isolated in her classroom with zero contact with or impact 
from the rest of the world” (Bracey, 2004).  Value-added data can partial out the effect of a 
teacher (classroom level effects) from those of the variables within which students are nested: 
school-level and community-level variables.  It cannot, however, definitively link the variance 
attributable to classroom level effects to an individual teacher.  At the secondary level, students 
have more than one teacher, but since all subject teachers are classroom-level variables, VAM 
cannot separate the contributions of the math, science, social studies, English and art teachers.  In 
cases where students have both a reading and a language arts teacher, for example, shared 
students’ scores can be arbitrarily divided between or averaged across the two teachers in order 
to calculate the value they add.  Thus, the challenge of isolating teacher effects is not solved, but 
partially addressed by statistical modeling.  
One of the largest concerns with linking any measure of student growth or achievement 
to an individual teacher is the assumption that a single teacher is responsible for student growth.   
Co-teaching models, 9-week class rotations and the influence of content area teachers on tested 
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subjects (Social Studies in Math and Reading; Science on Math and Reading; and vice versa) 
cannot be accounted for.  In an article titled “Where’s the action?” (Croninger & Valli, 2009) 
researchers point out that high-stakes testing blurs the temporal and personal boundaries of the 
teaching of reading.  In other words, especially as standardized tests approach, reading may be 
taught by a teacher of record, reading specialist, other interventionist, and content area teacher 
during periods of time allocated to a variety of subjects and activities within the school day.  
Student and substitute teachers were not part of their discussion, but could easily be included in 
the long list of adults responsible for the teaching of reading in elementary school.  This, of 
course, does not begin to address the possibility of after-school factors that directly support the 
teaching of reading such as tutoring, homework clubs, parent involvement or simply access to 
texts.  Such out of school factors may easily fluctuate year to year, but are considered among the 
individual differences that balance out across a class. They argue that studying the quality of 
reading instruction requires acknowledging the complexity of the layered systems of instruction 
instead of assuming a direct one-to-one-to-one teacher, subject, student relationship.  
In the following section I will describe the statistical modeling system used in the state of 
Tennessee, which has more recently been made commercially available and used in other states.  
I outline the history and mechanism of the measure and summarize critiques of VAM in general. 
 Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System (TVAAS). One of the first large-scale 
data systems capable of calculating “teacher effect data” was the TVAAS system, developed at 
the University of Tennessee by then professor of statistics in the College of Agriculture, Dr. 
William Sanders.  TVAAS is the first iteration of the Education Value-Added Assessment 
System that was developed by Sanders at SAS, a statistical consulting firm.  “EVAAS,” a 
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generic form, has since been marketed commercially and used by a number of states including 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Texas.  The TVAAS system has long been criticized for being 
shrouded in mystery.  Sanders is famous for telling numerous conference audiences, as well as 
the TEAC committee, that he could explain the system to them, but no one would understand it 
(so he doesn’t).  Though his proprietary formula is published and publically available, it is not in 
a form that can be manipulated or tested by psychometricians without consulting with Sanders or 
his colleagues at SAS statistical consulting.  Despite his secrecy, Sanders continues to hold an 
exclusive contract with the state of Tennessee which includes access to a database of over 20 
years of TVAAS scores - a database that has been called the largest of its kind in the world 
(Bratton, Horn & Wright, 1996).  
 In their teacher’s guide to TVAAS, Bratton, Horn and Wright (1996) explain that 
TVAAS uses a mixed-model statistical approach pioneered in genetics, but rarely used in social 
sciences in which, “Matrix algebra is used and thousands of equations must be solved 
simultaneously.”  They explain that, “Tennessee is on the cutting edge of this methodology, and 
that is exciting. The cutting edge is never found in the comfort zone, but it is not necessarily in 
la-la land either.”  In a similar tone, they explain,  
Anyone willing to take the time to develop a knowledge base in statistics can come to 
understand the TVAAS model. Moreover, there is nothing incomprehensible about 
mixed-model statistics, but the subject is complex, and without spending some time and 
energy on it, one will probably have to go with faith. Incidentally, there is nothing wrong 
with faith, and it is certainly preferable to ignorance and prejudice. 
Finally, they offer these words of comfort for teachers: 
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Good teachers have nothing to worry about. Poor teachers should have been worried long 
before TVAAS came along. Here are words of comfort for the great majority: 
(1) Teacher effects will not be published in newspapers. 
(2) Based on three feasibility studies and preliminary indications from state-wide data, 
we believe that most teachers will profile very well. 
(3) The law says value-added data may be used in teacher evaluations. The law does not 
speak of consequences at the teacher level at all. 
(4) In a teacher evaluation process, student achievement would always be only one of 
several components. The State teacher evaluation process has stipulated for several years 
that student data may be included in one's data sources. Without TVAAS, however, there 
was no way to filter a number of confounding variables and ensure fairness. 
(5) Since school and district effects are computed differently from teacher effects, school 
effects in small schools, e.g., those with one teacher per grade, will not necessarily be the 
same as the teacher effects. Because of safeguards included in computing the teacher 
effects, they will almost always be more positive than the corresponding school effects. 
(np). 
Almost fifteen years later, the results of VAM have been printed in newspapers and made 
available to the public in massive databases in Los Angeles and New York respectively.  
TVAAS data now must be used as a factor in evaluations and evaluations must be used as a 
factor in “human capital” decisions.  Teachers are not all expected to “profile very well,” (#2) 
though it is unclear if profiling well means generating an accurate profile or scoring positively.  
Lastly, teacher effectiveness ratings (of which TVAAS are a part) can be published in 
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newspapers under the Freedom of Information Act.  The fourth and fifth “comforts” are now all 
that remain. 
TVAAS is calculated by comparing individual students’ test scores over time.  It is a 
measure of expected versus actual performance on standardized test based on average scores 
from a three to five year period.  The system uses scaled scores from a standardized test (most 
often state tests in math and reading) and compares the current year’s score to the scores from 
previous years.  If this score is higher than the average, there is a positive value-added and the 
teacher is in the 4th or 5th quintile of effectiveness depending on how much higher this year’s 
score was from the average.  If the score is the same as the previous average, there is zero value-
added, which is equated to “a year’s worth of growth for a year’s instruction,” or the third 
quintile of effectiveness.  If the score is lower than the average of the last two years there is 
negative value added which is interpreted to mean that a student “grew” less with that teacher 
than they have proved themselves able to in other years (1st or 2nd quintiles of effectiveness).  
Students are “linked” to the teacher of record for the subject in which scores were calculated and 
each teacher’s effect score is the average effect they have had across their students.  Though the 
underlying principles of this analysis are relatively easy to explain, Bratton, Horn and Wright 
(1996) explain, “Although TVAAS employs complex computational and statistical 
methodologies, an individual may use averages (of at least two scale scores) as a simple way to 
mitigate an important part of the bias inherent in student scores” in order to “figure your own 
student gains.”  Teachers can approximate a value-added score by comparing a student’s actual 
scaled score from a standardized test to the score that would have been predicted based on the 
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average of their scores from the past few years.  The value added is a measure of the difference 
between expected versus actual scale scores. 
 The state of Tennessee uses TVAAS as a growth measure, which means that zero or 
negative value-added is interpreted as a student “growing” the same or less than they had in 
previous years.  Growing here is equated with learning (growth in knowledge).  While a positive 
value-added score indicates that a student “grew” or “learned” more with a certain teacher than 
they do on average.  This is based on the assumption that learning or growth a) are captured in 
the scaled score of a standardized test, and b) increase at a consistent rate over time and across 
developmental stages.  Since students are being compared to themselves, and not each other, 
individual differences in background, previous performance, socioeconomic status, etc. are said 
to be controlled.  Changes in environment that are known to effect learning like moving, divorce, 
trauma or illness are not accounted for in these intra-individual comparisons, but are said to be 
balanced by averaging the actual versus expected performance of an entire class in order to 
calculate the teacher’s score.  The Tennessee Teachers Education Association (teacher’s union, 
TEA) reports “By using individual student longitudinal data, each student serves as his or her 
own ‘control’ thereby eliminating the confounding impact of demographic variables, such as 
economic status or racial/ethnic group. TVAAS provides a unique gauge to measure how much 
students have grown each year” (TEA, 2010).  
Value-added scores are currently only calculated for subjects and grades that are tested 
under the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP) of state standardized tests.  
These include reading and math tests in 3rd through 8th grade, as well as end of course (formerly 
“gateway”) exams in certain core high school courses.  This leaves more than 60% of teachers in 
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Tennessee as teacher of record in a class for which value-added data cannot currently be 
calculated.  In order to use value-added data for the annual evaluation of every teacher every 
year new tests will need to be created or adopted for each subject and grade (an estimated total of 
300 or more tests).  In the mean time, school-wide averages or “off the shelf tests” may be used 
for the category of personnel under “teachers of untested subjects and grades.”  While one could 
argue school-wide averages would encourage all teachers in a K-3 primary school to work 
together towards higher third grade scores, it becomes less and less logical to hold teachers 
accountable for the test scores of students they may not have taught (transfers) or have not been 
involved with for 1-3 years.   
One of the sharpest critiques of value-added modeling (VAM) is the instability of 
teachers’ scores across student achievement tests and over time.  Papay (2010) calculated value-
added scores for teachers in Massachusetts using three different standardized reading tests given 
in the same school year: the state test (MCAS), Scholastic Reading Inventory, and the Stanford 
Achievement Test (SAT-9).  Using the Houston city schools model for monetary bonuses based 
on value-added scores (the same VAM used in Tennessee), he found that more than a third of the 
teachers who would have earned a $7,500 bonus for excellent performance based on one test 
would have earned $3,500 or no bonus if their score had been calculated using any other test.  
Though there is some correlation between a teacher’s scores across the three tests, Papay 
concludes, “if a school district were to reward teachers for their performance, it would identify a 
quite different set of teachers as the best performers depending simply on the specific reading 
assessment used” (p.30).   
Several researchers have confirmed Papay’s finding that there is around a 30% margin of 
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error in assigning teachers to categories, or quintiles, of effectiveness. Schochet and Chiang 
(2010) explain that error rates in classifying teachers are likely to be around 35% when only 
using one year of value-added data.  Three years of data will likely yield error rates of around 
25%.  Simply put, even with three years worth of longitudinal data, one in four teachers will be 
misclassified.  Since Tennessee law now requires teacher effect data to be used in annual 
evaluations, teachers must either be evaluated using old “lagging” scores from the previous 
three-year period, or one in three will be misclassified.  This eliminates the possibility of using 
value-added data to “drive instruction” or identify specific professional development needs as it 
presents a dated and/or grossly unreliable classification. 
Researcher-developed scales. Unlike statistical models, researcher-developed scales 
consist of interview and survey instruments that compare candidates to profiles of teachers who 
have been successful in the past.  Haberman and the Gallup Corporation currently employ online 
and in-person interview measures to identify teachers with the greatest potential for 
effectiveness.  Gallup’s TeacherInsight assessment is used as a human resources screening tool 
in several districts across Tennessee. Haberman (2005) aimed to identify “star teachers,” those 
who can “capture the spirit of learning for all students, regardless of their socioeconomic status, 
background, life circumstances, or life experiences” (McKinney, Haberman, Satfford-Johnson & 
Robinson, 2008, p. 72).  Based on over 40 years of his own research on urban teachers, he 
identified 15 characteristics of effective teachers of children in poverty.  His measures of star 
potential have to do with mindsets about teaching “at-risk” students, and some of the logistical 
considerations (stamina, organization) needed to actualize a social justice approach to teaching.  
Haberman’s 15 characteristics are: (a) protecting children’s learning, (b) persistence, approach to 
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at-risk students, (c) theory into practice, (d) professional/personal orientation to students, (e) 
fallibility, (g) emotional and physical stamina, (h) organizational ability, (i) explanation of 
teacher success, (j) explanation of children’s success, (k) real teaching, (l) making students feel 
needed, (m) the material versus the student, and (n) gentle teaching in a violent society.  
Haberman thus relies on internal, personal characteristics and attribution styles to predict 
effectiveness, but does not take preparation or actual classroom performance into consideration. 
The Gallup corporation has likewise identified characteristics of effective teachers and 
used them to generate interview protocols that are used to help districts screen applicants and to 
provide information to administrators about the composition of their staff.   The Gallup 
characteristics are not focused on teaching “at-risk”, urban students, but target leadership style, 
orientation to team efforts and group work, as well as values and ideals about a teacher’s role in 
student learning.  Questions often ask applicants to rate themselves in terms of how often they 
exemplify a certain statement (e.g., I’m the loudest person, I’m the last to participate, I always 
have an idea to share, etc.).  Neither Gallup nor Haberman ask anything about content 
knowledge, pedagogy, test scores or qualifications.  They define effective teaching as taking 
responsibility for student learning and working well with others in the school and community.   
The underlying assumptions of such screening tools are that the mindsets and personality traits 
predict teacher effectiveness and can be measured by online and in-person interviews.  One 
possible critique of these screening tools is that their criteria are developed by a single person or 
organization, rather than by consensus of multiple stakeholders.  Other researchers have 
attempted to use a consensus approach in developing measures of effectiveness in order to spread 
out the burden of proof, or “who decides” in their definition of “effective teaching.” 
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 Internationally, the U.S. is known for being the most advanced in terms of quantitative 
measures of teacher effectiveness because of the large number of published checklists of 
effective teaching behaviors and classroom observation instruments and protocols (Teddlie, et 
al., 2006).  In an effort to extend the international knowledge base about effective teaching, an 
international team of evaluation researchers are currently in the process of constructing and 
validating an “International System for Teacher Observation and Feedback” (ISTOF) to be used 
across 20 countries.  This system is a mixed methods approach with multiple data sources 
including administrator observation, student ratings, documents (classroom artifacts), and teacher 
self-report.  These are used to rate a series of 11 components of effective teaching that were 
produced by two rounds of surveys of international experts and a “deductive committee” analysis 
which refined the components to reduce overlap (Teddlie et al., 2006).   
 Though multidisciplinary, multinational and consensus-driven, the ISTOF has and will 
continue to take years to develop and test.  As Dennis (2009) and Haynes (2008) have written, 
current political climates are reflected in the values of school leaders, which are in turn reflected 
in the locally held definitions of effectiveness.  As school leaders and political climates change, 
local definitions change with them.  Thus I suspect that by the time the ISTOF is ready for use, 
its relevance may have already expired.  Instead of engaging in the time-consuming process of 
developing consensus across experts, some researchers seek local definitions of effectiveness via 
nominations, in order to identify teachers who are deemed effective in and by those with 
experience working in their specific context. 
 A final example of a study that identified effective teaching based on a set of researcher-
generated measures, was not a study of teachers per se, but a large-scale, longitudinal study of 
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classroom environment.  As mentioned in chapter one, this NICHD study followed 1,000 
students through elementary school using a series of observations in their first, third and fifth 
grade years. In a 2009 study of 800 first-grade classrooms, the researchers used a researcher-
developed observational protocol and coding system which identified 4 types of first-grade 
classrooms: those with high (23%), moderate (28%) or low (17%) quality instructional support 
and those with positive emotional climate/lower academic demand (31%) (Stuhlman & Pianta, 
2009).  Classrooms in the last category offered positive emotional support, but less feedback and 
less strategy instruction than average, making it more difficult than average for students to 
acquire first grade reading skills.  Their findings suggest that only about a quarter of teachers 
were offering the kind of instructional support that is associated with eliminating achievement 
gaps in their study, and that a third of the teachers were offering emotionally supportive 
environments that were not instructionally supportive.   
The Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS, Pianta, Paro & Hamre, 2008) used 
in the study described above defines effectiveness as a combination of instructional and 
emotional support as observed by specific teacher actions and responses to students.  The 
assumptions that underlay such an analysis are that emotional and instructional support are 
visible and look similar across individuals and situations.  In an effort to attend to local contexts 
and values, some researchers choose not to attempt to build a set of standardized instruments to 
identify effective teachers, but rather rely on the opinions of local stakeholders.  
Nominations.  According to Dennis (2009b), a school principal is not only informed 
about local definitions of effectiveness, but is often responsible for setting them.  In interviews 
with principals and teachers about effective reading teachers, Dennis found that principals’ 
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descriptions of effectiveness were echoed in teacher’s descriptions of what is important and what 
counts as effective.  Thus principals may not just identify, but may also dictate or construct the 
local culture of effectiveness.  Haynes (2008) also wrote that, “how principals define 
effectiveness has an impact on how teachers shape their practice” (p. 2157). Haynes posits that 
using students’ ability to meet the standards of high-stakes testing to identify effective teachers 
of African American students has moved the focus away from educating the whole child. She 
therefore used principal report to identify effective teachers in her recent study of effective 
teachers of African American students.  She found that principals base their recommendations 
primarily on test scores though they have access to other data sources like observations, 
personnel files, etc.  Haynes describes this as evidence of the pervasiveness of the dominant 
perspective of NCLB: student achievement, as measured by standardized tests, is the measure of 
teacher effectiveness.   
Kyriakides (2005) wrote that, “well-designed empirical studies depict administrators as 
inaccurate raters of teacher performance, because of the artificial nature of scheduled 
observations, the failure to reflect teacher responsibilities outside the classroom, the infrequency 
of observations, the fact that only a portion of the full repertoire of teacher duties and 
responsibilities can be observed in any one observation” (p. 45).  He further identifies the low 
correlation of administrator rating with data gained from other sources, and low levels of respect 
for the findings of administrator ratings among teachers, as causes for concern with principal 
nomination.  In their study of 31 principal preparation programs, Hess and Kelly (2007) note that 
principal candidates spend 8-12% of their time in preparation programs discussing classroom 
instruction, and 88-92% engaged with issues of management and leadership that do not directly 
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relate to classroom instruction.  Though many principals have experience as classroom teachers, 
this survey of principal preparation programs suggests that principals do not receive substantial 
training for identifying effective teaching. 
For the same reason that some researchers orient to principal nominations as criteria for 
effective teachers, some researchers rely on student evaluations or nominations to identify 
effective teachers. Kyriakides (2005) pointed out that, “students are good sources of information 
because they know their own situation well, have closely and recently observed a number of 
teachers, uniquely know how students think and feel, and directly benefit from good teaching” 
(p. 46).  Student nominations are used most frequently in higher education, often with course 
evaluations as indicators of pupil satisfaction (Widmeyer & Loy, 1988).  High school students 
have also been asked to nominate teachers because of their unique perspective (Long and Hoy, 
2006).  Though students are a unique source of information about teachers, they are also 
controversial informants because of their mixed motives, singular perspective and lack of a broad 
basis for comparison (Kyriakides, 2005).   
 Finally, some researchers ask a variety of local stakeholders to nominate teachers, or to 
confirm the nomination of another group (students, principals, parents).  Allington and Johnston 
(2002) studied exemplary fourth grade teachers across five states, and relied on nominations 
from district-level administrators, coaches and teacher educators in each locale to help them 
identify exemplary teachers.  They asked for “extraordinarily effective” teachers who “offered 
instruction that featured curricular integration at some level.”  They admit that their nominations 
allowed them to identify teachers who were “reputationally effective,” and thus conducted their 
own post-hoc tests based on their observations, teacher and student interviews, and end-of-the-
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year achievement tests.  The “reputationally effective” teachers in the study did demonstrate 
higher than expected levels of growth on the end of year tests, thus the nominations were 
confirmed by triangulation across data sources.  
In a recent study of Los Angeles teachers deemed high-performing in low-performing 
schools based on value-added data (Poplin & Rivera, 2009), teacher recommendation was found 
to be problematic.  Poplin and Rivera (2009) hold that the very methods that make teachers 
exemplary are often reasons they are unpopular with their lower-performing colleagues (Poplin 
and Rivera, 2009).  The extent to which being effective is related to being popular, and the extent 
to which effective instructional methods are popular depends on local definitions of effectiveness 
and therefore biases both teacher and principal nominations.  Dennis (2009b) pointed out, local 
definitions of effectiveness as set by principals are often reflected in teacher interviews; thus 
teachers who go against the institutional grain set by the administration may not be thought of as 
effective in that setting.  In low-performing schools, ineffective strategies (e.g., the use of the 
same decoding program for all struggling middle school readers, as in Dennis’ study) may be 
deemed effective within the school, but may not be deemed effective by research-based criteria 
or performance on standardized tests.  Since so many instructional programs come with 
assessments designed by the developers, they may gain popularity within a school building 
among teachers and a principal, but may not align with effective practices in other settings, in 
research, or on standardized tests.  Teachers, like principals, are a good source of information 
about local definitions of effectiveness, but their nominations may not correlate with outside 
measures of effectiveness.  
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Another source of nominations is district administrators, such as reading supervisors, 
special education supervisors and curriculum coordinators.  District administrators offer a middle 
ground between the insider information of teachers, principals and students that work in close 
proximity, and the outsider information offered by quantitative test scores or qualitative 
interviews designed by outside experts.  District administrators have the benefit of multiple 
contexts as reference points as they travel between schools in a given district, but are still 
grounded in the local/regional context of the teachers they nominate.  Multiple examples of this 
technique come from studies by Michael Pressley and colleagues. In 1996, Pressley, Rankin and 
Yokoi studied exemplary first-grade teachers across the country by inviting nominations from 
reading supervisors who were members of the International Reading Association.  Wharton-
McDonald et al., (2001) similarly used district administrator and reading specialist nominations 
to identify exemplary teachers in their 1998 study (reported in Pressley et al, 2001). Building off 
of Pressley’s 1996 data set, Rankin-Erickson and Pressley (2000) studied exemplary special 
education teachers across the country.  In order to ensure all regions were represented in this 
study, the researchers contacted special education supervisors in any area where they had not 
already identified an exemplary special educator from the previous study.   
Pressley’s research team also provides an example of flexible identification strategies in 
which two data sources are used to confirm or redirect the identification of effectiveness.  In 
2004, Bohn, Roehrig, and Pressley used principal nomination to identify six exemplary teachers 
in a local district, but then used criteria they generated by a review of the research on effective 
teaching to rate the nominees after several hours of observations.  The research team decided that 
two of the six demonstrated many more of the research-based criteria for effective teaching, and 
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thus studied the six teachers as examples of both effective (two of the six) and “less effective” 
(the four nominees who did not meet research-based criteria) teachers.  The researchers thus used 
both research-based criteria and principal report to flexibly identify effective teachers.  A 
discussion of the reasons principals used for nomination compared to the research-based criteria 
would have been an important contribution to the discussion of this study. 
Several years later, the same researchers abandoned the nomination technique and used 
test scores to identify effective teachers to study.  Reffitt and Pressley (2007) identified a rural 
district that was ‘beating the odds’ by having better-than-expected language arts achievement 
scores on standardized tests compared to their other scores.  They used student test data to 
identify the schools that were producing such results, and studied the language arts instruction 
within those schools.  This method eliminated the bias inherent in reputational nominations 
because this was a district where high scores in language arts, and therefore effective teaching, 
were surprising based on scores in other areas.  This strategy of investigating anomalies in test 
data is similar to the method employed by Poplin and Rivera (2009) with their study of high-
performing teachers in low-performing schools.   
The underlying assumption of researchers that begin with nominations is that local 
stakeholders (principals, students, administrators, etc.) know something about which teachers are 
effective.  This may seem like a reasonable assumption, but it is not one that is made in research 
that relies on statistical models or researcher-created scales.  Given the range of ways 
educational researchers define effectiveness, we might expect even little consensus in criteria or 
values from practitioners, students and administrators across the country.  As I describe in the 
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following section, even studies that include nomination along with statistical modeling privilege 
statistics, positioning them as more objective and therefore reliable. 





Methods of Identifying Effective Teachers 
Method Example studies 
Student-achievement data Poplin & Rivera (2009); Mathematica Policy 
Studies (2009); Refitt & Pressley (2007) 
Principal nomination Bohn, Roehrig & Pressley (2004) 
Multiple stakeholder nomination Allington & Johnston (2002) 
District administrator / reading specialist 
nomination 
Pressley, Yankin & Yokoi (1996); Wharton-
McDonald, et al, (2001) 
Student nomination Widemeyer & Loy (1988); Long & Hoy 
(2006) 
Researcher-developed criteria Haberman (2005); Gallup Corporation (2009), 
Stuhlman & Pianta (2009) 
Multiple measures Teddlie et al., (2006); Bohn, Roehrig & 
Pressley (2004); Allington & Johnston (2002) 
Ongoing teacher effectiveness research. In an effort to compare various measures of 
effective teaching, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has funded a $45 million dollar study, 
conducted by Harvard economists, using data from across six states.  They argue that an 
appropriate measure of teacher effectiveness must be multidimensional with multiple lines of 
evidence.  In order to identify appropriate lines of evidence, six districts will collect a variety of 
data streams that will be compared in order to identify a “set of measures that together serve as 
an accurate indicator of a teacher’s impact on student achievement” (METProject, 2010).  They 
will collect data from student test scores on at least two measures, the state test and a second 
standardized assessment; classroom observations, scored with a range of rubrics including the 
CLASS protocol (as in Stuhlman & Pianta, 1999); measures of teachers’ pedagogical content 
knowledge such as Praxis scores and the Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching (MKT) test; 
student ratings of classroom environment; and teacher perceptions of working conditions and 
instructional support.   
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Data from each of these five streams will be validated against student achievement gains 
because “Validating the other measures examined in the project against student achievement 
gains allows researchers to answer a critical question: On average, are the teachers with higher 
scores on other measures (i.e. the classroom observation measure, the student perceptions 
measure or the teacher knowledge measure) seeing greater student achievement gains?”  In other 
words, measures will be validated based on how well they correlate with student achievement 
gains because teacher effectiveness is defined as causing an increase in standardized test score.  
Because of this underlying assumption that student test scores are the most reliable measure of 
achievement and a teacher’s effect it is likely that the results of the MET Project will be subject 
to the critiques of statistical models for measuring effectiveness.  Rather than using multiple 
streams for contrast to reveal biases in each, this project rates the validity of a data stream based 
on its correlation to student achievement. Though multiple streams will be taken into 
consideration, only those that most closely align with increases in standardized test scores will be 
made relevant and bundled into the final set of measures.  Because of the high-profile of the 
Gates Foundation’s philanthropic efforts in education, and the enormous budget for 
disseminating the findings of this study, it is likely that the findings of the MET project will 
directly inform teacher evaluation policies nation-wide as well as federal education initiatives 
once they are released in the winter of 2011-2012.  This release date is 5-8 months after 
Tennessee law requires the state to adopt its new evaluation system.   
Section summary.  In this section I have described methods of defining and measuring 
teacher effectiveness and presented a critique of each based on its underlying theoretical 
assumptions and practical considerations for use in evaluation.  Given the range of information 
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sources and variables researchers attend to when developing operational definitions of teacher 
effectiveness it is impossible to imagine that effectiveness is a single, monolithic construct 
waiting to be discovered and demystified.  Rather such definitions are both constructed within 
particular contexts by particular stakeholders, and constructive of ways of talking and thinking 
about teaching in schools, research and policy.  In the following section I will trace the 
development of the current focus on teacher effectiveness at the national level beginning with the 
ways in which education has been described by federal legislation since the late 1950’s.  This 
brief review of the literature on federal education policy is gleaned mostly from seminal texts 
written by government ‘insiders,’ including former staffers and policymakers, as well as from 
federal policy documents. 
Section II:  Teachers on the Federal Education Policy Agenda 
Policymakers do not face a given problem.  Instead they must identify and formulate their 
problem.  Street violence increases in American cities. What’s the ‘real’ problem?  
Decline of law and order?  Racial and ethnic tension? Incipient revolution?  Low income? 
(Lindblom, 1980, p 24). 
In his book, Political Education, Cross (2004) describes the history of federal education policy in 
the US from World War II to the Bush Administration at the turn of the century in terms of the 
way in which policymakers have formulated the problem to be solved as outside or within 
education.  Before World War II the federal role in education had been limited to the creation of 
land-grant institutions of higher learning (Morrill Land Grant Acts, 1862,1890) and the 
administration of tuition credits as part of the G.I. Bill (Servicemen’s Readjustment Act, 1944).  
The administration of K-12 education had been entirely left to the states.  After the Russian 
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launch of Sputnik in 1960, education was cast a solution to a problem of national security.  
Robert Maynard Hutchins wrote the following in a 1959 article in the New York Times: “History 
will smile sardonically on the spectacle of this great country’s getting interested, slightly and 
temporarily, in education only because of the technical achievements of Russia and then being 
able to act as a nation only by assimilating education into the Cold War and calling education a 
defense bill” (Sundquist, 1968, p. 180).  Ironically, federal involvement over the next fifty years 
would be neither slight nor temporary.  Hutchins was, however, correct in his assertion that it 
now seems odd that the first major piece of federal education legislation was not an education 
bill at all.  Instead, the problem of national defense and global competitiveness was framed as a 
problem that could be solved by education.  This represents a line of logic that has recently been 
taken up by President Obama in his 2011 State of the Union Address. 
The next federal move towards involvement in public education was the 1965 Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) as part of Johnson’s war on poverty. Here the problem 
was not education, but poverty, and education was the solution.  Though this bill fell under 
Johnson’s attempt to create a more just society, it framed education reform as an economic issue, 
thus opening the door for similar arguments throughout the next three decades.  Of this bill, 
Johnson wrote the following statement: 
By passing this bill, we bridge the gap between helplessness and hope for more than five 
million educationally deprived children in America.  We put into the hands of our youth 
more than 30 million new books and into many of our schools their first libraries.  We 
reduce the terrible lag time in bringing new teaching techniques into the nation’s 
classrooms.  We strengthen state and local agencies, which bear the burden and the 
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challenges of better education.  And we rekindle the revolution, the revolution of spirit 
against the tyranny of ignorance (Johnson, 1965). 
Johnson frames the role of the federal government in public education as the source of financial 
and material resources in the name of social justice.  This makes the question of equal and high 
quality education into a question of economic resources offered in order to redress economic 
woes of educationally (and economically) disadvantaged students.  Throughout this section I 
argue that this economic turn marked the beginning of the business influence on education policy 
that has shaped public opinion and reform efforts over the last thirty years.  Though Johnson 
increased the federal influence on K-12 education, the ESEA did not have sections or 
stipulations for teachers, instruction or specific learning outcomes.  The one exception was Title 
VII which funded a program for bilingual education.  Other than that the ESEA provided 
targeted funding, but no instructional or human resources prescriptions. 
 Thirty years ago, the National Commission on Excellence in Education published a 
landmark report, A Nation at Risk: The imperative for education reform (1983), which painted 
the US public education system as a failing enterprise that threatened US economic prominence.  
Cross wrote “With 36 pages and an engaging title, A Nation at Risk, the new bully pulpit for the 
federal role in education had been elevated to a new height…Education had become a national 
issue and the stakes would only become higher” (p. 78).  Indeed this report sparked reform 
movements that created a still thriving industry of education reform and standards movements.  
Reagan intended to eliminate the federal Department of Education, but was unable to convince a 
Democratic Congress to do so, and found that linking economic woes with failing schools 
provided better talking points for his platform.  Reagan’s run for re-election in 1985 included 51 
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speeches in which Reagan called for school reform (Ansary, 2007).  Under President Reagan, 
education was framed the source, not the answer, to society’s problems and fingers would begin 
to be pointed at everything from curriculum and teachers to organization and leadership. 
In the late 1980’s President H.W. Bush, a businessman and former governor himself, 
sought support and direction for education from the Business Roundtable and the National 
Governor’s Association (NGA).  In 1989 he spoke at the annual meeting of the Business 
Roundtable, a gathering of the 200 most important business executives in the country, and 
challenged each of them to partner with a specific state to help improve schools with advice and 
funding over the next decade (Cross, 2005 p.92).  Bush also held a summit of the nation’s 
governors in 1989 in Charlottesville, VA.  This summit was famous for two things: the absence 
of any educators (Cross, 2005, p.93) and the agreement to set national performance goals for 
education in order to boost economic productivity.  This marked a switch in describing public 
education as an educational or social system to considering it a business with student knowledge 
and ability as its product. 
Cross writes that “the education summit and the goals served to change the education 
focus from inputs-books, student-teacher ratio, dollars – to outcomes:  what is the education 
system producing?  At what cost?  How well prepared are those who graduate?”  The problem of 
the “failing” educational system was a problem of production with the need for a series of cost-
benefit analyses.  In other words, a problem businessmen could lend their expertise to solve.  He 
adds: “the national goals were a common agenda around which the business community and 
other civic organizations could rally,”(p. 98).  Ross (2001) writes that the 1989 NGA summit 
was unable to set national goals or standards because of resistance to federal interference in local 
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school decisions.  Yet, seven years later under the new Clinton administration, “governors and 
forty-four top corporate leaders met at IBM’s conference center in Palisades New York, and set 
up an approach for states…namely, defining what should be taught in local schools and 
enforcing curriculum standardization through state-mandated test – what is now called the 
‘standards movement’” (p. 711).   
 Ross (2001) argues that, “standards-based educational reform exemplifies how elites 
manufacture crises (e.g., the widespread failure of public education) and consent (e.g., 
“everyone” agrees that the way to save public education is through standardized schools driven 
by high-stakes tests)” (p. 711).  Thus standards and accountability as buzz words and educational 
reform movements were born out of the collaboration between governors and the business 
community in the late 1980’s.  Standards for teachers, unlike standards for student learning, were 
not decided by governors or businessmen, but rather (somewhat ironically) by educational 
researchers who forecast the profound effect of teachers on student achievement that we now 
have empirical evidence to support. 
 The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (NCTAF), led by Stanford 
(then Teacher’s College) professor Linda Darling-Hammond from 1994-2001, posited “three 
simple premises” in their 1997 blueprint for creating a 21st century teaching U.S. education 
system:  
1. What teachers know and can do is the most important influence on what students 
learn.   
2. Recruiting, preparing, and retaining good teachers is the central strategy for 
improving our schools.  
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3. School reform cannot succeed unless it focuses on creating the conditions in which 
teachers can teach, and teach well (NCTAF, 1997 p. 10).  
From these premises they drew a blueprint for changes in education policy that would create “a 
new infrastructure for professional learning and an accountability system that ensures attention to 
standards for educators as well as students at every level” (NCTAF, p.10).   
 The blueprint proposed change in five major areas, with standards for teachers, 
accountability and professionalization of teaching at the core of each.  In Darling-Hammond’s 
(1999) own words, “The first priority is reaching agreement on what teachers should know and 
be able to do in order to help students succeed at meeting the new standards.”  In order to do this, 
the commission recommended that states establish professional standards for teachers, insist on 
accreditation for all schools of education, license teachers based on demonstrated performance of 
ability (p. 4) and use National Board standards as the benchmark for accomplished teaching. 
 Since 1996, several national organizations have been engaged in the attempt to actualize 
this recommendation: The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), 
as the standards-setting body for teacher education; the Interstate New Teacher Assessment and 
Support Consortium (INTASC) as the new teacher licensing body; and the National Board for 
Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) as the organization that grants advanced certification 
to accomplished, practicing teachers. Taken together, “standards for accreditation, licensing, and 
certification compose a ‘three-legged stool’ (National Council for Teaching and America’s 
Future, 1997) that supports quality assurance in the mature professions” (Darling-Hammond, 
2001, p.752).  NCATE, INTASC and NBPTS, have not simply evaluated the quality of teacher 
preparation, beginning teachers and practicing teachers.  As standards-setting bodies they have 
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also set the agenda for teacher preparation, development and evaluation according to the version 
of teaching and learning outlined in the National Council for Teaching and America’s Future 
(NCTAF) blueprint, and echoed in other publications published by Darling-Hammond over the 
last ten years (e.g., Powerful Teacher Education, 2006; The Right To Learn, 1997).  
 What standards set. According to Noblit (2004), “how we choose to represent reality is 
also an act of power and alters the interpretations of reality” (p.185).  When national standards 
for teaching were set, they outlined a specific version of good teaching that created a certain 
“reality” of what it means to teach well.  As Noblit warns, such representations are acts of power 
in that they open the possibility of certain kinds of teaching even as they limit possibilities for 
teaching in other ways.  Darling-Hammond (1990) has written that: “Whether intentionally or 
not, a teacher-evaluation system represents the incentive structure and mode of accountability 
implicitly adopted by an organization or profession.  It communicates conceptions about 
teaching and expectations regarding performance priorities, norms for behavior, and the nature of 
the work itself” (p.21).  As standards-setting bodies with the ability to withhold certification of 
teachers or accreditation of schools of education, NCATE, INTASC and NBPTS set conceptions 
about teaching which inform priorities, norms, and the nature of the work itself.  Even though 
participation in accreditation and certification are traditionally voluntary, after NCTAF urged all 
states to require teachers to be prepared by accredited programs and earn certifications, the 
influence of these three national organizations increased (Johnson, Johnson, Frenga & Ness, 
2005).  In fact, some states, including Tennessee, require all education degree-granting 
institutions to be NCATE accredited. 
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Allington (2008) pointed out that colleges of education have been “bullied” into 
volunteering to seek NCATE accreditation because they fear their graduates will not be certified, 
they will be accused of de-professionalizing teaching and because their college of education will 
go out of business without accreditation.  He notes, however, that “there is no convincing 
evidence that national program accreditation reliably predicts the development of more effective 
teachers” (p. 983).  Citing the reductionizing effect of standardization, Allington suggests that, 
“…the whole point to accreditation, as now conceived by NCATE and state education agencies, 
is to homogenize teacher preparation, usually in the direction of the lowest common 
denominator” (p.981).  In preparation for an NCATE accreditation review, “we [teacher 
educators] are pressed to accept statewide course syllabi, assignments and assessments, even 
statewide college textbook(s)…to prepare to take standardized group achievement tests of 
professional and content knowledge,” (p. 982).  He therefore equates ignoring state and federal 
accreditation and credentialing mandates, with “a renewed focus on what is important in teacher 
development” (p. 982).  
Any such renewed focus would be thwarted in 2001 by Title II of the No Child Left 
Behind Act (NCLB).  In this section of the reauthorized ESEA, all teachers were required to be 
“highly qualified,” as defined by degrees earned and Praxis tests passed.  Before the ‘highly 
qualified’ stipulation, 27% of new teachers entered the profession without full certification 
(Eubanks & Weaver, 1999).  NCLB required that teachers earn certification and pass Praxis tests 
in their content areas prior to entering the teaching force, or, for those already teaching without 
certification, within a period set by local governments.  Thus the influence of accreditation and 
certification standards was extended to more of the teaching force.  As the current iteration of 
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ESEA, NCLB cast the problem of unequal education and wavering economic competitiveness 
jointly on the shoulders of schools and government by taking on the role of overseer.  The 
government would now hold schools accountable for their work with frequent and public 
assessments leading to sanctions or rewards.   This was the first piece of federal legislation to 
heavily prescribe specific instruction, curriculum and educational interventions for K-12 schools 
by requiring that instructional programs be based on “scientifically-based research,” a term that 
came to refer only to programs found on a short list of well-connected curriculum providers 
approved by the federal government. 
Under the Obama administration, schools are still framed as economic drivers that should 
function like corporate organizations to equitably produce graduates that raise the level of the 
American work force.  Rather than labeling education as the reason for the economic downturn 
as Reagan did in the 1980’s, education is once again framed as a solution, this time for the 
economic recession and other threats to US global dominance.  Both Race To The Top and 
Section II of the Blueprint for the reauthorization of NCLB thus discuss “great teachers and 
leaders,” and require teachers to be effective rather than qualified. The definition of effectiveness 
is implied by references to student achievement as the hallmark of teacher effectiveness, but is 
left to individual states to operationally define. 
 From federal to state policy.  According to Darling-Hammond (1990) “Every teacher 
evaluation system must embody a definition of the teaching task and a mechanism to evaluate 
the teacher” because “any such judgment ultimately rearranges or reaffirms an existing 
constellation of stakes that individuals or groups have in what is being evaluated” (p. 20).  As 
organizations that oversee the preparation, entry and continuing evaluation of most teachers, the 
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NCATE, INTASC and NBPTS triumvirate have produced a definition of teaching that privileges 
a certain version of good teaching, and dictates the ways in which it will be measured and 
certified.  These standards guide the initial licensure of all traditionally certified teachers in the 
country, but only apply to practicing teachers that voluntarily seek professional levels of 
certification.  Unlike voluntary national standards, state standards for teachers apply to all 
teachers beyond initial licensure and thus have the potential to shape the instruction offered in 
public schools. 
INTASC and NBPTS were designed as pre-service and in-service guidelines that could 
set standards for the quality of beginning and professional teachers.  Without a legislative 
mandate, however, they are technically optional tools for schools of education (INTASC) and 
practicing teachers (NBPTS) to use as suggested guidelines for evaluation. Decisions about 
promotion, tenure and dismissal were never linked to a teacher’s performance on these national 
standards.  Though pay raises are sometimes linked to National Board Certification, few teachers 
have chosen to seek board certification. Despite a series of financial incentives to apply, only 
91,000 teachers have earned Board Certification since 1987 (NBPTS, 2010).  Given a pass rate 
of about 50%, this means fewer than 8,000 teachers a year opt to hold themselves to this set of 
national standards.  Instead, teachers are routinely evaluated based on state or district 
frameworks for evaluation, which most often include principal observations and the collection of 
a variety of other artifacts (lesson plans, reflections, etc.) depending on the district.  In many 
cases the rigor, frequency and content of an evaluation is subject to the whim of the principal and 
only overseen at a local district level. 
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The New Teacher Project, a national nonprofit organization, recently released a landmark 
study on teacher evaluation practices across the country.  The study, entitled “The Widget 
Effect” (Weisberg, Sexton, Mulhern & Keeling, 2009) studied twelve districts across four states 
and described the ways in which teachers are treated as widgets –placeholders for a small device.  
They report findings that fewer than one percent of teachers have ever received unsatisfactory 
performance ratings even in districts where students consistently fail to meet academic standards.  
Moreover, half the districts in the study had not dismissed a single teacher for poor performance 
in the past five years.  Evaluations are not used to differentiate levels of teacher effectiveness. 
These statistics are not hard to believe in the context of Tennessee’s current framework 
where tenured teachers are only observed and evaluated once every five years.  Beginning 
teachers are observed and evaluated annually until tenure is granted at the end of their third year.  
The granting of tenure is considered almost automatic unless there is a case of egregious or 
unlawful misconduct.  Tenure decisions were based on whatever “evidence” a principal chose to 
attend to, and oversight was rare because the process was so heavily weighed down by 
paperwork.  A teacher’s evaluation is stored at the central office in the form of a stack of papers 
including a verbatim script of the lesson a principal observed along with pages and pages of 
ratings forms, reflection sheets, etc.  The current process of evaluating teachers in Tennessee is 
thus laborious, infrequent and opaque to outside oversight. 
The First To The Top Act marks the first state legislation in Tennessee to ever require 
that a teacher’s evaluation be explicitly used as a factor in human capital decisions.  This raises 
the stakes for this evaluation, positioning it as an authoritative voice in discussions about 
promotion, tenure and dismissal.  The new teacher evaluation system in Tennessee will be used 
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to evaluate every teacher every year with retention, promotion, tenure and, in some cases, 
compensation, being held in the balance.  The work of the TEAC in constructing the new 
evaluation is not a question of stating an abstract philosophy that teachers and principals can 
choose to attend to.  Rather, it will shape what teaching is encouraged or censored by the annual 
promotion, compensation or removal of teachers based on its criteria. 
In this section I have traced the history of education on the federal policy agenda, 
specifically attending to the ways in which policy problems are framed in relation to teachers and 
schools.  I have argued that the federal policies construct certain expectations and consequences 
for public education in general and, more recently, teachers in particular.  In the next section I 
will describe the theoretical and methodological framework I use to investigate the constructed 
and constructive nature of text and talk about teacher effectiveness. 
Section III: Critical Discursive Psychology 
In this section I describe the ways in which researchers have taken up the tools of CDP in 
order to investigate the tacit assumptions, ways of talking and sense-making, dilemmas and 
subject positions (categories and roles of stakeholders) that construct social phenomena. I begin 
with a brief introduction to CDP which will be expanded in Chapter 3.  Next, I review three 
examples of CDP from different fields of study in order to describe the range of applications and 
to familiarize readers with the analytic tools most common to CDP.  Throughout this section I 
suggest that CDP is an appropriate methodology for analyzing language in use in the context of 
education policy. 
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Wetherell (1998) introduced a synthetic3 approach to discourse analysis in the tradition of 
discursive psychology (Edwards and Potter, 1992), which grounds critiques of the social 
constructions in a rigorous analysis of language.  She bridged conversation analytic traditions, 
sometimes criticized for having been focused too tightly on microlinguistic features to take 
context or social impact into account, with critical discourse analysis, often criticized for failing 
to support critical claims based on language use with evidence of rigorous analysis (van Dijk, 
1999).  Critical discursive psychology (CDP)4 (Wetherell, 1998) is therefore a somewhat new 
tradition within the field of discourse analysis.  
Reynolds and Wetherell (2003) investigated the social construction of singleness as a 
social category within interviews with women who describe themselves as single.  They used the 
three analytic tools common to CDP in order to identify patterns in their interview data: 
interpretative repertoires, ideological dilemmas, and subject positions.  These tools are described 
in detail in chapter three, but mentioned here to illustrate their application 
They identified four interpretative repertoires- ways of talking about and making sense of 
a topic - at work in single women’s interviews, and note that two of the four are polar opposites, 
thus providing single women with “a problematic ideological package” from which to draw 
identity resources.  They report that the four interpretative repertoires were: singleness as a 
personal deficit, as social exclusion, as independence and choice, and as self-actualization and 
achievement.  These repertoires outline the ideological dilemmas inherent in singleness as a 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 Wetherell uses the word ‘synthetic’ to mean the product of synthesis, though the primary definition for the term in American 
English is usually related to being fake or artificial.  Her use is more consistent with contemporary British usage than American. 4	  An exhaustive search of several databases including PsychInfo, ERIC, Educational Index Retro and Education Full Text yielded 
fewer than 15 studies that name CDP as the primary method.  Among them are studies of topics as wide-ranging as constructions 
of masculinity, teen pregnancy, and competency-based management systems.  	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social category because they describe competing ways of making sense of singleness.  Though 
the available ways of talking about singleness are varied and at times contradictory, participants 
repeatedly drew on opposing repertoires in the same interview.  The authors conclude that 
singleness is a “troubling construct,” rather than a neutrally descriptive category, for their 
participants. 
In much the same way that Reynolds and Wetherell challenged the notion that singleness 
is a neutral construct that carries a similar meaning across individuals and contexts, I intend to 
challenge the notion that teacher effectiveness is a single construct out there to be objectively 
measured, rather than a social construction that is ‘worked up’ in the language individuals use to 
discuss and define it.  In their study of singleness, the researchers gathered interview data, but as 
the following examples demonstrate, CDP can also be used to interpret public speeches and 
government-issued informational pamphlets. 
 Hastie (2009) applied a CDP lens to a speech delivered by Brandon Nelson, Austrailia’s 
opposition party leader.  The speech was given in response to a mandate to deliver a political 
apology to “recognize injustice and reframe the ‘problem’ of Indigenous Australians” (p. 706).  
Hastie writes that the interpretative repertoire of good intentions, which he terms, “good 
intentions discourse,” was used to mitigate and ascribe blame throughout the speech.  He argues 
that words and phrases associated with the set of familiar words and phrases related to political 
‘good intentions’ worked to place blame on others even as the speech was mandated to serve as 
an apology.  Hastie describes the ways in which Nelson managed the ideological dilemma of 
simultaneously needing to seem to apologize while also wanting to assert that blame should lie 
elsewhere.  He explains that Nelson managed to justify that which he was supposed to apologize 
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for, and thus stabilized a version of reality that denies the impact of his party’s treatment of the 
“Stolen Children.”  He concludes that Nelson has spoken as an authority, in a formal setting, in a 
manner that perpetuates a specific version of history, while silencing or diminishing unflattering 
alternative accounts.  The notion of analyzing authoritative accounts is common in CDP, as 
demonstrated by the next example.  I similarly orient to authoritative policy documents as well as 
the talk of authorities on an appointed committee in order to analyze the way language is used to 
construct and stabilize certain versions of effectiveness while resisting alternatives.   
 A final example of CDP is in Cherrington and Breheny’s 2005 article about the 
politicization of dominant discursive constructions of teenage pregnancy in New Zealand.  They 
note that authoritative research and policy documents have constructed teenage pregnancy as a 
problem and that this shapes research projects meant to develop policies, information and 
services that “are major forces in shaping the actual experience of being pregnant as a teenager,” 
(p. 89).  They write that the dominant theme, or interpretative repertoire, is of teenage pregnancy 
as an individual’s health or behavioral problem that requires a psychological solution.  Their 
work aims to draw attention to the contingent, political, and potentially problematic nature of 
such a construction for teenagers who are pregnant.   
 Cherrington and Breheny selected texts for analysis by identifying texts “produced 
through ‘positions and voices of authority’ in psychological and health research” (p. 94).  This 
included collecting research and information about teenage pregnancy from academic sources, 
government policy and reports, youth organizations, as well as mass media reports that cite 
research or policy.  They name these authoritative and dominant texts that demonstrate the 
dominant discourses in the field.  In their discussion, they report that, “close attention to texts 
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suggests that these discursive formations are working to constrain, but still contain traces of, 
alternative interpretations; that many ‘problems’ with teenage pregnancies are socially 
constituted through prevailing conditions and values (particularly social dominants of the 
institution of the family and heterosexual marriage)” (p.106).  
 Cherrington and Breheny use different terminology to describe their application of the 
three analytic tools common to CDP, but there are many parallels between their tools and those 
mentioned in the previous studies.  They explain that they analyzed their texts with attention to 
(a) textual constructions (objects/subject positions); (b) enunciative strategies; (c) points of 
dissonance or struggle; and (d) examination of gaps and absences.  Textual constructions involve 
analyzing subject positions, and points of dissonance or struggle is similar to Billig’s (1996) idea 
of ideological dilemmas.  Analysis of enunciative strategies in their work was also similar to the 
rhetorical analysis present in Billig’s work within DP more broadly, as is the examination of 
gaps and absences: in other words the examination of who and what are missing from textual 
accounts. My work parallels theirs in that I orient to the construction of teacher effectiveness as a 
political and potentially problematic policy issue and take authoritative talk and texts as data. 
 In this section I have described three examples of the use of CDP across fields in order to 
illustrate its application in investigations of the social construction of phenomena.  In the 
following chapter I will state the purpose, research questions and significance of the study 
detailed in the following three chapters. 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I discussed the range and implications different operational definitions of 
teacher effectiveness in educational research.  I then described the historical context for the 
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current focus on teacher effectiveness by tracing the history education and teaching on the 
federal political agenda. Finally, I described several examples of studies that take up CDP as 
their theoretical and methodological framework in order to demonstrate the range of applications 
of both the theory and its analytic tools.  In the following chapter I will present a more detailed 
account of CDP as situated within theories of language, discourse analysis in general and 
discursive psychology specifically.   I will also describe the method I propose for this study. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 
 In this chapter I provide the purpose, research questions and significance of this study as 
well as the data sources, collection and analytic process. Next I describe critical discursive 
psychology (CDP), as the theoretical framework for the study.  I acknowledge and describe the 
points of tension I see between linguistic studies of language, including conversation analysis 
(CA); and critical work informed by poststructuralism in CDP, and explain the ways in which I 
draw upon each tradition in my approach.  
Purpose of this Study 
In this study I intend to investigate the notion that effectiveness in teaching is a single 
monolithic construct that is “out there” to be discovered and measured in objective and neutral 
ways.  I propose to identify the interpretative repertoires, ideological dilemmas and subject 
positions involved in discursive constructions of effectiveness in existing and emerging teacher 
evaluation policies.  Such an analysis will expose the range of possible ways of making sense of 
teacher effectiveness as well as the impact of discourse on policy and the reform agenda.  
Research Question 
The question that frames this study is: 
1. How is language used to construct versions of teacher effectiveness in the current Framework 
for Teacher Evaluation and Professional Growth documents and the conversations of the 
Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee in the state of Tennessee? 
Significance of the Study 
 The state of Tennessee is at a turning point in education reform due to the infusion of 
federal Race To The Top (RTTT) grant funds.  As part of the requirements of RTTT, 
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Tennessee’s Governor was charged with appointing an advisory committee that would discuss 
and suggest a framework for teacher evaluation that will inform teacher preparation, recruitment, 
placement, support, retention and tenure decisions.  Though such state policies may soon be 
required of all states under the upcoming reauthorization of the ESEA, Tennessee, as an RTTT 
winner will serve as a test case and pioneer in state-level teacher effectiveness policies.  The 
governor’s advisory committee, the Tennessee Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee (TEAC) 
is charged with developing a framework for evaluation for all teachers and principals, which 
includes at the minimum, constructing policies that imply certain concepts of effectiveness if not 
explicitly stating them.  This study will analyze the language used to construct specific versions 
of effectiveness in documents and conversations in order to identify the range of possible 
constructions, the stakes and interests represented in current and future versions, and the ways in 
which the language of such definitions may have consequences for teaching and learning in the 
state of Tennessee.   
Study Design 
 The design for this study is loosely based on McGill-Franzen’s 1993 study of the shaping 
of preschool policy in New York State.  In 1990, the President and a national education summit 
declared ‘school readiness’ for all children as the foremost national goal for education.  In his 
state of the union address, President Bush announced that every child in American would start 
school “ready to learn” by the year 2000. Thus, McGill-Franzen conducted a historical review of 
the literature on early learning and an analysis of the beliefs and understandings of contemporary 
policy makers in order to address the fundamental question that framed the beginnings of 
preschool policy in New York State: what does it mean for children to be “ready to learn?”   
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 School readiness and teacher effectiveness are, in some ways, parallel policy issues.  
Both were placed on state legislative agendas by federal initiatives to address educational equity 
and opportunity.  Both were widely appealing in theory, but difficult to define in practice.  As 
state-level policy issues, both are constructed by the discourse of the policymakers of the time.  
In my study of teacher effectiveness, I will follow McGill-Franzen’s research design by using 
purposive sampling to draw data from policy texts and talk.  Specifically, I will analyze the 
Tennessee Framework for Evaluation and Professional Growth (the Framework), and the 
proceedings of Tennessee Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee (TEAC) meetings.  
 These two data sources form a case of the process of defining teacher effectiveness in the 
state of Tennessee in three ways.  First, standards documents from The Framework provide the 
current criteria for teacher evaluation.  Darling-Hammond (1990) wrote that “Whether 
intentionally or not, a teacher-evaluation system…communicates conceptions about teaching and 
expectations regarding performance priorities, norms for behavior, and the nature of the work 
itself” (p.21).  The standards will thus be analyzed as authoritative documents (Cherrington and 
Breheny, 2005) that illustrate the current operational definition of effectiveness and context for 
the development of a new evaluation.  The proceedings of TEAC meetings contribute to the 
process of defining teacher effectiveness in Tennessee by (1) shaping policy for teacher 
evaluation, (2) serving as a context for contemporary policy makers and education stakeholders 
to discuss effective teaching.   
The proceedings of TEAC meetings will be analyzed for the ways in which (1) language 
is used to construct definitions of effectiveness for the purpose of evaluation, as well as (2) the 
ways in which language is used to construct, and stabilize effectiveness as a policy issue.  Taken 
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together, these two sources of data provide evidence from authoritative texts, as well as 
contemporary talk about teacher effectiveness in the state of Tennessee.   
Data Sources  
Tennessee Framework for Teacher Evaluation and Professional Growth.  A rubric 
for the evaluation of teachers in Tennessee is included within the Tennessee Framework for 
Teacher Evaluation and Professional Growth, which was approved by the State Board of 
Education in 1997, and piloted in the 2000 school year (see Appendix A).  The framework was 
fully adopted and implemented statewide in the spring of 2004.  It is currently in its third 
revision (2009) and publically available at http://tennessee.gov/education/frameval/.  It was 
developed by the Tennessee State Department of Education, Division of Teaching and Learning 
and applies to all classroom teachers in the state.  The framework “provides descriptors for the 
complex act of teaching to allow evaluators and observers to make reasonable and fair decisions 
about teacher performance in the classroom” (Tennessee State Board of Education, 2009).  It 
includes 44 criteria clustered around 6 domains of teaching (see Appendix B), and is described as 
“synergistic in its design to ensure a comprehensive view of the characteristics, knowledge and 
skill of an effective teacher” (Tennessee State Board of Education, 2009). 
The Framework requires that Apprentice teachers (with 0-3 years of experience) be 
evaluated annually, while Professional Teachers are evaluated every five years.  Evaluations are 
conducted by the school principal and consist of a minimum of two observations with feedback 
and accompanying documentation based on the evaluation manual.  First and second year 
teachers are observed a third time, and “Professional” (veteran) teachers may substitute a 
“focused assessment” for an observation.  Evaluations may be used in dismissal hearings and to 
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decide whether a teacher receives tenure after their three-year probationary period.  Principals 
must complete a three-day evaluation model training, but are eligible to begin evaluations after 
one day of training.  
All framework documents including assessments and evaluation manuals are made 
available to the public on the State Department of Education (DOE) website.  The 
comprehensive teacher evaluation includes criteria in six domains: planning, teaching strategies, 
assessment & evaluation, learning environment, professional growth, and communication.  Each 
domain has one to three indicators for principals to evaluate based on lesson plan review and 
classroom observations. (See Appendix B for a list of domains and indicators).  The State DOE 
writes that the Framework “provides three essential elements for developing and sustaining 
highly qualified and highly effective teachers: 1. A common language for analyzing and 
evaluating teaching performance.  2.  Research validated practices to inform teaching 
performance.  3.  Clear indicators of performance for self-assessment, objective feedback, and 
the development of an individual professional growth plan”  (p.10).  I orient to this document, 
specifically the domains, indicators and performance level descriptions (approximately 43 pages 
in length) as the authoritative document describing the current state definition of effectiveness in 
teaching in Tennessee  
The Tennessee Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee (TEAC).  The Tennessee 
Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee (TEAC) was created by the general assembly in an 
emergency session, and appointed by the Governor of Tennessee in January, 2010 as part of 
Governor Bredesen’s Tennessee First To The Top Act of 2010.  This act was signed into law on 
January 26th, 2010, along with the Complete College Tennessee Act, in what the Governor 
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referred to as a “landmark opportunity” for improving education in Tennessee in terms of student 
performance and graduation rates.  The First To The Top Act was passed in order to make 
Tennessee more competitive in the federal Race To The Top (RTTT) initiative: a competitive 
federal grant program for states to proposing education reforms (www.tn.gov, 2010).  For 
example, RTTT grant award criteria included giving 138 out of a possible 485 total points 
(almost 30%) for applications that addressed the following: 
D. Great Teachers and Leaders  
(D)(1) Providing high-quality pathways for aspiring teachers and principals  
(D)(2) Improving teacher and principal effectiveness based on performance  
(D)(3) Ensuring equitable distribution of effective teachers and principals  
(D)(4) Improving the effectiveness of teacher and principal preparation programs  
(D)(5) Providing effective support to teachers and principals (US Department of 
Education, 2009). 
A definition of effective teaching is central to all five indicators in this category as well as to 
Governor Bredesen’s First To The Top Act.  
 RTTT also granted 15 points for applications that: “Design and implement rigorous, 
transparent, and fair evaluation systems for teachers and principals that (a) differentiate 
effectiveness using multiple rating categories that take into account data on student growth (as 
defined in this notice) as a significant factor, and (b) are designed and developed with teacher 
and principal involvement;”  (US Department of Education, 2009).  It specifies that such 
evaluation systems must be used at minimum to inform the following actions: 
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(a) Developing teachers and principals, including by providing relevant coaching, 
induction support, and/or professional development; 
(b) Compensating, promoting, and retaining teachers and principals, including by 
providing opportunities for highly effective teachers and principals (both as defined in 
this notice) to obtain additional compensation and be given additional responsibilities; 
(c) Whether to grant tenure and/or full certification (where applicable) to teachers and 
principals using rigorous standards and streamlined, transparent, and fair procedures; and 
(d) Removing ineffective tenured and untenured teachers and principals after they have 
had ample opportunities to improve, and ensuring that such decisions are made using 
rigorous standards and streamlined, transparent, and fair procedures (U.S. Department of 
Education, 2009). 
The general assembly created TEAC in anticipation of Race To The Top funding which requires 
that the state adopt a comprehensive framework for identifying and evaluating teacher quality, 
and align all aspects of teacher preparation, recruitment, evaluation, support and hiring/firing 
decisions to this framework.  Under the First To The Top Act, TEAC was charged with 
proposing a set of guidelines and criteria for the evaluation of teachers and principals in all 
grades and subjects Pre-K-12th grade by August, 2010.  Their proposal was to be presented to 
the State Board of Education, a nine-member body of appointed representatives of the states’ 
Congressional districts, in July, 2010 for approval and field testing beginning in January of 2011.  
The timeline for this process has since been revised multiple times with the draft policy 
presented to the board in late October, 2010, and a field test throughout the Fall of 2010.  The 
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final reading is set for April 15th, 2011 and will take effect under the FTTT law for the 2011-
2012 school year.  
The TEAC has 15 members including representatives of the following groups: public 
school district administrators, principals and teachers; as well as the state representative from the 
House Education Committee, chairman of the Senate Education Committee, the commissioner of 
education, director of the state board of education; as well as representatives from other 
stakeholder groups such as Zycron, Inc. (an information technology company); the Memphis 
Urban League, and the Knoxville Chamber of Commerce. (See Table 2 for a list of committee 
members).  It is perhaps as important to look at who is not on the committee as who is on it.  
According to the Governor’s press release, the committee was designed to represent the racial 
and geographic spread of the state of Tennessee, as well as to bring together perspectives from 
within and outside of education.  Interestingly the only representatives of sectors outside of 
education are businessmen and politicians with appointments to education committees in the 
state’s General Assembly.  Conspicuously not in attendance are representatives of fields such as 
medicine, law, higher education, social services, trades, clergy etc.  
 




Table 2  
Names as Used in Transcripts 
Name Position/region Organization 
Katie Cour Consultant, not a voting 
member 
Education First Consulting 
Jennifer Branek Consultant, not a voting 
member 
Education First Consulting 
Susan Bodary Consultant, not a voting 
member 
Education First Consulting 
Jimmy Bailey Principal Arlington International 
Leadership Magnet 
Harry Brooks State Representative, R-
Knoxville, District 19 
Tennessee General Assembly 
Pam East 5th grade teacher Sales Elementary School 
Mike Edwards President and CEO  Knoxville Chamber of 
Commerce 
Darrell S. Freeman Sr.,  Founder and Chairman Zycron Inc. 
Senator Delores Gresham,  Senator Tennessee General Assembly 
Tomeka Hart,  Commissioner; President and 
CEO 
Memphis School Board; 
Memphis Urban League, Inc 
Kenny Lou Heaton,  Teacher, Carter County Cloudland High School 
Patty T. Kiddy Teacher, McNairy County Selmer Elementary School 
Jill Levine Principal, Hamilton County Normal Park Museum Magnet 
Mark Maddox D-Dresden, District 76 Tennessee General Assembly 
Dr. Gary Nixon Executive Director State Board of Education 
Dr. Jesse Register Director Metro Nashville Public 
Schools 
Judy Stewart Teacher, Franklin County Franklin County High School 
Dr. Timothy K. Webb* Commissioner Tennessee Department of 
Education 
*Dr. Webb resigned as Commissioner of education in October, 2010.  He was replaced by Interim Acting 
Commissioners Bruce Opie (10/10-12/10), and Patrick Smith (1/11-3/2).  On March 3rd the new governor appointed 
Kevin Huffman Commissioner of education. 




Rather than include assorted demographic information for each committee member I 
include only that which was made relevant in conversations, which was in all cases the role and 
region of each participant.  Participants were selected by the governor to represent a cross-
section of education positions, as well as the state’s geographic and racial makeup, but neither 
race nor gender were ever explicitly referenced in the conversations of the committee.  Members 
are listed in alphabetical order (as on the FTTT website maintained by the DOE) with their role, 
location and the organization/employer they represent.  The hired consultants are listed at the top 
of the chart as shown on the FTTT website.  The name used to refer to each person within the 
transcripts is highlighted in bold. When inserting extracts from transcripts in this dissertation 
document I mark the speaker by the name that was most often used to refer to them during 
meetings.  Depending on the person, this may be their first or last names with or without titles. 
The committee began with regular meetings and several sub-committees that meet bi-
weekly.  By May, 2010, the sub-committees were dissolved and the full committee began 
meeting on a bi-weekly schedule.  This schedule became monthly with a biweekly conference 
call at the end of the school year and included a one-day retreat in late June. Committee meetings 
are announced in advance, open to the public, and minutes of their meetings are posted on the 
state department of education website along with relevant powerpoint presentations and 
handouts.   
I attended every meeting of the committee from May 13th through December 2010, and have 
analyzed all meetings leading up to the October 29th presentation of the draft to the State Board 
of Education for the purposes of this study.  October 29th marked the completion of the TEAC’s 
original duties under FTTT upon first reading by the State Board.  They have continued to meet 
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in an informal advisory capacity in part, because the policy they delivered, though two months 
late, was still in draft form.  
Under the Tennessee Open Meetings Act of 1999 all public meetings must publish 
minutes taken by a public servant.  These minutes, along with handouts and presentation 
materials, are all posted online both on the FTTT website (http://www.tn.gov/firsttothetop/) and 
the public meetings bulletin (http://www.tennesseeanytime.org/pmn/index.html).  Handouts and 
other presentation materials are considered supporting documents, but are not representative of 
the committee talk and therefore were not taken as data.   
The state board is scheduled to approve the policy on final reading in April, 2011, but the 
work of the committee has been put on hold while the newly elected Governor searched for a 
new Commissioner.  Now that Kevin Huffman has been appointed Commissioner, he will decide 
whether or not to convene a meeting of the TEAC between now and the final reading of the State 
Board.  Anything the TEAC does not view or decide before April will be decided by the 
“planning team,” which consists of members of the Governor’s office, DOE, and the Education 
First Consultants.  Under both FTTT law and RTTT agreements the evaluation system will take 
effect for the 2011-2012 school year. Updates to the original timeline appear within the chart 
below in bold. 






Action Item Date 
Committee created by the general assembly January 26, 2010 
First committee meeting March 18, 2010 
4th meeting: Education First Consultants 
added as facilitators 
May 13, 2010 
Progress reported to the State Board July, 2010 
TEAC submitted proposed framework to 
state board of education for consideration  
August, 2010 October, 2010 
Begin Spring field testing of approved 
framework 
January, 2011 October, 2010 (began 
without full approval) 
All work is “completed and in place” July, 2011 
 
Data Collection and Analysis Process 
The Framework. I downloaded an electronic copy of the current Framework from the 
Tennessee DOE website (http://tennessee.gov/education/frameval/index.shtml) in the Spring of 
2010.  I also verified the authenticity and recency of this document with emails to the DOE.  I 
began by uploading it into Atlas.ti, the qualitative analysis software, and began to use the code 
and memo features to mark patterns and track my responses and questions within and across 
sections.  Looking at sections in isolation and then in context allowed me to describe structure 
and format in detail, as well as notice consistencies, connections and juxtapositions of ideas and 
ways of writing across the document (Cherrington & Breheny, 2005).  While re-reading 
individual sections and across the document as a whole I focused especially on areas where I was 
surprised or confused as a reader.  I also considered what such sections might mean for a teacher 
whose evaluation depended on an interpretation of these sections. This allowed me to begin to 
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consider the impact of structure and what structures, descriptions and topics may have been 
omitted (Cherrington & Breheny, 2005). The questions “what would this mean for a teacher?” 
and “What does this mean about teaching?” were constant across the entire analysis process, and 
evident in the memos and descriptions I attached throughout the Atlas file.  A more detailed 
explanation of the analytic tools used for this approach to analyzing text is provided later in this 
chapter. 
TEAC meetings.  From May 13th through October 28th, 2010 I attended all eight of the 
meetings of the TEAC.  Meetings took place in various locations within the city of Nashville 
including the offices of the State Collaborative on Reforming Education (SCORE), the 
Association of State Boards of Education, and the Teachers Education Association (state-wide 
teacher’s union).  Presentations to the State Board of Education on October 28th and 29th took 
place in a conference room at a Holiday Inn and Room 12 of the State Legislative building 
respectively.  I used two digital audio recorders to record the meetings. I kept one with me and 
placed one on an opposite side of the room in order to better capture the voices of committee 
members facing away from me.  The committee always sat in a U shape with a powerpoint 
screen in front of them for presentations and spectators arranged in a few rows around the 
outside.  There were no fewer than 15, and sometimes up to 40 visitors at each meeting.   
 During meetings I took field notes about the location and seating arrangement of the 
committee to aid in identifying the voices, especially those of contributing audience members 
and guest speakers.  I also included my own questions and responses in my field notes.  In order 
to fill in committee members who were absent for meetings, and carry on discussions that were 
cut off during meetings, the committee held optional conference calls between most in-person 
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meetings.  Though I did not call in to all conference calls, I downloaded summarized “minutes” 
of each in order to stay current with the discussions of the committee between meetings.  Since 
very few conference calls were at a time when a quorum of committee members could be 
reached, no decisions were made on conference calls, but rather options were presented and then 
reiterated and voted upon at an in person meeting.  The one exception was the September 2nd 
conference call in which the committee members took a formal roll call vote on the draft policy 
to submit to the State Board. Enough members were present on this call to have a quorum, 
though some were calling in from airports or their cars in order to participate.  As conference 
calls are also open to the public, I followed directions on the public announcement of the 
September 2nd call to dial in and record the proceedings using Skype call recorder.  
Recordings from each of the ten meetings and one conference call were downloaded onto 
my computer and uploaded into Transana, transcription and analysis software.  I used Transana 
to play the audio while I transcribed directly into the program.  This allowed me to timestamp 
my transcription so that it linked and aligned with the sound file.  I was therefore able to select 
clips of text or sound to play in isolation such that the words of each segment highlight as the 
audio file plays through them.  This also allowed for easy repeated listening of passages or 
“clips” of interest.  Transana also has features to insert Jeffersonian transcription symbols, some 
of which are used within this dissertation document (see Appendix C).  Decisions about 
transcription and transcription symbols are discussed in the following section. 
 While transcribing, I labeled clips for later analysis and kept memos of trends in an open 
Microsoft word document.  These ideas were transferred into memos in Atlas.ti, as were the 
transcription files.  Though Atlas.ti does not have sound capabilities I went between Transana 
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and Atlas.ti to code the text with patterns, questions, responses and examples of the trends I 
noticed while listening.  Atlas was therefore used to hold a marked and annotated copy of the 
transcripts, while Transana was used to listen, relisten and create text and sound clips for further 
analysis and inclusion in the text of this document.  The following broad analytic question 
guided my analysis of the meetings: (1) What are the committee members doing/accomplishing 
with their language? (2) How are their interactions constructed to achieve this? (3) What do these 
interactions do within the policymaking process? A more detailed explanation of the analytic 
tools used for this approach to analyzing talk is provided later in this chapter. 
 Transcription procedures.  Ochs (1979) writes, “what is on a transcript will influence 
and constrain what generalizations emerge” (p. 45).  Though I will not seek to make 
generalizations from this data, I orient to the task of transcription as a layer of analysis in and of 
itself that influences and constrains what is analyzed and made relevant.  My decisions about 
transcription symbols were grounded in my analysis, rather than a static set of transcription 
conventions, and in my desire to situate this work within broader conversations about discourse 
that attend to multiple aspects of language (Jefferson, 2004; Hammersley, 2010).  I acknowledge 
that decisions around transcription symbols are theory-laden, and thus chose to re-represent 
aspects of the data which I found analytically relevant in ways that are simple enough not to 
detract from the experience of reading the transcript, but that remind the reader of the dynamic 
nature of talk (Ochs, 1979).  In this study, such features include intonation/pitch, emphasis, 
overlapping talk, interruptions, and pauses.  Rather than attempt to superimpose a grammatical 
structure onto transcribed talk by adding punctuation, which requires guessing where someone’s 
sentence might start, end or connect with another stream of words, I noted pauses of various 
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lengths in lieu of commas or periods. Where the recording was inaudible, closed parenthesis note 
that a word or phrase is missing.  A list of transcription symbols, drawn from Jefferson (2004), is 
included as Appendix C. 
These are aspects of the data that I attended to in the analysis and wish to represent for 
readers to illustrate my interpretative process. I do not, for example, mark pauses and roughly 
count their length in order to make or link to any claims about what pauses do in conversations in 
general.  Instead, I mark them in order to leave room for the possibility that there is a pattern to 
the way pauses are used by a certain speaker or in certain contexts within these conversations.  
Likewise, I attempt to describe speaker emphasis based on my interpretation of the way they use 
a combination of pacing and volume to make one word or phrase stand out from the rest of their 
utterance. When providing transcriptions in the body of my findings for readers to review and 
reanalyze, I acknowledge that my approach to transcription is not meant to “capture” or represent 
what anyone else would hear if they were present at the committee meeting.  Rather it is meant 
to describe what I attended to in my analysis and how I heard it.  The transcription is my own 
interpretation and re-presentation of the conversation of the committee. 
Analytic framework.  According to Torfing (1999) “Discourse theorists must remain 
methodological bricoleurs and refrain from developing an all-purpose technique for discourse 
analysis” (p. 292).  Indeed, as Cherrington and Breheny (2005) have written, “discourse 
perspectives are diverse and contested,” as they draw upon diverse perspectives for different 
purposes.  Drawing upon other studies that take up CDP, I will describe analytic tools I take up 
in analyzing the text of the current Framework and the talk of the committees.  I begin by 
describing my approach to analyzing the text of the framework and the talk of the committee.  
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Next I describe the analytic tools employed in both, drawing upon examples from existing 
literature to situate and explain them.  
 Within DP, discourse is defined as talk and text, but distinctions between approaches for 
analyzing each are not often described.  As I transcribed the recordings of the meetings I was 
struck by differences in my experience of listening to the sound files versus reading the current 
Framework.  Coulthart (1994) points out “knowledge is not linear, but text is.  Thus every writer 
is faced with the problem of how to organize and present his/her non-linear message in a 
comprehensible linear form” (p.91).   Reading an official text that has had multiple authors, 
editors and passed through several gates of approval before publication, is a categorically 
different experience than reading the text of a transcript, written words meant to represent talk in 
interaction.   
By the time analysis begins, talk has usually been turned into text in the form of a 
transcript, which represents a layer of analysis and interpretation in and of itself (Ochs, 1979).  
What is heard, interpreted and attended to in a recording depends on the lens of the analyst. 
Although some qualitative researchers strive to stay true to the “actual” (“verbatim”) words of 
their participants (Lewis-Beck, Bryman & Liao, 2004), I remain committed to the admission that 
my transcript is always partial, already filtered through my analytic lens and interpreted in 
relation to positionality.  Once transcribed, lines between data as talk and text can be blurred 
because analysts most often work from a written transcript of talk either constructed by the 
analyst (in the case of an interview or focus group) or released by the subject/participant as in the 
case of a speech or televised event.   
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One of the ways that I worked to attend to talk in different ways than text was to orient to 
my data as talk, rather than transcript.  During both transcription and analysis I listened and 
relistened to the recordings, with and without transcripts in front of me.  Even after selecting 
extracts to use as examples within the body of the dissertation, I re-listened to the audio attached 
to each multiple times in order to attend to the features that are lost in print: e.g. timing, 
inflection, volume, pacing, other noise.  The sound of an interruption, for example, is signaled, 
but not captured by symbols that indicates overlapping talk.  The slide into a thicker drawl to 
make a point with what I interpret as “down home” authenticity, or a hint of sarcasm is likewise 
impossible to capture in a transcription.  Like all aspects of talk and interaction, they are 
impossible to separate from my own, positioned, interpretation (Hammersley, 2010).       
As I embrace the assumption that my interpretation is always partial and positioned, I 
worked to experience and attend to talk as such.  Talk, unlike text, comes with sound, pacing, 
and is made of occasioned responses (Wetherell, 1998) as interactions are co-constructed.  While 
analyzing talk I worked to position myself as listener, with text as an aid for keeping track of 
analysis and sharing it with readers, rather than as a reader myself analyzing and re-representing 
text.  In doing so I became acutely aware of the differences in the ways in which language is 
used in spontaneous conversation, planned presentations, and at times when speakers were 
reading aloud from a document or powerpoint.  Listening to these differences made the once 
familiar structure and organization of the Framework, strange.  When I first reviewed the 
Framework prior to collecting data from the meetings of the TEAC I read it as all formalism and 
very little substance, and I struggled to analyze the way language is used precisely because it was 
not a live interaction with immediate responses and multiple speakers.  Once I began to analyze 
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my sound files and reading their transcripts, however, I began to attend to the differences of 
reading a written text that had been planned, edited, passed to new authors, revised and approved 
multiple times.  It is a multi-source, multi-author document that follows a rigid, consistent and 
purposeful structure.  I therefore orient to structure itself and organization of the text as a 
location for analysis.  I also attended to the ways in which language about a single topic was 
used across the document, knowing that the document’s status as an official guide for evaluation 
required me to analyze similarities and differences in language use within and across sections, 
specifically attending to the ways in which the differences between levels of proficiency are 
indicated in word choice.   
One other difference in the analysis of talk versus text was the extent to which I attended 
to the dynamic argumentative structure of talk.  Billig et al. (1988) argued that discourse always 
carries an argument; the text of the Framework is constructed to position and resist opposition, it 
provides one, authoritative voice of the Department of Education.  It is therefore important to 
consider what is missing from the text (Cherrington & Breheny, 2005), where gaps exist, in order 
to create a context for the ways in which arguments and choices have been made relevant or 
ignored.  In the talk of the committee positioning more often goes both ways as speakers position 
themselves, others and are positioned by others.  For example, though one member may position 
themselves as the voice of reason, the next conversational turn may include someone positioning 
them as an ignorant outsider, and the next turn might position both in a new way.  The dynamic 
nature of conversation means that arguments, positions and interpretations are always iterative, 
contingent upon each other, and co-constructed in talk (Wetherell, 1998).  Though such co-
construction probably occurred in the process of creating the text of the Framework, it has been 
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codified by virtue of its approval by the state board as a state policy document to be interpreted 
and reinterpreted by readers, not changed and volleyed back and forth by speakers.  Though I do 
not argue that the meaning of a text is static, its multi-phased construction is complete and awaits 
interpretation and reinterpretation by a reader; rather than continuous co-construction by multiple 
speakers. 
Given my orientation to the differences between talk and text, I chose similar, but 
separate sets of analytic tools in my analysis of each.  I drew upon existing work in CDP, 
especially the work of analysts who attend to official, authoritative documents (Cherrington & 
Breheny, 2005; Hastie, 2009).  When analyzing the text I used three analytic processes. First, I 
considered the action-orientation of the structure and format of the document.  That is, I worked 
to identify and describe the ways in which organizational features work to construct 
effectiveness – what resources were used, how information was ordered and presented and what 
sources were made relevant.  Second, I considered the ways in which language was being used to 
position teachers relative to other groups and objects (students, testing, curriculum) and to 
definitions of proficiency and effectiveness.  This is similar to the subject positions tool 
explained in the following section. Third, I worked to identify and question what I perceived as 
gaps or omissions in descriptions of effectiveness and good teaching in order to bring the choices 
for what was made relevant into sharper relief and to consider the consequence of those choices. 
I did not use each analytic process in separate, sequential layers of analysis, but rather worked to 
notice and apply each over multiple readings of the text, and to see, for example, the ways in 
which organization worked to position and resist that which was made relevant. 
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When analyzing the talk of the TEAC I took up three commonly used analytic tools of 
CDP: the identification and analysis of interpretative repertoires, ideological dilemmas and 
subject positioning.  Each is explained with examples to provide context in the following 
sections. 
1. Interpretative Repertoires (IRs).  Potter, Wetherell, Gill and Edwards (2002) define IRs as 
“broadly discernible clusters of terms, descriptions, common-places (Billig, 1988) and figures of 
speech often clustered around metaphors or vivid images and often using distinct grammatical 
constructions and styles” (p. 168).  Cherrington and Breheny (2005) explain that while 
Foucault’s notion of a discourse can involve a “brittle set of statements,” IRs are flexible 
collections of ideas, metaphors, specific words and connotations that can be deployed in different 
settings for different purposes.  Potter et al., write that the idea of an IR is “analogous to the 
repertoire of moves of a ballet dancer,” in that it “emcompasses the way that different moves 
(terms, tropes, metaphors) from the repertoire may be invoked according to their suitability to an 
immediate context” (p. 169).  
 IRs are identified as researchers interpret the patterns and relationships between 
discursive resources that are deployed in conversations.  Parker (2002) writes that IRs should be 
identified only based on “common-sense categories” of the context like an a priori sociologically 
constructed code for a theme in an analysis of narrative.  Potter et al., argue that IRs can be 
identified both “in vivo,” (Coffey & Atkinson, 1997, p. 41) using the words that appear over and 
over again, or they may be named by the researcher in order to describe a set of loosely 
connected images and ideas that are used in certain ways within the data.  For example, Potter et 
al., identified the “community repertoire” as a set of words “describing a certain style of 
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cohesive social relationships;” which includes the use of words like ‘closeness’, integration’, 
‘close-knit’, ‘caring’ and is deployed in different ways for different reasons in accounts of riots 
(Potter and Reicher, 1987) as well as in studies of the care of handicapped people (Potter and 
Collie, 1989).  They do not argue that deploying a “community repertoire” means or does the 
same thing across situations, but they notice that certain terms are bundled together around a 
similarly positive idea of community, and people tap into this set of ideas when using certain 
words or phrases linked to the positive notions of community.  In this study, I used both in vivo 
and constructed names for the IRs I identified, depending upon the presence of a repeated and 
characteristic phrase within the IR that was descriptive of the set. 
 The identification of an IR allows analysts to trace the development of accusations, 
justifications and ways in which speakers position the subject or object of conversation.  In 
somewhat more practical terms, Wetherell (1998) defines IRs as: 
…a culturally familiar and habitual line of argument comprised of recognizable themes, 
common places and tropes…[which] comprise members’ methods for making 
sense…they are the common sense which organizes accountability and serves as a back-
cloth for the realization of locally managed positions in actual interaction (p. 400-401).   
She explains that the identification of an IR such as “male sexuality as performance” or “alcohol 
and disinhibition” allows the researcher to trace the action performed by a fragment of 
conversation like he was ‘on the pull’, and ‘his social guards were down.’  She argues that these 
fragments, in the context of a conversation between British males about an evening out, “evoke 
for listeners the relevant context of argumentation-premises, claims and counter-claims.”  In such 
ways IRs can be used to identify what is made relevant and what is at stake in a conversation.  
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Once identified, IRs serve as a launching point for the analysis of the structure of argument and 
positioning of counter-arguments which demonstrate the ways in which language is used to 
construct a certain version of effectiveness while at the same time countering or challenging 
other possible versions. 
2. Ideological dilemmas.  Ideological dilemmas were introduced to discourse analysis from the 
field of social psychology in which they were most studied in terms of decision-making 
processes.  In 1988, however, Billig, Condor, Edwards, Gane, Middleton and Radley argued that 
there is a “dilemmatic quality of everyday thinking,” that no thought, position or action is value-
free.   We are always managing competing ideologies as we construct our identities and realities 
because there is no such thing as a single “common-sense” or a unitary version.  In teaching, for 
example, there is always the ideological tension between teaching as art or science (Lagemann, 
2000), teachers as state employees or liberators, school as public service or “child garden,” as 
training or education.  Different people take up different aspects of the competing ideologies at 
different times for different purposes as they construct their positions, identities and realities in 
talk.  Billig therefore argues that dilemmas are not confined to decision-making, but are rather 
descriptive of the notion that “the common sense of all societies will possess contrary themes, 
which provide the possibility of argument and deliberation” (Billig et al, p. 18).  Identifying the 
dilemmas present in discourse allows the analyst to describe what is at stake, what interests are 
being balanced and how a participant or organization implicitly argues for their point of view 
over others.   
 One common example of a basic dilemma in the everyday thinking of teachers is the 
dilemma between equality and authority.  Billig et al (1988) write “close observation of the ways 
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in which teachers speak and behave in the classroom reveals the balancing of democratic and 
authoritarian elements, as teachers attempt simultaneously to impart knowledge as well as elicit 
it from the pupils” (p. 5).  They further note that, “In all this, teaching is not itself a neutral act by 
which an ideology is transmitted, often by paid employees of the state.  The act of teaching is 
itself a representation of the ideology and it is a dilemmatic representation” (p. 5).  Simply 
identifying such an ideological dilemma, however, is not analysis in and of itself (Antaki, Billig, 
Edwads & Potter 2002).  Antaki et al, (2002) argue that analysts must do more than simply ‘spot 
features,’ of discourse, they must analyze how a feature (dilemma) is managed.  Such analysis in 
this case would explore the ways in which teachers manage the ideological dilemma inherent in 
their work, in what contexts they use language that makes the authoritarian ideology relevant in 
their classroom and in which contexts the democratic ideology is evoked.   
One application of the analysis of ideological dilemmas has been describing how teachers 
who struggle to promote discussion in English classes often struggle because they rely on 
authoritarian repertoires when describing the directions and expectations for democratic class 
discussions, thus sending mixed messages to students about how they are expected to speak and 
behave (Nystrand & Gamoran, 1989).  Students are unlikely to participate freely and equally 
when all other aspects of their 50-minute period are managed in a teacher-centered recitation 
(question-answer-evaluation) pattern.  In a study of talk and texts about teacher effectiveness, an 
analysis of ideological dilemmas would include first identifying which ideologies or sets of 
values are made relevant, and then describing how they are deployed in conversation or in the 
documents, as well as the consequence of that deployment. Identifying the ideological dilemmas 
will allow a discussion of the competing ideologies speakers and writers have brought to bear on 
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their versions of effectiveness.  It will allow a discussion of the various stakes and interests 
represented, contested or supported in different versions of effectiveness.  One of the reasons 
effectiveness has been so difficult for people to define is that so much is at stake and so much is 
involved (Cochran-Smith, 2005).  An analysis of the ideological dilemmas present in talk and 
texts about teacher effectiveness will start to tease out the various stakes and interests knotted to 
the topic of teacher effectiveness. 
Potter, Edwards and Wetherell (1993) argue that a feature of interactions between people 
or groups is that individuals and groups are assumed to have desires, motives, allegiances, etc., 
which creates the possibly of their words being discounted as biased and not factual.  The 
assumption that everyone always has a specific stake or interest creates a dilemma of stake and 
interest by which speakers must used discursive resources to construct an account as factual or 
themselves as reliable.  Speakers manage the attribution of stake or interest and account for the 
claims they make in a variety of ways, some of which involve positioning themselves or others 
as speaking from within a certain category or established point of view as is discussed in the net 
section. 
3. Subject positioning.  The last analytic tool most often used by CDP analysts comes from 
Positioning Theory (Harré & van Langenhove, 1999), which replaced the idea of static social 
“roles” in social psychology with the idea of dynamically constructed positions as identity 
categories.  Though the idea of a role is static and formal (husband, wife, son, father) a position 
is more flexible and descriptive not only of an identity, but a perspective.  Positioning takes place 
in conversation as speakers provide autobiographic information that describes the position they 
take up and assign to others.  Indeed positioning can be interactive if what one person says 
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positions another, or reflexive when people say things that position themselves.  For example, 
Davies and Harré (1990) write, “by treating a remark as, say, ‘condolence’, in responding to that 
remark a second speaker positions themselves as, say, the bereaved” (p. 49) and positions the 
first speaker as someone who would offer condolences.  As in other aspects of DP, intentionality 
is not relevant to positioning.  Whether or not the first speaker meant to offer a condolence, if 
their remark is taken up as such, they have been positioned as one who gives condolences 
speaking to one who deserves condolences. 
Davies and Harré (1990) argue that several story lines are braided together within 
conversations and organized around “various poles, such as events, characters and moral 
dilemmas” (p. 50).  Speakers can thus position themselves and simultaneously or separately 
position others by taking up story lines that include a particular set of cultural stereotypes to 
which they are invited to conform.  That is, introducing yourself as a nurse provides a set of 
cultural stereotypes that you are invited to conform to, or may work to resist by making other 
things relevant about yourself. They further argue that positions are identified by “extracting the 
autobiographical aspects of a conversation” (p.49) in which someone describes themselves and 
others. Analysts acknowledge, however, that cultural stereotypes may be understood differently 
by different people. 
The analysis of subject positions rests on an understanding of identity as a “negotiated 
performance” (Reynolds & Wetherell, 2003, p. 493).  Reynolds and Wetherell (2003) say that 
“who we can be” within a conversation “is dependent on the positions made available through 
talk, in interaction and conversations” (p.497).  Storylines of everyday conversations 
continuously provide speakers with positions to speak from, from which to position others as 
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“characters with roles and rights” (p.497) in the stories of the conversation.  In their study of 
singleness they found several common subject positions offered to women across IRs about 
singleness including “strong and independent’, “pitiful and problematic,” “fulfilled,” or 
“attacked and excluded.”  These positions, within the category of ‘single woman’ evoke 
characters and sets of resources for understanding the speaker.  They also provide a position 
from which to position others.  Thus subject positions can be implied by different ways of telling 
ones narratives (Reynolds, Wetherell & Taylor, 2001)   
Wetherell and Edley (1999) also suggest that people describe themselves in relation to 
“imaginary positions” like heroic positions, in which men tell stories about masculinity as if it is 
related to being a hero; ordinary positions, in which men tell stories about masculinity as normal, 
ordinary or average; and rebellious positions, in which men tell stories that resist hegemonic 
masculinity and purposefully unconventional.  Edley (2001) explains that subject positions 
would be of interest to a critical discursive psychologist for two main reasons. First, it would be 
interesting to see what they do in the local context.  He gives the example of presenting oneself 
as modest by taking up the ordinary subject position.  Second, the availability of this subject 
position “tells us something about the ideological context in which the talk is done” (p. 217).  
Subject positions include all the different identities that are made available by different 
ways of talking (Edley, 2001).  Thus different IRs contain different available subject positions.  
Within the IR of singleness as a personal deficit, positioning oneself as fulfilled creates a 
dilemma.  If someone begins a conversation that includes stories of unhappy spinsters within an 
IR of singleness as deficit, single women are offered several implied subject positions that they 
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must either accept or work to resist.  In this way, IRs and subject positions work together in 
conversation, and are thus often both taken up as analytic tools within CDP.  
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have provided the purpose, research questions and significance of this 
study as well as the data sources, collection and analytic process. Next I described critical 
discursive psychology (CDP) as the theoretical framework for the study.  In the following 
chapter I will describe the findings of my analysis.  Within this chapter I include extracts from 
the data in order to increase the transparency of my analysis as well as to invite the reader to 
analyze along with me, as I take up the poststructuralist assumption that my version is always 
one among many possible explanations of the ways in which language is being used. 
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CHAPTER IV: ANALYSIS 
Chapter Outline 
 In this chapter I present my analysis of the Framework, and describe the ways in which I 
believe this document worked to set the stage for the tasks of the TEAC.  I then describe the 
ways in which the committee members oriented to the existing framework as they set about 
developing a new framework.  Next I present my analysis of the meetings of the TEAC from 
May through October, including the presentation of their work to the State Board and its 
approval upon first reading. 
The Current Framework 
In the following section I will describe and offer an analysis of the current Framework for 
Teacher Evaluation and Professional Development.  Specifically, I considered the action-
orientation of structure and format; the positioning of subjects (people, groups) and objects 
(research, materials, etc.); and what I perceived as gaps or absences in the content of the 
document.  Using these analytic concepts I present an analysis of the current framework as 
context for the environment that led to Tennessee’s RTTT application and the assumptions that 
were upheld or resisted in the process of developing a new evaluation system.  I begin with a 
description of the brief history of the document itself and provide an outline of its contents. 
In 1997, the Tennessee State Board of Education (SBOE) approved a Framework for 
Teacher Evaluation and Professional Development that was implemented statewide for the 2000-
2001 school year.  Halfway through that school year NCLB, with its stipulation that all teachers 
be highly qualified, was passed.  As discussed in previous chapters, being “qualified” required 
qualifications in the form of Praxis test scores, certifications and licensures.  In response to 
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NCLB, the Tennessee SBOE approved a revised version of their Framework in 2004 which 
“improved both the rigor and structure of the model by substantially increasing its specificity and 
aligning it with the highly qualified provision of NCLB.”   The Framework currently in use 
indicates that it was approved by the board in 2004, and was revised in 2009.  According to the 
DOE, the 2009 revisions only added or deleted wording within the evaluation instrument and 
thus did not go before the State Board for new approval. 
The framework includes descriptors for three levels of proficiency across 44 criteria that 
are clustered around 6 domains of teaching (see Appendix A).  The domains include Planning, 
Teaching strategies, Assessment and evaluation, Learning environment, Professional growth, and 
Communication. 
Organization and format.  Unlike the evaluation now being constructed under FTTT, 
the Framework was developed by the Department of Education, not an interdisciplinary advisory 
panel.  According to the overview that introduces the Framework, it is meant to be a “research-
based, public description of a teacher’s performance in areas validated as critical to effective 
teaching.” (TN DOE, 2009, p.10).  In this section, I describe aspects of the organization and 
format that contribute to constructions of teachers and teacher evaluation including evidence of 
revision and the use of research.  I analyze format by considering the layout of the page, spacing 
and types of sentences or other text, as well as stray marks and other errors. I analyze structure 
by considering the presence and organization of sections, as well as the kinds of information they 
include. The Framework is organized such that each domain is defined and its three indicators 
described followed by a page of “Research Brief” which explains the research basis for the 
domain and criteria.  Though in its third iteration, the Framework for Evaluation and 
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Professional Growth contains no fewer than twenty spelling, spacing or grammatical errors – 
many of which appear to be typos or unfinished sentences, most of which appear in the 
“Research Briefs.”  Rather than orienting to this text as if it is an unfinished document, I describe 
how the unfinished quality works to position teachers  and construct a version of teacher 
effectiveness.    
The following extracts are taken from across the six research briefs and are retyped 
exactly with spacing maintained.  Typographical errors are bolded for easy identification and are 
also visible in their original form in Appendix A: 
Text Extract1 
Carl Rogers and Jerome Freiberg (1994) talk about significant meaningful experiential 
learning that has a strong . component of self discovery, real life experience, which 
encouraged the coming together of cognitive and the affective (Domain 1: Planning). 
Text Extract 2 
Studies on self-monitoring and problem solving suggest that teachers can help students 
acquire the skills through modeling by the teacher, followed by ample practice (Davey, 
1983).  Think-aloud-modeling the cognitive process of reading comprehension. 
Journal of Reading 27:4447 (Domain 2: Teaching Strategies). 
Text Extract 3 
Intensive professional development must be provided through presentations of 
information and theory about the instructional strategy and multiple 
demonstrations modeling the use of the strategy and opportunities to practice using 
the.. instructional strategy demonstrated.  Professional development is sustained over 
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time.  Professional development activities should occur until data indicate that the 
teachers are implementing the strategy correctly. (Joyce and Showers, 1983, 2002; 
NSDC, 2001; Odden et aI, 2002; Wallace, LeMahieu, and Bickel, 1990 (Domain 5: 
Professional Growth). 
Text Extract 4 
Effective teachers write constructive, grammatically correct communications and write 
appropriately for the intended audience (Stronge; 2002) (Domain 6: Communication).  
I initially thought I had downloaded a draft version that had been posted by the Department of 
Education in error, but found that all available versions (PDF, doc, indicators alone, full 
Framework) contained the same errors.  I emailed the DOE contact person indicated on the 
webpage and confirmed that the online version is official, and the latest (2009) revisions were 
merely additions or deletions of “verbiage.” 
Beyond the typographical errors and incomplete sentences that riddle the research brief 
sections and are occasionally found in the descriptions of the indicators, research briefs often cite 
statements written by scholars that are not results of findings of research studies.   
(Domain 1: Planning). 
Understanding the developmental context of the subject matter enables teachers to 
construct instructional goals appropriate to students with special needs.  Teachers can 
observe important patterns of development of students within a content area; these 
patterns are particularly important in science and mathematics at all levels, and literature 
and social sciences at the high school level (Danielson, 1996)  
(Domain 3: Assessment and Evaluation). 
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Teachers show their knowledge through the design of assessments (Danielson, 1996)  
The Danielson citation, used frequently throughout the Framework, is a reference to Danielson’s 
published framework for teaching, which is not based on original research, but rather on the 
Praxis III Classroom Performance Assessments.  It is marketed by Danielson’s educational 
consulting group.  The Framework is structured to include a research brief after every domain (6 
total), which works to construct research as integral part of an evaluation instrument, yet the 
inclusion of statements not drawn from research studies constructs a confusing relationship to 
research.   
Excerpts like those re-presented above are organized as statements spread out by spaces 
between statements as if it were once a bulleted list, but has had the bullets removed.  Though 
most statements are accompanied by a parenthetical reference (citation), the document does not 
contain a corresponding bibliography or list of works cited where the full citations can be found.  
As an official document, the Framework is therefore something of a riddle as it claims to be 
research-based and in its third edition, with two separate board approvals, yet is in both content 
and format very much a draft.  The inclusion of research briefs constructs the evaluation as 
having a research base, thus making research relevant to teacher evaluation, but the content and 
format of those briefs indicates a loose and incoherent relationship to research.  This positions 
teachers as not requiring a comprehensible research base for the criteria by which they are 
evaluated.  The criteria that decides their evaluations is handed down to them by the state 
department, with very little explanation of how, and why those are the categories and criteria.  
Oblique references to draft-style notes that explain how the criteria are “research based” are 
sufficient evidence for the state to present its evaluation.  This is ironic given the frequency that 
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criteria for evaluation include teachers attending to research and new developments in pedagogy 
in their own practice.   
Rather than speculating about the reasons this document has been approved and 
distributed in such a form, I have attempted to analyze the way in which this document works to 
construct effective teaching by its format and structure.  It constructs a version of effectiveness 
that can be judged based on draft-style references to the opinions of researchers and educational 
consultants.  This positions teachers as not requiring access to a research-base for their 
evaluation criteria.  As Extract 4 suggests, teachers are expected to communicate clearly and 
accurately, yet the DOE is not expected to do so, and may carry errors through multiple versions 
of publically released evaluation documents.  
Positioning of teachers on a continuum of effectiveness: Levels of proficiency.  In this 
section I describe patterns identified across indicators within each domain (area of proficiency).  
In doing so I considered what the New Teacher Project (2010) considers “a design standard for a 
rigorous and fair evaluation system”: “alignment to excellence,” the degree to which evaluation 
criteria reflects what teachers need to do to ensure positive outcomes for their students.  This 
criteria was used by the committee when comparing sample evaluation frameworks.  Within the 
Framework, teaching proficiency is spread across a continuum with “unacceptable” at one end 
and “advanced,” now referred to as “highly effective” on the other (see Table 4).  “Developing,” 
as a continuous verb suggests motion towards something, as if it is a transitional stage, yet 
descriptions of performance at this level involve failed attempts to meet expectations in 
meaningful ways. The “unacceptable” level of performance is listed, but never described.  Each 
of the other performance levels (A-C) are described for each indicator, but there is no mention of 
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the possibility of overlap or implied inclusion of criteria from A to B to C.  Rather, the manual 
explains “for each indicator, data sources that must be used by the evaluator and observer are 
listed.” 




Levels of Proficiency in the Current Framework 




C Advanced  
 
According to the evaluation manual, the proficient level (B) requires mastering the 
“rudiments of the criteria” with the expectation to improve considerably with experience or 
professional growth.  The developing level describes teachers who, “has clearly not mastered the 
basic requirements of the criteria.”  Below this level there is also the possibility of being marked 
“unsatisfactory.”  Individual districts may decide how to use information from the evaluation in a 
promotion, tenure or dismissal process, but there is no existing state policy that an 
“unsatisfactory” or “advanced” leads to any particular consequence.  
Below is a figure showing an example of an indicator, within the domain of planning, 
with the three corresponding levels.  
A (Developing). Goals and objectives are 
taken from the textbook with minimal 
attention to students' developmental levels. 
B (Proficient). The teacher focuses on key 
concepts of the content with some attention 
to a developmental sequence of goals 
appropriate for all students. 
INDICATOR A 
3. Identifies goals and objectives that 
include the key concepts of the content area 
and are developmentally appropriate for all 
students. 
C. (Advanced) A logical, clear, and 
appropriate connection exists between the 
goals and objectives and the developmental 
characteristics of all students. Goals and 
objectives are differentiated based on 
developmental levels of students. 
Figure A. Domain I: Planning, Indicator A, part 3.  
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At level A, developing, the teacher is attempting, but failing to meet the expectation 
described by the indicator by using the textbook chosen by the state (which may or may not 
include key concepts) and only demonstrating minimal attention to students’ developmental 
levels.  Although there is a separate designation simply called “unsatisfactory,” (no letter label) 
even level A fails to meet the domain’s criteria.  This constructs effectiveness as relatively rare 
because there are two levels available for teachers who do not meet expectations, and one each 
for those who meet or exceed them.  In other words, half of the categories available describe 
teaching that does not meet the expectations described in the indicators. 
At level B, proficient, expectations are met and the wording is closest to that of the 
indicator.  In level C, advanced, extra descriptions are added to the wording of the indicator, such 
as “attention to connections between goals and differentiation.”  Strangely, the description of 
level C does not mention “key concepts” as described in the indicator and level B. Level C may 
therefore be different from, but not inclusive of the criteria for level B.  For example, it would be 
possible to have “logical, clear and appropriate connections between the goals and objectives” 
without having identified key goals.  The second sentence of C is a restatement of the first 
sentence, thus lengthening the description but not changing the criteria.  If goals are connected to 
the developmental characteristics of all students, then they are already differentiated (matched to 
the level of) all students.  Though C has a more detailed and lengthy descriptor it does not 
capture the full indicator.  I therefore argue that these levels construct advanced teaching as 
different from, but not necessarily inclusive of aspects of proficient teaching.  Even if level C is 
meant to imply all that is described in earlier levels (though there is no indication of this in the 
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manual), the repetition and lack of clear alignment with levels A and B make it difficult to 
understand what exceeding expectations should involve. 
The section of Domain I, part 2 that addresses Individualized Education Plans is provided 
in the figure below. 
A. … Modifications as directed on 
students’ IEPs are implemented 
B. … IEPs are correctly interpreted and 
appropriately implemented. 
INDICATOR A 
Plans and designs content instruction that is 
developmentally appropriate and includes 
strategies, activities, and assessments 
appropriate to the content and learner C. …IEPs are correctly interpreted and 
implemented to the fullest extent possible 
Figure B. Domain I: Planning, Part 2 
The phrase in the criteria description for performance level C, “to the fullest extent 
possible” suggests that there is a spectrum of possibility when it comes to the implementation of 
Individualized Education Plans (IEPs), and that, though IEPs are legally binding documents, the 
highest performing teachers do only what is most possible, which leaves open the possibility that 
full implementation is never reached.  The proficient performance level (B), however, involves a 
higher level of rigor than the description for level C, and is not drastically different than the 
indicator for level A since it demands “appropriate,” not just fullest “possible” implementation. 
The difference between A and B are the additions of the “correctly” and “appropriately” which 
suggests that there are inappropriate ways to implement modifications.  In other words, a level A 
teacher would do what they think the IEP says, but they may not have understood it or applied it 
appropriately.   
Since IEPs are legal documents that outline the educational plan for students with 
disabilities under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA, 2004), they are legally 
binding documents.  Parents can choose to pursue legal action against teachers and school 
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systems that do not carry out the recommendations of the IEP.  A level B teacher would 
implement IEP recommendations appropriately, and understand them correctly and thus would 
be fulfilling their legal obligation.  A level C teacher, on the other hand, only fulfills their 
obligation to the extent possible.  It is unclear who or what decides when or if something on an 
IEP is to be deemed impossible, but according to IDEA (2004), nothing on an IEP is optional. In 
some cases, as with this indicator, meeting standards is a matter of Federal law, so anything less 
(developing, unacceptable) could be considered illegal.   
 Perhaps the addition of the phrase “to the fullest extent possible” was an attempt to 
construct level C as more complex or advanced than level B, because of the word “fullest” which 
suggests there are variations of fullness and this is the most full. Unfortunately, as it is worded, 
level C seems to be less rigorous than level B, and both level A and C (and therefore also the 
unacceptable rating) fail to comply with IEPs. This constructs a version of effectiveness in which 
only one category of teachers (level B) is expected to meet federal requirements for 
implementing IEPs.  
These two examples are representative of the pattern that indicators at each level are 
inconsistent in their position relative to each other, but consistently at or below the professional 
expectations outlined in the Framework.  Level C, Advanced descriptions are often longer and 
more detailed than level B, but often neglects to include all aspects of the expectations met at 
level B.  This constructs teachers as capable of developing towards professional expectations, but 
does not clearly describe what going “above and beyond” expectations would include.  Rather 
“advanced” involves actions that are related to, but not always inclusive of the expectations.  The 
ways in which the levels are positioned, with an unacceptable rating possible, but never 
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explained, and without a clear trajectory that goes beyond simply meeting expectations, 
constructs a version of teaching in which failure to meet expectations is accepted, and going 
beyond expectations is only vaguely defined.   
Another example of the lack of alignment to excellence is the frequent use of state testing 
as a metric for both purposeful planning and student achievement.  In the following example, the 
domains and indicators construct a version of effectiveness in which state standards and tests are 
prioritized over all other (often unnamed) learning and curriculum goals.  
Domain I: Planning 
Indicator A – part 3:Gives instructional priority to content goals and objectives that have 
been identified as high stakes assessment items.  
Domain III: Assessment and Evaluation 
Indicator C - part 2: Analyzes state academic content standards and state performance 
indicators to assure that standards have been taught to the level of understanding assessed 
by the standard.  
These extracts from across two domains of teaching outline a pattern of references to 
preparation for high stakes tests, which suggests that teachers are expected to prepare students 
for the state test both in terms of the way they select topics and assess progress.  Moreover, 
instructional planning is positioned as being for the purpose of the test itself, rather than a 
student, knowledge or attainment-centered purpose.  Teachers are expected to give priority to 
tested topics and test formats both in what they select to teach and how they present the 
information.  
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In short, effective teaching is constructed within the current Framework as teaching for 
the state test, meeting or developing towards expectations with a fuzzy legal or research base, 
without a clear vision of what performance beyond the domain description might include.  
Gaps and omissions.  Thus far I have examined the ways in which research and testing 
have been made relevant in the text of the current framework.  Equally as important, however, 
are the subjects (i.e. students) and objects (learning goals, performance assessments) related to 
teaching and learning that are not made relevant or rarely mentioned.  Leading up to the 
announcement of the RTTT grant, Tennessee had begun a “truth in advertising” campaign to 
increase the rigor of their standards and state tests.  This campaign was a response to being 
ranked 49th in the country because of large discrepancies in the number of students proficient on 
the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and the number of students proficient 
on Tennessee’s state test (NAEP, 2008).  Tennessee reported to its citizens that 87% of students 
were proficient in reading, but only 27% were proficient on the NAEP.  Left out of the current 
Framework is any discussion of teaching beyond what is considered “key” to state testing and 
standards.  There is likewise no mention of student learning or engagement as a measure of 
proficiency for teachers.  The omissions and flaws of the current document were considered 
common knowledge within the meetings of the TEAC.  In extract 1 I draw on data from the 
meetings of the TEAC.  As Tomeka Hart, Commissioner from the Memphis City Schools and 
president of the Memphis Urban League, commented in the August 19th meeting, the committee 
started from scratch when designing the new policy and invited practitioners to weigh in on the 
existing framework.  
Extract 1
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PAM: the framework components are ↑good (.) and everything I hear from principals um 1 
(1.0) teachers everything (.) there's no problem with ↓those those are great um (1.0) they 2 
really define (.) what (.) you're looking ↓for (.) the problem with the Tennessee 3 
framework is the length and the (.) just the pages involved and all ↑that so it's not the=  4 
KATIE: =so recordkeeping and=  5 
PAM: =so maybe this is a good part to keep  6 
KATIE: ok  7 
JIMMY: it it's not just the recordkeeping (.) the things that we have now when you look 8 
at the domain the descriptor (.) is very vague (1.0) it doesn't focus in and say this is what 9 
you should see (.) in this category then you have to look at the rubrics and the ↑rubric 10 
covers three pages (2.0) it's impossible to look at it and look and say this is what planning 11 
should look like we've got to be more defined (.) and more (1.5) specific about what 12 
we're looking for when we walk into a classroom13 
Though committee members rarely gave specific examples from the Framework, it is rare that 
the Framework provides specific descriptions of what an evaluator would see during a classroom 
observation. For example, Domain 1: Planning, Indicator C says that at performance level A: 
“Strategies and materials are selected for diverse group learning styles. Cognitive needs are 
addressed as they arise in the classroom.”  There is no explanation or definition for phrases like 
“diverse group learning styles” or “cognitive needs” as these terms are somewhat opaque.  The 
research brief for this section likewise does not elucidate the intended meaning or acceptable 
interpretation though that may be a reasonable place to look for it.  The lack of clear directions 
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for aspects of what teaching should “look like” and what people should be “looking for,” and 
their relationship to student achievement are considered downfalls of the current Framework.  
The underlying assumption of calls for specificity of language in the evaluation 
instrument is that effectiveness in teaching can be identified using a rubric.  Indeed the 
committee members spent several days discussing various commercially available tools that 
offer more or clearer “look fors” to guide evaluation.  Based on my analysis of the current 
Framework, however, I argue that it is as much what the evaluation instrument directs you to 
look for as what it leaves missing that contributes to the construction of effective teaching.  In 
the current Framework, the absence of student knowledge, skills, mindsets and actions in any of 
the indicators, as well as the emphasis on state test preparation has contributed to a system of 
education with low and vague expectations for teachers and a singular focus on state standards 
and tests.  It has further positioned teachers as requiring neither access to a comprehensible 
research base, nor a fully edited document for the evaluation of their work.   
The Teacher Evaluation Advisory Committee 
In this section, I will describe my analysis of the talk of the TEAC.  Using data in the 
form of transcripts from the meetings of the TEAC from May 13th through the first reading of 
their recommendations to the State Board of Education on October 29th, I will now examine the 
ways in which teacher effectiveness is constructed in the talk of the TEAC.  My focus on 
language would not be unfamiliar to the members of the TEAC who themselves explicitly 
oriented to the impact of their word choice, the need for common definitions and the value of 
conversation as problem-solving process throughout the meetings.  Susan, a facilitator, explained 
the need for “a discussion so that we have common terminology so that as we’re having the 
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discussions going forward over the coming year we don’t get tripped up on titles and words so 
that we’re all using words in the same way so we can get where we want to go.” Jen, another 
facilitator, listed “precision of language” as criteria for evaluating sample teacher evaluation 
rubrics.  All committee members engaged in multiple conversations about the terminology they 
would use to rate teachers, describe components of the rubric, and clarify their draft policy. 
I will argue that the members of the committee drew upon polarized constructions of 
teacher effectiveness, which had an important impact on the ways in which the purpose of 
evaluation was constructed, as well as the ways in which policy decisions were made or put off 
for later discussion. I end this section with a discussion of the ways in which decision points 
were managed to mediate the dilemmatic nature of conversations about effectiveness.  In a 
second section, I discuss the ways in which issues involved in national conversations about 
education reform (value-added) are taken up within the conversations of the committee.  I further 
argue that a third IR, one of contemporary education reform, allowed high stakes decisions to 
unravel into smaller, lower-stakes decision points, ultimately creating more work for reformers 
and skirting the possibility of explicitly defining effectiveness. 
Section I: Conflicting repertoires of teacher effectiveness.  Two patterned ways of talking 
about effectiveness in teaching can be traced through conversations of the committee: 1) the 
binary “call a spade a spade” repertoire in which teachers either are or are not effective; and 2) 
the “real situation” repertoire in which teachers are infinitely unique and labeling one as 
definitely effective or ineffective is impossible.  When taking up the “real situation” repertoire 
speakers often provide a hypothetical or personal example that defies binary categorization 
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because of particular circumstances.  In the following section, I describe each with examples and 
consider the patterned ways in which conflict and discussion between them is managed.  
Call a spade a spade.  The IR of “call a spade a spade” includes phrases that present an 
either/or relationship between possibilities.  Phrases like “effective or not” “you are or you 
aren’t” “can or can’t” and the exact phrase “call a spade a spade” are used to call for the implied 
honesty of a simple yes/no set of labels or categories across conversations about teaching and 
learning.  In the following extract Darrell, a Nashville-area entrepreneur, takes up the “spade a 
spade” repertoire in response to a suggestion that the labels for different levels of teaching 
proficiency be softened or removed in case they are published in local newspapers next to 
teachers’ names. 
Extract 2 
DARRELL: yeah I've (3.0) I never let the media (dictate) how I run my business (1.0) 1 
and (1.0) how what why not call a spade a spade? (.) I mean if they if these guys if they're 2 
teachers and they perform satisfactory↑ and that's (.) in the paper↑ uh it may encourage 3 
them to ↑become to move up the ↑ladder I mean (.) they’re in the public sector they're 4 
working with public school kids and (2.0) it may make them work harder but I'm not 5 
gonna have them be I'm not gonna (.) I wouldn't I wouldn't change my evaluation 6 
wording based on the fact that it's going to be public (.) it is what it is (2.0) they either 7 
good or bad (.) I mean (.) so be it8 
Darrell begins by positioning himself as an outsider who does not let the media dictate his 
actions (lines 1-2).  Rather than describing how it works in business or at his company, he uses 
“I” to tell a story about himself (Harré, 1997) that lies in contrast to “they” in the public sector.  
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He also begins with the rhetorical question (“Why not”?), by which he indirectly constructs not 
saying who is ineffective as problematic (Korobov & Bamberg, 2007).  He thus uses the 
rhetorical question to convey an assertion, rather than actually asking a question (Koshik, 2005).  
In lines 5-6 he manages the dilemma of seeming anti-teacher by suggesting that public 
recognition is a good thing: motivation to get better, rather than humiliation.  This constructs a 
version of effectiveness in which you either are effective or ineffective, but teachers can become 
effective if they are identified and thus motivated to work harder. 
Darrell describes calling a spade a spade as being helpful for teachers as it might 
“encourage them to become to move up the ladder,” and rationalizes it by reminding his 
audience that they are public servants, and that even in the private sector, wording is not ruled by 
public opinion.  Using a variety of idioms “call a spade a spade,” “it is what it is” and “either 
good or bad,” and “so be it,” throughout makes the binary of effective/ineffective seem familiar, 
casual and almost obvious.  His ending, “so be it,” even positions him as not having a say in 
whether someone is good or bad, as that happens without him and he has to just let it be.  This 
constructs “they” (teachers) as responsible for having been good or bad, and therefore subject to 
the “if… may” structure of “if these guys…perform satisfactory….it may make them work 
harder.”   
Evaluating teachers based on measures of absolute achievement, rather than growth over 
time, falls within the “call a spade a spade” IR.  In the case of absolute achievement measures, 
however, students either do or do not have the knowledge and skills set for each grade level.  
Measuring growth is somewhat less black and white than measuring achievement because 
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individual student outcomes will be different depending on individual starting points.  As Mike 
often points out: 
Extract 3:
MIKE: Let me ask this how did (.) um (3.0) d- first of all I got a bias (.) to me value-add 1 
(2.5) you could have great value-add scores and if a kid (1.0) uh leaves high school (.) 2 
and they graduate still might not have the knowledge and skills of that diploma so you 3 
might I mean you're all value-add is is this function of however far back you come (1.0) 4 
you're makin' annual progress but it doesn't necessarily mean that the kid walks out the 5 
door knowin' and being able to do what they're supposed to do which is the point of the 6 
education system.  (2.0) Um (1.0) so i- i- and to ↑me 15% really oughta be (1.0) looking 7 
at how well those kids are coming out with the knowledge and skills their supposed to 8 
have (.) and ↑seems like teachers need to have that as part of their evaluation.9 
False starts, as in line 1 of the extract above, often signal conversational difficulty (McKendy, 
2006).  Across conversations of the TEAC, value-added is rarely if ever called into question, so 
an argument for absolute achievement rather than growth as measured by value-added may have 
been difficult to approach.  In order to advocate for absolute achievement, rather than growth 
over time, as a measure of teacher effectiveness, Mike begins to ask a question “let me ask this,” 
but stops short of asking it to explain his critique of value-added is personal, saying “I got a 
bias,” (line 1) rather than asking others to buy into his argument against it.  He claims his views 
as personal when it comes to value-added (“to me, value-add”) and the amount of achievement 
that should be considered (“to me 15% really ought be…”). Interestingly, Mike does not take 
sole responsibility for claims about the purpose of education (lines 6-7) or whether teachers 
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should have achievement as part of their evaluation by saying “I got a bias,” or “to me,”.  They 
are simply stated as it if is assumed that they are accepted by everyone, but disagreements about 
value-added data are not.  Implicating personal accountability for his view on value-added works 
to counter alternative points of view on value-added (Horton-Salway, 2001).  
Mike points out that value-added (growth) does not guarantee the “point of education” 
“being able to do what they’re supposed to do.”  Embracing growth measures alone thus creates 
a dilemma (Edwards & Potter, 1992) because it positions the speaker as not caring about the 
absolute value of the end result.  Embracing achievement, on the other hand, does not account 
for the progress students may have made from diverse starting points.  Mike continues from the 
above extract:   
Extract 4:
MIKE: and that’s the other thing is that (2.0) and this is where I'm going to shut up but 1 
(2.0) when (.) you talk to businesses (1.5) they're not really looking at scores and they're 2 
really not ↑they're wanting to know who can do ↓what.3 
The introduction, “this is where I’m going to shut up, but” constructs the next part of the 
sentence as too important, just impossible not to say.  Although achievement is usually measured 
by a score, Mike describes the goal of education as being someone who “can do,” and there is no 
middle between can and can’t, regardless of the specific score someone earns.  Further, he points 
to businesses as the source of his ideas, rather than saying it’s his own bias or idea. Thus Mike 
manages the dilemma of appearing not to understand the differences between students by 
displaying attributing it to his knowledge of the business community’s focus on the end result. 
Even before explaining that businesses care “who can do what,” Mike points out they are not 
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looking at scores at all.  This further outlines the ideological dilemma of growth versus 
achievement: those who favor growth can be accused of focusing on something that is not really 
“the point of the education” or even of interest to businesses (future employers). Throughout the 
meetings, the “call a spade a spade” repertoire is taken up by speakers who position themselves 
as having the end in mind, operating logically and being honest about whether or not the end -
which is a finite place that is the same for everybody and measured by doing- is reached.   
In addition to student growth versus achievement, Jill Levine, Principal of a Hamilton 
County magnet school, takes up the “call a spade a spade” repertoire in evaluating teacher 
performance.  She has suggested that a 4-point rating scale rather than a 5-point rating scale 
would force principals to categorize teachers as either effective (3,4) or not (1,2) without 
providing the middle ground (3 out of 5) as an easy in-between that doesn’t require a decision. 
Extract 5
JILL: well let's say you know that (3) the Widget Effect study that says 90 what is it 99% 1 
of all evaluations in a district end up being positive evaluations↓ and (.) you you look at a 2 
a pool of you know 5,000 teachers should (.) should should 99 percent of those be getting 3 
positive evaluations↓ and and then having 4 instead of 5 pushes the envelope and makes 4 
principals make a decision either you're (.) satisfactory or you're ↑↓not I feel like having 5 
that middle (1.) average (.) you know ↑thing that you can circle is sort of a (1.0) an easy 6 
way out and and would keep principals from having to make those tough decisions and 7 
hopefully the race to the top ↑law its should be pushing us by having this (1.0) um you 8 
know the value-added component to really ↑make hard decisions and figure out who 9 
should (.) you know who belongs in the teaching profession and who may ↑↓not. um and 10 
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you know I think from what y'all have said in the past about as teachers (1.5) you know if 11 
there's an ineffective teacher in your building who's not gonna to get better and not put 12 
the effort out there I'm sorry to ↑say it but it's ↑↓true [um and um and so then sometimes 13 
you gotta   14 
JUDY: right but you ↑do sometimes have a teacher]  15 
JILL: call a spade a ↓spade (many voices) right right that's too that's improvement 16 
necessary or striving or what[ever  17 
MIKE: absolutely]  18 
JILL: but there are some that fall into that ineffective ↑category (.) um  19 
JUDY: I agree  20 
JILL: and that's the only way to really if you get into a ↑legal thing if you haven't used 21 
those type of words and been very very clear (1) um (.) y- you don't have a leg to stand 22 
on. 23 
Jill works up calling a spade a spade as both honest and necessary for legal reasons, which works 
to minimize alternatives by suggesting anything else would not hold up in court.  She further 
constructs calling a spade a spade as necessary based on research that frames soft teacher 
evaluations as the reason for so many ineffective teachers (lines 9-10) – a sentiment that is 
echoed throughout meetings.  In fact, ineffective teachers are repeatedly described in TEAC 
meetings as the reason for Tennessee’s trend of low achievement.  Jill argues that principals, not 
ineffective teachers are responsible for the soft evaluations that allowed so many to remain in 
schools.  Thus as a principal, Jill points out that deciding whether someone is effective or 
ineffective is “hard” and many principals need to be pushed to do so.  Once again this IR is used 
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to construct a version of effectiveness in which someone is either effective, or not-whether 
principals like it or not.   
Teachers are positioned as needing to be told whether they are “in that ineffective 
category” (line 19) though Jill also mentions that the colleagues of ineffective teachers are very 
aware of who does not belong in the profession.  This fits the either/or binary as it implies that 
effective teachers can identify ineffectiveness, but ineffective teachers either do not know or are 
not willing to leave or improve.  They are positioned as polar opposites both in terms of 
performance and knowledge.   
The binary relationship between effective and ineffective works up a version of 
ineffective teachers that not only underperform, but may be unaware of how ineffective they are.  
This is the same construction of ineffective teachers that was constructed in the LA Times series 
about publically released value-added scores that the committee discussed in their September 
meeting.  In this series the LA Times ran several teacher profiles in which teachers were 
described in glowing terms, only to reveal at the end that they had actually earned ineffective 
value-added scores for years without even knowing it.  This construction of ineffectiveness as 
something a teacher may have or not without knowing, breeds distrust and villification of 
teachers that is similar to a witch hunt (Gabriel & Lester, 2010).   
Jill refers to a 5-point rating scale as an “easy way out” (lines 6-7) because it leaves room 
for a cowardly middle between two “hard decisions.”  She says the binary of effective-
ineffective is “the only way” and sets it up as the most honest way to use objective (value-added) 
data to “really make hard decisions.”  Further, she manages the dilemma of appearing anti-
teacher by saying she is “sorry to say it but it’s true” and that teachers themselves would agree 
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with her that, “some fall into that ineffective category” (line 20).  By using the word “that” 
before ‘ineffective category’ she suggests this category already exists and has a location and 
reality to it.   This excuses her from the responsibility of being the one who created the category 
of ineffectiveness.  Rather she can just point to its existence and highlight the need for its use not 
because she wants to, but because the law and “hard decisions” require it. 
Judy’s interruption resists this binary by raising the possibility that “sometimes” you have 
a teacher for whom this does not apply, but Jill interrupts and picks up Judy’s word, sometimes, 
to reinforce her own point: “sometimes you gotta call a spade a spade.”  Using “sometimes” as a 
modifier works to soften Jill’s harsh stance, by pointing out that it isn’t always true, but directly 
rebuts Judy’s claim by taking up her words and using them for the opposite argument. 
The either/or effective or ineffective with no in between is often drawn upon with slightly 
different wording throughout the data but with a similar effect of positioning the speaker as 
logical and willing to be honest rather than fall into the trap of excusing low achievement or 
unsatisfactory outcomes in order to avoid calling someone ineffective.  In all cases the speakers 
must manage the dilemma of sounding anti-teacher, as this repertoire tends to cast ineffective 
teachers as the problem that must be solved by better identification. This dilemma comes from 
several directions.  In the September meeting it came in response to the public release of value-
added scores for Los Angeles public school teachers in which public displays of effectiveness 
were sensationalized and used to pit teachers and unions against the media and the public 
(Gabriel & Lester, 2010).  
This interpretative repertoire was also taken up by members of the state board when the 
draft was brought before them.  In fact, the work of the committee was dismissed as too 
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subjective precisely because it includes a 5-point rating scale rather than a binary effective or 
ineffective choice.  They accepted the draft on first reading with the caveat that they see changes 
before the final reading.  One board member scoffed, “I ↑think that you know either a teacher is 
effective or they're ↓not so those five levels are kind of (2.0) uh subjective (.) to say the least.”  
Another asked the TEAC representative:  
Extract 6
DICK RAY: Gary just a kind of an overall observation (.) do you outside of the those 1 
teachers that are uh (2.0) effected by TVAAS. (1.5) You have a hundred percent 2 
subjectivity on this evaluation so especially if you're a librarian, (1.5) band director or 3 
whatever (1.0) and even those that are affected by TVAAS (.) you have (.) well up to you 4 
have up to ↑sixty-five percent subjectivity. Do you ↑have any problem with (1) the 5 
amount of subjectivity↑ that's involved there and whether or not (.) that creates more 6 
↑havoc than it ↓does good7 
Rather than personally accusing the committee of choosing to be subjective, Dick presents his 
comment as “just” an observation.  This makes it less threatening as he is not directly 
challenging, but merely pointing out something that he wonders if Gary has “any problem with.”  
Asking suggests someone might have a problem with it.  This is a way of doing politeness 
(Brown & Levinson, 1987; McHoul 1987) by asking instead of telling someone your critique.  
The suggestion that Gary might have a problem with it is explained by the question of “whether 
or not” subjectivity creates more havoc than good.  Interestingly, Dick does not say that 
subjectivity raises issues of fairness or accuracy, instead he describes the downside of 
subjectivity as the possibility of creating “havoc” – confusion and disorder. Thus the 
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maintenance of order is made relevant in lieu of ensuring fairness or accuracy.  This question of 
what subjectivity creates more of allows Dick to question the amount of subjectivity while 
positioning himself as someone who does not want to create havoc, and linking subjectivity to 
something that is more havoc-creating (bad) than good.  This constructs a version of 
effectiveness where subjectivity is viewed as unnecessary, and value-added is the most objective 
way to make an either/or decision about effectiveness.  Any options besides effective/ineffective 
are “subjective” and may create disorder. 
Both statements by state board members take up the “spade a spade” IR in which 
anything more than identifying who is-or-is-not effective is unnecessary, and carries threats of 
disorder.  The percentages Dick mentions demonstrate that he considers anything other than 
value-added data (0-35%) to be subjective.  The assumed alignment of TVAAS with terms like 
“objective” “growth” and “measure” will be discussed in a later section.   
 Real situation.   Across these meetings teachers are often referred to as a monolithic 
group that has similar characteristics, interests, desires and needs.  “If you want teacher buy-in, 
what do you do? You You give ‘em choice. You don’t tell them exactly what to do.” (Pam)  “ 
Teachers more than anything want to teach.” (Earl Wiman, TEA) “in my opinion it is the poor 
quality of veteran teachers that has led us where we are.” (KennyLou) In contrast, however, there 
was also a pattern of using hypothetical or real examples of individual teachers to highlight the 
differences between them.  These examples often came in the form of anecdotes or hypothetical 
anecdotes used to challenge others to consider a specific or extreme case (Pomerantz, 1986) that 
draws attention and defies generalization.  This IR outlines a set of discursive strategies, themes, 
and ways of talking about teaching, which construct teachers as unique.  This IR provides a 
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direct contrast to the “call a spade a spade” binary logic and thus polarizes sets of available 
discursive resources (Reynolds & Wetherell, 2003) within conversations of the committee. 
 Whenever specific examples or hypothetical situations are described they are usually 
used to undermine the logic of an assumption.  In this extract, Judy, a high school math teacher, 
is responding to representatives from Memphis City Schools (John Barker and Tequila Banks) 
who have outlined their work with the Gates Foundations Measures of Effective Teaching 
project (MET Project).  In this project the district is collecting multiple measures of teacher 
effectiveness that include student and parent surveys along with value-added data and other 
“lines of evidence,” and will be sending them to MET project researchers to see which measures 
are the best predictors of student achievement. 
Extract 7
JUDY: ok↑I want to go back to something you said earlier talked about uh value-added 1 
versus some other form possibly parent student that sort of thing=  I had a principal 2 
interview uh several weeks ago (.) Teacher with low value added (.) Um being moved 3 
from one school to the other (1.5) for this reason and you know there's the trouble of 4 
tryin' to (.) get 'em out of the system of 'course they're tenured now (.) they have a great 5 
parent student ↑following (1.0) go to all the ball games kids love em parents love em (.) 6 
but they're not performing in the ↑class↓room, and parents don't seem to ↑care because 7 
they (.) love this person so I- how are you gonna do how are you gonna weight those=if if 8 
↑one is just as good as the ↑other (.) you know it it just because you're ↑popular doesn't 9 
mean you're effective.  10 
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JOHN: Ah I love this question thank you Judy (.) uh that is ultimately the question that I 11 
think Christy Ballard spoke ↓to because you're going to ↑have to decide at the district 12 
level (.) you're gonna have to decide at the state level=gonna have to decide this (.) as a 13 
↑field what we're gonna do about that (.) because (.) the way that we would weigh it out 14 
is 35,35,15,15 the ↑love ↓for Mr. Johnson would be great or Mrs. Johnson (.) would be 15 
↑great (.5) value-↑add might tip the scales so we're seeing this as a body of evidence (.) 16 
so when you see DC and this range of scores up there↑, the (.) the pragmatism, Tequila 17 
and I are just ultimate pragmatists it's like get the job done how are you going to get this 18 
out there how what does it really look like how is it going to work (.) which is one of the 19 
reasons why we're doing this ↑pilot thing and we’re bringing back results20 
In this case, the “real situation” repertoire is used to position the Judy as an authority having 
authentic inside information about situations that others may not be able to know or would not 
have considered (Davies & Harré, 1990).  In order to resist the notion that parents could be a 
measure of teacher effectiveness, Judy tells a story that presents this as a dilemma.  The story is 
used to ask how you take parent input into consideration if there are cases when “just because 
you’re popular doesn’t mean you’re effective.”  Instead of directly asking how the team 
separates love for a person and effectiveness as a teacher Judy uses the story to do this for her.  
This works to mediate her stake (Edwards & Potter, 1992) in asking the question.  She cannot be 
accused of being threatened by parental input because she is not asking the question for herself, 
she is presenting a story that asks it for her.  This also works to legitimize her question because 
she is presenting a real, rather than hypothetical, challenge to the logic of assumptions 
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underlying the use of parent input.  Judy constructs teacher effectiveness as unrelated to 
popularity, and worries that one can be mistaken for the other. 
 John Barker’s response begins by praising the question and thus positioning himself as if 
he agrees with Judy that the question is important.  He thanks her for the question as if he’d been 
hoping someone would ask because he happens to have a response, if not an answer.  In fact he 
points out that it is something that is still to be decided at three levels, though he is willing to 
share how he is going to test it.  In Memphis, his team has decided to assume that great love of 
teachers can be balanced or out-weighted by value-added data if districts and states decide to 
weigh it the way his team has.  His version of effectiveness thus relies on value-added to balance 
out sources of error like love for a person regardless of their performance as a teacher.  
Barker’s answer to Judy’s question is simple: that no one is sure how parent input will be 
weighted, but that this is the very issue that will be up for committee discussion in the future.  In 
the mean time he can still describe his team as “ultimate pragmatists” (line 18) getting their job 
done and well on their way to “bringing back results.” (line 20)  Unfortunately, results of the 
MET project will not be in until after the law requires the TEAC to make its final 
recommendations.  The pattern of constructing education reform and administrators as always 
already successful regardless of evidence or outcomes, even as they delay responses and 
decisions, is taken up later in this chapter. 
 Hypothetical or personal stories can also be used to question the logic of a generalization.  
In extract 8 Judy attempts to tell a story that questions the underlying assumption that once a 
teacher has developed effectiveness they will remain effective no matter what.  She suggests that 
factors outside the teacher’s control, in this case teaching assignment, contributes to their overall 
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effectiveness.  Moreover, effectiveness, once achieved, can be lost – it is contingent on context.  
The dilemma of attending to the particular, “real situations” of teachers across the state is that 
they all must be addressed in one policy.  Throughout this extract, Judy attempts to draw upon 
particular stories as a discursive resource to convince the committee, but this is not always 
successful. 
Extract 8
TOMEKA: so all of this is working together to change the decisions of every adult that's 1 
touching our children including (.) who gets transferred= 2 
JUDY: =well let me give you a situation  3 
TOMEKA: =oh I I I know [I'm not  4 
JUDY: no and I'm not] I'm talking about a real situation=  5 
TOMEKA: =yeah I ↑get it= J 6 
JUDY: =of sometimes you transfer what you ↑have to right now we're teaching algebra 7 
two online and ↑chemistry online= 8 
TOMEKA:=↑I ↑get it= 9 
JUDY: cuz there were no teachers available= 10 
TOMEKA: =I get it= 11 
JUDY: how i- how is that detrimental to the students[by having  12 
TOMEKA: I get it and] that's why the whole state gotta do i- e↑ventually this is about 13 
changing all of it   14 
KATIE: right  15 
TOMEKA: all of that (many voices)  16 
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KATIE: so if just to just clarify (.) yeah?  17 
--Judy is talking to neighbor over the rest of this extract-- 18 
DARRELL: I think (.) I don’t think we can (1.0) come up with an evaluation process 19 
(1.0) for every little exception we can come up with an evaluation process that meets the 20 
majority= 21 
KATIE: =for the broad majority 22 
DARRELL:  for the broad majority there're gonna be some (1.5) bad situations that we 23 
just have to ↑deal with but we can't (.) we're not going to be able to deal with that in this 24 
process.  25 
KATIE: that's right that's right there will always be some sort of c- you know special case 26 
scenarios (1.0) Um so my recommendation is over the next week you are going to receive 27 
um by email a summary of all of the major decisions and where their status is and what 28 
we've talked about today so for ↑this one I will put in that the (.) general consensus was 29 
um to go with these four term and do needs-improvement-developing (multiple voices 30 
talking over her) however you will not do an official vote of those four things (.) um and 31 
you'll have an opportunity to give me feedback (.) um over the course of the next two 32 
weeks we'll do that vote on September 2nd on the conference call33 
In the previous extracts, the benefit of the “real situation” IR was that it offered the speaker the 
subject position of insider having unique knowledge about teaching and schools.  In this extract, 
Tomeka neutralizes that benefit by saying she already gets it (line 6) even before the story is told.  
Even when Judy ends with a question about student benefit (line 12), Tomeka’s stance is 
unmoved.  Her interruptions and the repetition of “I get it” prevent Judy from holding the floor to 
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describe her “real situation.”  Tomeka’s emphasis on how the policy will change or address all of 
“that’ and “all of it” (lines 14 and 16) indicates that she is focused on a broader level of decision-
making, one at which individual situations do not matter.  Darrell and Katie echo this focus on 
the bigger picture of the committee’s work (lines 20 and 22), and add that accommodating every 
possible scenario would be impossible anyway.  The use of the extreme case formulation 
(Pomerantz 1984) of “every little thing” though Judy only brought up one thing, not only 
suggests that Judy’s point was “little” but that it stood in for all possible little things that could 
slow down the process of making a larger decision.  They brush her point aside in order to stave 
off the deluge of all other “little things” that could slow them down.  
As the facilitator, Katie puts the decision off for a later point, saying she will send 
information about this over email – thus tabling the conversation in person and forcing it into an 
online setting in the future.  The benefit of changing venues and addressing the issue later is that 
Judy, Tomeka and Darrell have a chance to lose interest over time, decide not to engage with the 
email, and to spread out the interaction over time and across cyberspace.  The vote on the 
number and names of proficiency levels is taken on the conference call, but broken down into 
smaller decision points.  For example, instead of voting on a set of 4 or 5 terms, they first vote on 
the number of terms (4 vs 5) and then vote on names for them. In fact, the committee initially 
voted on having four terms, but changed it to five when Commissioner Webb realized that value-
added scores already come back in quintiles (5 levels).  This is after Tomeka pointed out that the 
name or number by itself does not matter, the meat of their decision lies in how they define each 
level of proficiency.  The committee never discusses definitions (see Extract 11), but rather 
leaves them to districts to define.   
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Patterns of acknowledging complexity and planning to tackle it over time rather than, and 
of redirecting larger questions of effectiveness towards discussions of logistics are explored in 
the next section. 
 Managing conflicting repertoires: Here, vote on this instead.  In this section I will argue 
that the dilemma presented by defining and measuring teacher effectiveness is managed in 
regularly patterned ways, which involved constructing the work of the committee as complex 
and often requiring future discussion.  This has consequences for the committee’s timeline as 
well as their opportunity to provide input into the policy that is ultimately adopted by the State 
Board.  Dilemmatic moments are sometimes managed by breaking the larger question of 
defining teacher effectiveness into small, decontextualized sub-decisions that are stripped of 
controversial implications and meanings.  In other words, in the face of complex, dilemmatic 
decisions, the facilitator often presented a series of increasingly small decision points that, when 
isolated, no longer carry the meaning or evoke the implications they will have as policy.   
 Perhaps the most compelling example of the pattern of allowing controversial, complex 
decisions to devolve into smaller decision points that carry less weight is on the September 2nd 
conference call where the final vote on the draft policy was taken.  As an example of the impact 
of this pattern, it is important to note that the draft policy was already over a month past its initial 
due date, which is part of why the final vote was relegated to an hour-long conference call 
between meetings rather than a full face-to-face meeting.  The consequence of the later deadline 
was that the department of education had to begin a field test of “an” (not “the”) instrument 
before the draft was approved by the committee and reviewed by the board.  They did this in 
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order to explore the logistics of the 2011 roll-out, but were forced to do it with a dummy 
evaluation tool as decisions had not been made.  
In the extract below Katie has asked that the committee members weigh in on the cut-off 
point for allowing teachers to use TVAAS scores for the entire 50% of the quantitative side of 
their evaluation.  The law requires a minimum of 35% to be a measure of student growth 
(TVAAS where available), and 15% to be a measure of student achievement (see Figure C, p. 
148), but teachers with high enough value-added scores will be allowed to use those for their full 
50%.  In several previous meetings Mike and other had expressed concern that there be some 
consideration of absolute achievement, rather than growth, and argued that the 15% non-TVAAS 
component should be some measure of achievement.  On the conference call, this issue was not 
raised.  The cut-off point itself represents a smaller decision point within the larger issue of 
measuring achievement and/or growth. 
Katie explains the decision point as choosing which quintiles of teacher should have the 
choice to use TVAAS data for 50% rather than only 35%.  Quintiles are calculated based on 
value-added scores such that the middle quintile is teachers who show a year’s worth of growth 
in one year, with quintiles 4 and 5 as more than a year’s worth and quintiles 1 and 2 as less than 
a year.  Voting for the top two quintiles means only teachers whose students average more than a 
year’s worth of growth are allowed to leave a measure of achievement out of their evaluation. 
Extract 9
KATIE: Representative Maddox↑ (3.0) and this is not the vote by the way this is just 1 
discussion but you're just giving your opinion at this point (4.5) Representative Maddox? 2 
(2.5) Ms. Kitty have you joined?   3 
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MARK: can I come back? (laughs)  4 
KATIE: oh yeah [are you  5 
MARK: I forgot my] phone was on mute  6 
KATIE: oh oh↓=  7 
MARK: I was just talkin up a storm nobody was hearing it (1.0) um  8 
KATIE: I'm sorry go ahead  9 
MARK: my my quest- I mean (.) my question of all mine is what what does it matter if a 10 
↑teacher in the lower two (.) quintiles wants to use those ↓bad scores for 50% of the 11 
measure I I'm not sure if we (.) shouldn't disallow it (.) or maybe we oughta question her 12 
intelligence but (.) um (.) I would say that the top three (.) if we if we have to make a 13 
decision.  14 
KATIE: uh that's a that's a good point and the law does not clarify (.) um (.) I'm not you 15 
know i- in terms of the intent but that that is a good point (1.0) Uh Ms. Kitty did you 16 
join? (4.0) I believe Senator Gresham has dropped off the call (.) Mr. Bailey?  17 
JIMMY: I agree with Representative ↑Maddox I don’t know what difference it makes but 18 
if I have to choose I want to choose the top three  19 
KATIE: ok. uh Ms Heaton.  20 
((Kenny Lou and Katie have several turns in which Kenny Lou explains she meant to say 21 
“3” not 2.  Katie admits the slides were confusing)) 22 
KATIE: um Ms. East  23 
PAM: top two  24 
KATIE: Mr. Freeman↑  25 
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DARRELL: top two  26 
KATIE: Dr. Nixon   27 
NIXON: I agree with Representative Maddox (.) I don’t think=I don't know that it 28 
matters but it I'll go with top three  29 
KATIE: and (.) Mr. Edwards  30 
MIKE: three  31 
KATIE: ok so um (.) at this point we have a majority suggesting it should be the top three 32 
↑quintiles uh (.) would any would there like to be any motion to do anything else?  33 
MIKE: I move that we um (.) I make a motion that we adopt the top three quintiles 34 
WEBB: ok we have a motion by Mr. Edwards to adopt the threshold as the top three 35 
quintiles (.) do I have a second (2.0) 36 
NIXON: I'll second it  37 
WEBB: and that was (.) Dr. Nixon?  38 
NIXON: yes 39 
WEBB: have a motion by Mr. Edwards (.) second by Dr. Nixon to accept the threshold at 40 
the top three ↑quintiles any ↓discussion (3.5) seeing ↑none Amanda call the role41 
One of the effects of putting decisions off until later meetings and eventually onto a conference 
call held between scheduled meetings is the logistical difficulty of group discussion over the 
phone.  Though Katie has asked for “member input” and reiterates that “this is not the vote…just 
discussion” (line 2), most members merely announce their choice rather than engaging in a 
discussion.  Even when Mark prefaces his choice with a question about why it matters either 
way, this does not spark a discussion.  Katie agrees and then keeps rolling down the list of 
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names.  Thus the decision about how many teachers can elect to consider only growth data, 
rather than a combination of growth and achievement, is finally made without discussion, with at 
least two callers no longer present, and many struggling with their mute buttons before and 
during the vote.  It is interesting in itself that members are willing to vote after hearing or saying 
the issue doesn’t matter, but evidence that the decision point was so decontextualized that the 
choices carried little meaning. 
Ironically Mike, the strongest advocate of absolute measures of achievement over the 
past four months, made the motion to approve a law that would allow approximately 60% of 
teachers to use growth data alone.  Three members voted after commenting that they didn’t 
understand the real point of the decision, and Katie agreed she didn’t either.  And thus, under the 
guise of a smaller, isolated decision point about cut-offs for quintile groups, the relative 
importance of achievement versus growth was decided in favor of growth as measured by value-
added scores– with Mike making the motion, and several members asking why they had even 
bothered to vote.   
As in the extract above, the unwavering primacy of value-added scores in the hierarchy 
of information that is constructed as useful, valid and reliable was very rarely questioned in the 
proceedings of this committee.  In the following section I describe the ways in which TVAAS is 
taken up by committee members, gently resisted by visitors, and used to mediate risk associated 
with other measures.  Next, I use the example of professional development to investigate the 
assumptions that underlie the use of evaluation to drive professional development and human 
capital decisions.  Finally, I describe a third IR, one of contemporary education reform, within 
which success and progress are constructed even as decisions are delayed or evaded.  
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SECTION II: Contemporary education reform. 
Value Added.  Though value-added data has been generated for Tennessee teachers and 
schools for over twenty years, it has never been applied, nor was it designed or intended to be 
used an evaluative tool for individual teachers.  The use of VAM for teacher evaluation, 
however, has recently become a key debate in the field of education reform.  In August, 2010 the 
LA Times published a series of articles about VAM along with a database of 6,000 teachers’ 
value-add scores and sparked a controversy that echoed on radio, internet and newspapers across 
the country.  VAM remains a topic of lively debate in the media as more states incorporate it into 
evaluation systems as part of RTTT proposals or other reforms.  In this section, I argue that part 
of the construction of teacher effectiveness, and the unraveling of the committee’s progress 
towards creating an evaluation policy on its original timeline, has to do with the ways in which 
Value-Added data are positioned and made relevant in talk.  Throughout the meetings there was 
an unexamined assumption that TVAAS could be used as a valid, reliable, objective measure 
against which all other measures must be compared– contingent upon the possibility of actually 
generating value-added scores within the school year so that they could be used in annual teacher 
evaluations.  
 The First To The Top Act requires teacher evaluations to incorporate TVAAS (for 35-
50% of the overall evaluation), but did nothing to address the fact that this data cannot, in its 
present form, be made available in time for such use.  According to representatives of the DOE 
timeline for generating TVAAS scores based on student achievement data from Spring 
standardized tests involves a long “lag time” between when the tests are taken, the year is over, 
and when scores are returned to districts. The lag is due to a number of steps in data collection, 
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data cleaning, and data quality confirmation before it can be sent to SAS for extensive 
calculations.  In order to make “human capital decisions” (TN DOE, 2010) or to use TVAAS 
data to improve practice or inform professional development decisions, the committee agrees 
that scores would need to be returned within the school year they reflect, but this seems to be 
impossible for the current system.   
Some districts including the District of Columbia, do end-of-year evaluations with a 
projected overall score and then confirm the actual score (and accompanying human resource 
decision) in July when value-added scores can be calculated.  In DC this is still at least a month 
before the beginning of the school year.  The members of the TEAC deemed a summer release of 
scores “completely unacceptable,” in part because a July release is too close to the beginning of 
Tennessee’s school year.  They argued that both teachers and principals need to know who has 
jobs and what positions need to be filled before the end of each school year.  Principal Jimmy 
Bailey, asked if this timeline would be addressed as early as May, when presenters from 
Memphis explained that they had to contract with a second statistical consulting firm to turn 
TVAAS data into individual scores. Yet the reality of the TVAAS timeline did not come up for 
discussion until July – at which time decisions that hinged on the presence, reliability and 
validity of TVAAS had already been made.   
On September 16th, after the committee had voted on their draft recommendations for the 
board, a team of district and state department employees were brought in as guest speakers to 
explain the difficulties and possible solutions for getting TVAAS data back sooner.  Even then 
the heat and complexity of debates about value-added scores was missing, partially because the 
decision to include them was already written into the First To The Top law and thus was not up 
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to the committee to decide.  Paul Tsangas, head of research for Metro Nashville Public Schools, 
was brought in on October 7th to discuss data quality issues that slow down the timeline of 
generating TVAAS data and to make suggestions for improving efficiency.  At the very end of 
his six and a half minute opening statement Paul explained: 
Extract 10
PAUL: Uh I will say that with the three year averages uh I understand that the timing is 1 
an issue uh (1.0) I have mixed feelings because (.) we look at trend data on year by year 2 
basis for any of the school improvement planning that we do and I would hope that we're 3 
making decisions about teachers we're looking at those trends to see that a teacher who 4 
may have been struggling a few years ago is moving in the right direction=maybe the 5 
three year average isn't what it should be and I don’t know if there's a way to do a 6 
weighted analysis in this process to (.) to account for some of that. but (.) uh but also 7 
know that that there's research that's come out very ↑recently showing that even with 8 
three year averages there've been a significant percentage of teachers that are over or 9 
underestimated (.) we've got to have a process in place to to dig into the data to look for 10 
those inconsistencies between the different measures and and take those trends into 11 
account (1.0) Uh (.) that's primarily where we are12 
Paul doesn’t directly question the use of TVAAS, but describes mixed feelings about “where we 
are” with its use.  He makes two aspects of TVAAS relevant: the departure from the procedure 
Sanders endorses of using three-year averages in order to provide an annual score, as well as 
recent research that questions the reliability of the methodology in general.  He leaves these 
questions for the end of his remarks and begins with “I will say” (line 1) as if even saying it is 
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somehow significant, and that it is worth saying enough to put it on the record.  Also, in contrast, 
Paul first describes the danger of calculating scores without having three years of data to average 
together, but quickly follows this concern with one about the reliability of TVAAS in the first 
place.  Still, his response to research that suggests teachers are being over or underestimated is to 
set up a process to look for inconsistencies and take trends into account.  There is no dismissal of 
the tool, or suggestion of ways to check or balance its outcomes.  He attributes issues of 
reliability to the data itself.  Furthermore, none of these concerns are taken up in the following 
conversational turns.  There is no response or question, his comments simply lie in isolation.  
Throughout the conversations of the TEAC statistics, research, objective, valid and 
reliable are synonymous while subjective, opinion, qualitative are positioned as questionable and 
difficult to defend.  As Katie says, in many cases the qualitative evaluation component will be 
balanced by the quantitative component: “because the data will speak for itself.”  In some ways 
the presumed objectivity of the quantitative component even allows for flaws in the subjective, 
qualitative side where professionalism and observations of teaching are taken into consideration 
as in the extract below.  Katie explains that in order to be at the “needs improvement” level the 
35% TVAAS score must be low. 
Extract 11
KATIE: if I'm a highly if I'm a needs improvement teacher that means that 35% of my 1 
evaluation on TVAAS was= 2 
SENATOR: =right= 3 
KATIE: =you know s- not not that great um [um  4 
SENATOR: yeah but then you have to then you have to]  5 
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KATIE: it all incorporates in to that=  6 
SENATOR: =define what not that great is  7 
KATIE: right  8 
SENATOR: ↑right  9 
KATIE: so yeah and [we] can't do that now [this is um 10 
SENATOR: right ok]  11 
KATIE: that's that's something that will have to happen after we we've field tested and 12 
we know what we're [looking for 13 
JUDY: but you could] be a three (1.0) or a two (.) because you don’t show up for bus 14 
duty or you don’t work well with others but ↑you might have some really good ↑test 15 
scores  16 
KATIE: mmhmm  17 
JUDY: but so  18 
PAM: then that calculation would throw you into the effective=hopefully because student 19 
(.) student growth and achievement is 50% correct?  20 
KATIE: mhmm  21 
PAM: that's that's not ↑subjective (.)[ that's] ↓objective 22 
KATIE: [right]23 
In this extract, Katie suggests that multiple sources of evidence will “all incorporate in” and 
work out once calculations are in place, but points out that the committee will not be able to set 
quantitative cut offs for what counts as “not that great” until after the field test.  In other words, 
the real meat of defining what the numbers mean in terms of effectiveness is something “we 
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can’t do” until the field test tells them “what they’re looking for.”  This constructs value-added 
as capable of showing what good and bad teaching looks like, but constructs the committee as 
being unable to define ineffective teaching until value-added data shows them.  Upon mention of 
value-add scores as the deciding factor, Judy chimes in, drawing upon the “real situations” IR, 
and notes that there are several reasons you might earn a certain score that have nothing to do 
with your teaching. TVAAS data in general falls under the umbrella of the “call a spade a spade” 
IR as it is used to definitively categorize teachers. Thus Pam points out that even these individual 
differences would be balanced because TVAAS could “throw you” into the right category.  This 
constructs a version of effectiveness that not only relies on value-added data to identify whether 
someone is effective or not, but also to actively balance all other streams of evidence that feed 
into an overall evaluation.  This is similar to the MET Project’s assumption that measures of 
effective teaching are valid only to the extent that they correlate with student achievement 
scores.   
Though effectiveness may not be defined by the committee until they have value-added 
scores, these scores will be able to balance all other sources of data precisely because they are 
objective.  Pam reinforces that subjective and objective are opposite by saying it is one and not 
the other.  As has become a pattern across meetings, multiple decisions about what various 
measures of effectiveness mean are put off until the results of the Memphis and DOE field tests 
come in.  Unfortunately neither will be complete in time to report quantitative data before the 
state-mandated start date for the new policy in July of 2011. 
Professional development.  Another issue in national reform conversations is the set of 
assumptions which accompany the use of evaluation in professional development (PD) and 
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human capital decisions.  In this section I suggest that the idea of PD is taken up and deployed in 
ways that construct teachers as often deficient and sets up an economy of PD that ensures the 
perpetual need for PD and reform in general.  
Tennessee’s application describes how it will “link professional development to teacher 
effectiveness based on student performance measures,” explaining,  
We believe that a fair, transparent and data-driven evaluation system, coupled with a 
transformed way of linking professional development to specific teacher needs, will 
result in fewer than 10% of Tennessee teachers being defined as ‘ineffective’ and unable 
to move student’s growth by at least one academic year- (TN DOE, p.15-16).   
The quote above constructs PD as the mechanism by which 90% of Tennessee teachers will be 
defined as effective.  There is, however, no vision of excellence or research base for the 
implementation of PD beyond linking it to specific teacher needs as identified through 
evaluation.  The extract below outlines what I would call a vending-machine or banking system 
(Freire, 2000) model of PD that is prevalent across the conversations of the committee and 
throughout the RTTT application. 
Extract 15
JOHN BARKER: and it may be that in ↑that particular case everybody loves this 1 
particular teacher the value add is in the not really happening for that teacher (.) that's 2 
when the district says ↑we got some PD ↓for you we got some real opportunities for you 3 
we got counseling opportunities=we got all these kinds of things that ↑ultimately there is 4 
going to be a slate of (.) a menu ↓of ↑options to address what we find (.) from the ↑model5 
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In line 3 John Barker explains that if value-added scores are low then the district will have 
something “for” the teacher.  There will be a menu of options to including “real opportunities” 
and counseling.  There is never any more specific discussion of the kinds of professional 
development that might be offered, how they will work to improve practice.  Any PD on the slate 
or menu of options is constructed as equally and automatically helpful.  According to this 
vending-machine model of PD, a district can “improve ‘em before you remove ‘em” (Judy) 
simply by providing a PD experience.  This phrase especially creates a monolithic “’em” to 
represent teachers and makes it subordinate to the verb “improve” which is carried out by a 
district.  A district improves teachers, improvement is done to them based on needs the district 
identifies through evaluation.  
One of the commonly cited reasons for opting for one-shot workshops and online 
programs, despite their lack of evidence, is that they are more cost efficient than providing each 
teacher with individualized support (Richardson, 2004).  I would like to suggest, however, that 
PD is actually presented in this manner precisely because it costs more, and therefore better 
supports the market of publishers, consultants and professional organizations attached to PD.   
During a presentation at the June 24th meeting, Dr. McIntyre, superintendent of Knox 
County Schools, suggested that the parts of his recently adopted system for “teacher 
advancement” (TAP program) that are the most powerful cost the least.  He cites “professional 
conversations” that center around a “definition of what good teaching looks like” that is very 
“explicit and clear” and “connected to the day to day work that our teachers do.”  It occurred to 
me that the kind of that PD that is ongoing and embedded in the work of the school involves 
many fewer outside contracts and often less cost for districts than either traditional or online PD.   
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Dr. MacIntyre constructs the need for a definition of what good teaching looks like as central to 
continual improvement.  He does not mention disposable materials, training sessions, online 
modules, speakers, consultants, books, slogans or mottos – the stuff of the PD market.  He 
focuses on the importance of local consensus about the goal and vision of good teaching and a 
language and structure within which to continuously engage in conversations around practice.  
The definition and the conversations come free, but the training, structures and access to TAP’s 
particular rubric carry costs, especially because the TAP system involves buying teacher release 
time and instituting a pay-for-performance system.  
As committee members worried what might happen if after four years of RTTT money 
the TAP system lost its funding, Margot, a veteran teacher from Knox County responded: 
Extract 16
MARGOT: Now (.) I apologize for those of you who have heard this ↓42 times but (.) 1 
this is my 36th year of teaching and I've learned more in the last four years than I have in 2 
the 30 before that (1.0) This rubric is a research-based ↑rubric=and it doesn't matter if 3 
you're I heard somebody say something about elementary ↑school (.) I taught elementary 4 
school for ↑28 ↓years (.) this rubric works in high school (.) elementary school (.) and 5 
middle school mainly because it's best teaching practices that are research-based (.) I had 6 
been doing a lot of these things for years (.) didn't realize what to ca- didn't have the 7 
language to call a specific thing and didn't know ↑why it ↑worked8 
Margot’s opening apology allows her to justify her claims (Hastie, 2009) about the power of 
TAP as an irreversible intervention.  She begins with the notion of best practices and of the need 
for such practices to be “research-based.”  She also makes her own experience relevant and 
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positions language as the mediating factor:  when the rubric was introduced four years ago it 
provided a common language for discussing practice that had not existed for her first 38 years in 
the classroom.  She was never incapable of or not doing best practices, but she is a different 
teacher now that she has the tools to have conversations about them and use them more 
intentionally.  As will be discussed in the final chapter, there is no indication that this is the kind 
of PD the state intends to provide.  
Driving forces.  In this section I will argue that there is an IR, a set of discursive 
strategies and phrases, associated with contemporary education reform (in the RTTT era) that I 
call “driving forces,” which contributes to a sense of progress or success even when the goals of 
the committee are not reached. I argue that the work of education reform can function as a self-
extending system: A multi-million dollar industry that both constructs problems and develops 
solutions to extend its existence without measuring its impact on teaching and learning.   
When the Education First Consultants first took over as facilitators for the TEAC, after 
the first two meetings ended in a request for outside facilitation, they began without introducing 
themselves.  About 23 minutes into the meeting Darrell stopped the conversation to ask them 
who they are:  
Extract 12
DARRELL: s- some of what we've talked about S- susan I just (.) Can you (2.0) you've 1 
been plopped down into this process (.) and can you just (.) give me I probably missed 2 
missed I probably did not read an email ↓somewhere (.) that explained who you are  3 
SUSAN: sure  4 
DARRELL: what you guys have done   5 
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SUSAN: ok  6 
DARRELL:  so that I can have an idea of the experience you bring to the table and=  7 
SUSAN: =absolutely=  8 
DARRELL: =so I can know who I'm ↑talking to.  9 
SUSAN: absolutely (.) ok so education first consulting is a um is an education policy and 10 
practice firm  11 
DARRELL: ok  12 
SUSAN:  um we have offices around the country we're a virtual firm in our homes (.) 13 
Katie is a um native Nashvillian and she has lived here all her life (.) um I live in Dayton 14 
Ohio (.) um our founding partner Jen Branek is in Seattle so we come from different 15 
places (.) Um what we ↑have done in individual backgrounds and collectively as a firm is 16 
that we have worked um on human ↑capital in a number of different places including 17 
working right now with Dr. Register's team ↑in Nashville (.) to take a look at um you 18 
know from from recruitment all the way through to you know retention and how how 19 
could (.) um a district really honor and support and lift up (.) great teaching in ways that 20 
will help every teacher to become a great teacher. Um we have also done work in Seattle 21 
Public Schools, and Cleveland metro schools and a number of districts=at the state level 22 
we have worked um five states on Race To the Top and um I was the point person for um 23 
supporting Tennessee's application (.) and working with the Tennessee leadership team 24 
(.) on that work (.) my background is that I (.) um was the education advisor to governor 25 
Bob Taft in Ohio  (.) um and when he left office I followed out with him (.) and I also 26 
have worked um extensively for a period of seven or eight years with Achieve (.) an um 27 
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organization that is all about standards that Tennessee has been a part of for many ↓years 28 
(.) um so consult to them, work with the data quality campaign at the national level um 29 
and a variety of other projects.  (.) um ↑Katie um also has worked with the Achieve um in 30 
the past and I think (?) in the past um as well as work for the comptroller's office here in 31 
the state of Tennessee um and we were um thrilled that she um came to to work with us 32 
and Education First. Um our founding partner Jen Branek is um someone who also 33 
started working at Achieve and was one of the founding employees ↑there and um has 34 
worked also as the executive director of the Partnership for Learning in the state of 35 
↑Washington. And has been a program officer for the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation 36 
and founded the firm about three years ago (). so that's that's the the background that we 37 
bring with us to the table 38 
Within the first few turns, Susan’s use of affirmatives (“sure,” “absolutely”) make it seem as if 
she welcomes and had anticipated the questions before they were asked, though the fact that they 
needed to be asked makes the conversation of the last 23 minutes awkward.  While positioning 
herself as pro-teacher (lines 20-21) she constructs the goal of education reform to “really honor, 
support and lift up” teachers, thus positioning them as deserving honor and support and needing 
to be lifted up.  She draws on the “great teachers and leaders” phrase from both FTTT and RTTT 
to construct the goal of lifting up teachers – so that every teacher can be a great teacher.  She 
suggests that everything from recruitment to retention is involved in making teachers great, yet 
only names those two features of a teaching career.  Both are linked to issues of getting and 
keeping teachers, or “human capital management,” as it is called in places like DC and other 
states that have consulted with the New Teacher Project.  This emphasis on the management of 
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human capital (also called “talent recruitment” or talent management by corporations) is part of 
an IR in which education is considered a business, and teachers can become great if they, as 
human capital, are managed well.  Though recruitment and retention may bookend a career, 
Susan does not make any of other part of a teacher’s career, such as instruction or development, 
relevant.  If the problem of school reform is framed as a problem of poorly managed 
corporations (schools) not having desired outcomes (student achievement) then teachers 
themselves are not to blame, but they are also not responsible or able to make themselves great.  
Greatness is within the control of the central office – specifically human resources.  Human 
resource offices can be influenced by consultants from “firms” who have experience. 
Susan also works to make experience, especially Tennessee or national experience, 
relevant while evidence of success or measures of attainment such as project outcomes, degrees, 
publications, scores, etc. are not mentioned.  It seems that being involved in various state and 
national projects, especially as a point person, positions a reformer in a place of authority based 
on experience, regardless of the outcome of that work.  Unlike politicians who will often list the 
accomplishments that go along with various positions they have held, when Susan lists previous 
projects, the success of those projects is never mentioned. There is, however, one exception: 
Education First helped Tennessee write its winning RTTT application. This was a project whose 
success led to their being contracted for several other projects related to the grant, including the 
work of this committee and a side contract with Metro Nashville Public Schools. Since only two 
states won RTTT we can assume that at least three of their five RTTT collaborations failed to 
gain funding.  Instead of listing accomplishments in terms of changes made, work finished, goals 
accomplished, etc. projects are listed as if it is enough just to be involved.  From the perspective 
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of full-time, professional education consultants, perhaps just winning the contract to “do reform” 
is accomplishing the goal.  
I initially identified this IR by looking for patterns in the way that the business of the 
committee was handled including: transitions, opening and closing the meeting, setting goals and 
describing agendas.  It loosely consists of a set of phrases and ways of transitioning conversation 
which I interpret as being involved in the performance of education reform.  Phrases like: 
“driving force,” “driving principle,” “driving philosophy,” “key idea,” “moving forward,” “going 
forward,” “key drivers,” “at the end of the day,” “with that being said,” “bring to the table,” and 
“next steps.”  These labels and transition phrases are action-oriented – implying active, forward 
motion towards a goal regardless of specific decisions or measures of progress towards that goal. 
Having the conversation is enough.  This reform-oriented way of transitioning conversations 
constructs the work of the group as already progressing, successful, logical and impactful just by 
having things “be said” or “brought to the table” as the group “goes forward” towards “the end 
of the day.”  These transitions work to create a meta- process narrative that describes the work of 
the committee as always, already successful. 
This measure or sense of success was resisted by some committee members while 
embraced by others.  Late in the October meeting, Darrell interrupted a series of presentations 
made by the Department of Education (DOE) about the challenges associated with getting 
TVAAS scores back in time to use them in an annual evaluation.  The latest presentation 
indicated that rural districts may not all have a big enough internet pipeline to facilitate online 
testing, which was one suggestion for speeding up the TVAAS calculation lag time.  Within this 
conversation, 35% of the quantitative, objective, growth data that was promised by RTTT is 
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called into question because the DOE claims there is no way to get such data back in time to 
calculate an overall evaluation score before mid-Summer.  With the cornerstone of the evaluation 
deemed unavailable in the intended timeframe, the promise of an evaluation informed by student 
growth and achievement is about to unravel.  
Extract 13
DARRELL: Excuse me Paul (.) I just gotta do uh say this (1.0) I'm an entrepreneur I 1 
come from a world that says (.) we figure out how to get this ↓done I come to↑ these 2 
meetings it's a it's a world of (.0) this is why we ↑can't get it done (.) this is it's 3 
nervewracking for me to sit here (.) and talk about the size of pipes (.) can't get tests back 4 
for three months (.) can't evaluate teachers because we don’t have enough data=I mean 5 
this is (1.0) it's ↑almost useless= I mean if we're going to have an evaluation process for a 6 
teacher and we don’t get the data back until three months after Dr. Register has to make a 7 
decision about the teacher↑ that makes no ↑sense to me. I mean (2.0) the work we're 8 
doing here is is sitting in these meetings and talking about all this it's ↑almost useless and 9 
if we're not if we're not gonna come up with a solution (.) with the way technology is 10 
today, we can't come up with a solution (.) we're the continuation of a ↓failed system that 11 
we have had so far (.) that's what we ↑are (.)  If we don’t think outside the box (2.0) if we 12 
continue to accept the status quo 1.0) of taking a test and waiting three months to get the 13 
results (.) that's no need in us ↑being here.  14 
KATIE: that's a very good point that we need to=  15 
MARK: =well=  16 
KATIE: =to think about some alternative options um=  17 
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MARK: I think that's what we're doing now (.) this is coming up with outside the box this 18 
is ↑new (.) you you nee- ↓until ↑you and folks ↑like you understand the problems we 19 
can't get to the solutions (.) and ↑Jimmy and and ↑Gary and and and ↑myself and some of 20 
us others we've been fighting this for ↑years=  21 
DARRELL: =I just thought [()  22 
MARK: I mean that's and] I understand but we don’t ↑have a pot of ↑money (1.0) or a an 23 
endless supply of funds to go back there and say hey (.) we don't ↑have a big enough pipe 24 
at Dresden high school lets build let's let's buy a bigger ↑pipe (.) ↑where am I gonna get 25 
that money from?  26 
DARRELL: [because  27 
MARK: well  28 
KATIE: or a hundred other ()]  29 
MARK: ↑taxpayers have ↑said this is all I'm gonna ↑give you   30 
DARRELL:[but you you  31 
MARK: and I've got to] ↑do what I've gotta do with this amount of ↑money (1.0) So (.) I 32 
appreciate the entrepreneur spirit (.) I welcome it I want solutions to this problem but 33 
you've got to understand this is getting the ↓solutions  34 
DARRELL: well Representative Mark you talk about ↓technology in ↓2010 (.) I mean 35 
there there are people with bigger pipes in their ↓houses they can watch 10 HD TV (.) 36 
movies at one time (.) I mean pipes are this big and they're not that expensive ↓ (.) 37 
anymore (.)I mean if we were having this conversation ten years ago I would say well 38 
yeah that that pipe is expensive (.) but (.) that's technology is not expensive as it as it as it 39 
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↑used to be (1.0) so as oppos- as opposed to saying we can't do that because it's too 40 
↑expensive (.) why don’t we find out what it costs (.5) because that's a part of our 41 
solution.  42 
KATIE: I think that's a very= 43 
DARRELL: =as opposed to saying we can't [do it  44 
MARK: ()] guys getting it in their house are paying a hundred dollars a month for it45 
Throughout this extract, state representative Mark Maddox eliminates turn-taking opportunities, 
not allowing Darrell to respond, by interrupting or talking over him (lines 23,28, 32, 46).  He 
positions himself with others on the committee as having been “fighting this for years” - 
something that I don’t think Darrell would have advertised given that years have amounted to no 
progress on issues like internet bandwidth.  Working with the IR of education reform, Mark, like 
Susan, makes mere experience and the fact of his involvement relevant even when progress has 
not been made.  Darrell’s opening argument is built up as important by openings like “I just gotta 
say this,” (line 1) and he immediately separates himself from the rest of the committee by 
reminding them of his outsider status – something Mark also brings up as a reason Darrell does 
not understand.  Darrell makes his status as entrepreneur relevant which works to distance him 
from that committee and the practices he criticizes.  It also works to tap into the theme of 
innovation.  He could just as easily have made his work as a banker, executive, philanthropist or 
businessman relevant, but instead he juxtaposes the entrepreneur world with the world of this 
committee.  Calls for innovation, for “pushing the envelope” (Jill), being a new leader in 
education, and being the model for the nation have often been made by a variety of committee 
members throughout the meetings.  Here, Darrell accuses the committee of working within a 
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world that will not allow innovation.  A world that simply lists the reasons solutions are 
impossible.  A world which is “useless,” has “no sense” and “no point” from his perspective.   
Progress, on the other hand, is equated with thinking outside of the box, and the box (or status 
quo) seems to be the way education has been run to date. 
 Mark agrees with Darrell that his entrepreneurial ideas are from another world (outside of 
his box) and therefore not useful. Moreover, he positions Darrell as not yet understanding the 
complexity of the problem- a problem that he associates with being underfunded by taxes.  
Ironically the problem seems to be in Darrell’s area of expertise: information technology 
services.  Thus, Darrell purposefully positions himself as an outsider in order to criticize the 
committee, and Mark confirms his outsider status, but uses this position as a way to criticize him.  
In line 19 Mark says that it is enough to engage in conversations about solutions, without 
needing to have a desirable outcome after such conversations. Mark argues strongly for the status 
quo and the need for outsiders to understand and work they way he has understood and worked 
for so long.  He explains that talking about the reasons online testing can’t be done is “getting the 
solutions.”  Just having the topic ‘on the table’ and ‘being said’ is enough.  Like Mark, Katie 
attempts to insert herself into the conversation, but works to quell the conflict, rather than 
suggest a solution.  She offers mollifying, agreements for both sides, but is often repeatedly cut 
off.   
Both men begin with critiques of the big picture of the committee’s work.  In his second 
turn Darrell moves to a specific issue: the need to increase internet access in rural areas in order 
to have the option for online testing.  Online testing would cut weeks off of the timeline between 
giving state tests and having data ready to send to SAS to calculate value-added scores.  Darrell’s 
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broad claims about resisting the “status quo” and thinking “outside the box” turn out to be grand 
names for simple requests for more information like: how much would it cost to buy the pipes 
we need?  Thus he uses phrases from broader, national conversations about education reform 
which cast reformers as challenging the status quo and embracing innovation (Cavanaugh, 2011), 
and make the committee seem as though it is off track.  
Darrell repeatedly mentions that excuses about technology are not valid anymore in the 
year 2010 (line 22 in this extract), though they may have been ten years ago.  This works to 
position Mark and the committee as old fashioned, out of touch and unwilling to change.  
Though drawing upon notions of innovation, Darrell’s argument comes in sharp contrast to 
assumptions that just being “at the table” is amounts to success in reform. 
 Towards the end of this conversation, during the last meeting before the state board 
would do a first reading of the draft policy, Darrell makes another case for what should and 
should not count as progress.  This time he uses the metaphor of a sinking ship, rather than being 
stuck inside an old fashioned box. 
Extract 14
DARRELL: yeah I think it's time to start (.) we're trying to (.) somebody said we're trying 1 
to rearrange the chairs (.) on a ship (.) that's sinking I mean everything that we're talking 2 
about is a workaround not it's a it's a workaround (.) that's let's work around ↑this because 3 
we can't get ↓this that's what every it's all this is a workaround and I would be 4 
↓embarrassed nationwide if this was the committee that was awarded 500 million dollars 5 
and we come up with a bunch of workarounds (.) cuz that's that's what ↑this is (.) this has 6 
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become a work around committee (1.) we can't get this so lets work around it ↑this way 7 
we cant get ↑that so let's work around it this way (.) this is a ↑workaround=  8 
KATIE: =so if we had the ideal scenario an online system to be launched in 2011-12 um 9 
what would need to happen to put those pieces in place (.)  is that feasible (.) and (1.0) I I 10 
mean I'm=I'm serious is that feasible (laughs) I don’t know the answer to that   11 
DARRELL: [I think you would uh   12 
KATIE: I don’t know what's available now]  13 
DARRELL: I don’t know how the state does business but (.) well I kinda do (.) 14 
nevermind I shouldn't say that (1.0) (clears throat) I think you come up with a (.) 15 
statement of work in the IT and I'm I'm in the IT business you come up with a statement 16 
of work of what it is that you want (.) and you ↑put that out to bid for private companies 17 
to come back with the best solution (.) you choose that (.) you choose whoever comes 18 
with the best ↑solution and you implement that across the ↑state (.) I mean (.) we need to 19 
get away from this (1.0) working around everything (.) that all our conversations are 20 
about work around (.) I mean that's what I think that's what you do () come up with a 21 
statement of work (.5) how you want the system to work (.) how many students you got 22 
in the (.5) state of Tennessee when you want the data how you want the test taken 23 
etcetera etcetra and you you you go from ↑there you all we're doing is (1.0) as someone 24 
told me at the break we're just rearranging the deck chairs (2.5) and it's embarrassing (.) I 25 
mean especially if somebody came in from the federal level () and found out the kinds of 26 
conversations we're having right ↑here (1.0) I would be embarrassed= after they've given 27 
us a half a billion dollars.  28 
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KATIE: I I will um just to make a point that I you know we've been in close contact with 29 
Delaware and we've talked a lot with other states that are (.) just starting this phase two 30 
winners and uh (.) believe it or not these are the same conversations that are happening 31 
all over the place (.) this is not an easy conversation everyone would love to have 32 
millions of dollars to implement the perfect system ()  33 
DARRELL: I don’t want to compare myself to anybody else to make me feel o- ↑ok (1.0) 34 
we can do better (1.5) we can always compare ourselves to other ↑states and other school 35 
districts and say well everybody else is having this problem I mean misery loves 36 
company (1.0) if we want to be the ↑best  37 
KATIE: [ I I'd like to uh  38 
DARRELL: we have the opportunity] to be the best  39 
KATIE: uh I'd like the focus of your of your I mean I really like your point that that we 40 
do need to just push ourselves () but () what can we do out there and what can we do to 41 
improve it (.) and I think what we need to do I mean we're obviously not going to solve 42 
every problem today (laughs) but one thing I'd like to recommend to the department is 43 
that (.0 uh we go back the planning team for the evaluation work and the governor's 44 
office go back and work with the department on the ideal timeline and figure out what 45 
that would look like ↑including launching a brand new assessment system online um 46 
statewide we that would be figuring out where the bandwidth problems are in the state  47 
DARRELL: yeah  48 
KATIE: all of that information and get that back to you as much as we ↓can um prior to 49 
the end of October so you can think about that in relationship to the first reading of the 50 
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state board so I I totally agree that we need to be thinking as as globally as we can and 51 
this is a big opportunity for all of us (1.0) um we obviously have some parameters that 52 
are tricky to work with but uh but I think that's a good point. 53 
Darrell’s argument in this extract is similar to the one in Extract 13: the committee is not living 
up to its task of actualizing a vision for teacher evaluation.  Instead it is quibbling over 
(rearranging small parts of) an existing “failed system.”  Once again Darrell draws on previous 
conversations about the opportunity Tennessee has been granted by the federal government to 
imagine and pay for reforms.  Though he begins with a critique of the lack of ambition, he 
continues in his second turn with a simple, technical request: write a statement of work.  It would 
be as simple as writing up the vision of the new evaluation system and letting companies bid to 
make that vision a reality.  The problem, of course, is that there is no vision.  Though members 
agree the testing timeline needs to change, requests to demand such changes are only met with 
more and more explanations of the complexity.  This meeting, like the one before, included 
several guest speakers from the DOE who came in to their perspectives on the challenges of the 
testing timeline.  Some offered suggestions for solutions, even acknowledging that they could be 
ready to move the process online if they could ensure rural counties had access.  Unfortunately, a 
survey of rural district internet readiness did not have a high enough response rate for them to 
know what that work might entail, so they are not able to move forward.   
In this extract, Katie takes up many of Darrell’s suggestions, but links them to the word 
“ideal” thus agreeing that they are good ideas, but questioning how realistic they are.  She 
engages in two now familiar patterns of suggesting they get back to the issue later, after further 
research, and acknowledging that the issue is too complex to really solve.  She mentions twice, 
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that they aren’t going to solve everything, they’re running out of time and that there are “some 
parameters that are tricky to work with” (line 58).  These hedges will excuse lack of progress in 
the area should there be a need to in the future.  She also points out that the work of other 
reformers in other states is just about the same.  Again suggesting that even engaging with this 
issue means being on the cutting edge, though it may amount to little progress.  
As a result of this conversation, Dr. Nixon suggested that the committee follow the 
example of Southwest Airlines.  Southwest couldn’t find any consultants within their industry to 
help them improve their boarding efficiency, so they brought in consultants from NASCAR pit 
crews to suggest improvements to their boarding process and they now lead the industry in 
efficiency. Rather than bringing in another string of DOE representatives to explain the 
complexity, Dr. Nixon named the problem one of simple logistics: moving a stack of tests from 
point A to point B; and also named a logical consultant.  If the vision of a new evaluation system 
involves a faster testing timeline, then they will partner with those who can assist in speeding up 
the timeline, rather than provide an audience for the list of reasons the timeline is so slow. 
Katie pledges to call FedEx headquarters herself to ask if they might consult on 
transporting tests back and forth to be checked and scored.  That promise was the first and last 
mention of other outside consultants. If FedEx had successfully sped up the test transport 
timeline, they might create some competition for existing educational consultants in the market 
of reform.  Either way, the results of a conversation with FedEx or any other outside consultant 
were never mentioned again. 
The draft policy recommendations.  On the September 2nd conference call the 
committee approved a draft policy recommendation to submit to the state board.  This draft 
policy was approved on first reading on October 29th and is expected to be revised based on 
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preliminary results from field testing before its final reading at the April meeting of the State 
Board.  The draft policy is three pages long, instead of a 100+ page framework, as it contains 
criteria and guidelines for evaluation, not an evaluation instrument.  It outlines a menu of options 
for each component that individual districts can choose from and indicates that the DOE will be 
responsible for identifying, developing and approving options for achievement measures, growth 
measures, and observation instruments    The committee plans to provide a model or default plan, 
but also to allow districts to select their own measures and instruments as long as they meet the 
broad criteria outlined in their 3 page recommendation.    
 The draft policy, included as Appendix D, does not contain a definition of effective 
teaching.  It reiterates the frame set by the FTTT Act, which includes the use of TVAAS data 
where available and the proportion of each component (35-15-50%).  It thus constructs a version 
of effectiveness that is comprised of both observations of practice and statistical modeling of a 
teacher’s effect on student test scores, but defined by local and individual decisions.  Districts 
can select their observation rubric from a set of options, or they may propose an alternative.  
Teachers and principals individually select the measures used to calculate growth and 
achievement from a drop-down menu of options, and can also submit alternatives for DOE 
approval. The one exception is teachers with TVAAS scores who are mandated by law to use 
these for at least 35% of their evaluation, but can choose to use them for a full 50%.  The policy 
states:  
The primary purpose of annual teacher and principal evaluations is to identify and 
support instruction that will lead to high levels of student achievement.  Evaluations will 
be used to inform human capital decisions, including but not limited to individual and 
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group professional development plans, hiring assignment and promotion, tenure and 
dismissal, and compensation (p.1). 
Working within the framework outlined in the three pages, districts can craft their own 
definitions of teaching as directed or supported by existing or original observation rubrics, and 
existing or original combinations of assessments with which to calculate growth and 
achievement. 
 
Figure C. Draft policy flow-chart of component options (reprinted from http://www.tn.gov/firsttothetop/) 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter I have presented my analysis of the current Framework for Teacher Evaluation 
and Professional Growth by attending to the organization and format, positioning of teachers, 
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and what I perceive as gaps and omissions in the document.  I have described the ways in which 
the Framework set the stage for the law that guides current conversations about teacher 
evaluation; and have presenting my analysis of the talk in interaction from eleven meetings of 
the TEAC as they develop criteria and guidelines for a new teacher evaluation system to 
recommend to the state board.  Within this analysis I described two interpretative repertoires 
speakers draw upon in conversations about effectiveness: “call a spade a spade” and 
acknowledging “real situations.”  Further I have described the ways in which dilemmas of stake 
and interest are managed and often redirected such that conversations about defining 
effectiveness are routinely evaded.  I then described the ways in which the conversation is 
situated within education reform conversations by describing the construction of value-added 
data and professional development, and identifying an IR of “driving forces”. In the following 
chapter I will suggest implications of the work of the committee thus far, and the ways in which 
language has been used to construct teacher effectiveness. 




CHAPTER V: Findings and Implications 
In this chapter I will discuss the implications of the findings of my analysis presented in 
chapter 4.  I begin by situating my findings in the existing literature on teacher effectiveness and 
the ongoing history of teacher effectiveness policy.  I then suggest that the evasion of dilemmatic 
moments and the drawn-out process of defining effectiveness contributes to a market-driven 
system of reform in which reformers, educational consultants, politicians and publishers benefit 
even when goals of and for teachers and schools are never realized. Next, I describe possible 
implications of the patterns in ways of talking and making sense of teacher effectiveness within 
the ongoing conversations about education reform, for teachers and their students as well as 
policy-makers. 
Constructing Effectiveness: Authoritative Documents and Local Conversations 
Leading up to the RTTT, Tennessee had a framework for teacher evaluation that included 
standards for teachers and descriptions of a continuum of proficiency with respect to each.  As an 
evaluation instrument it outlined an operational definition of effectiveness (Darling-Hammond, 
1990) – one which: privileges teacher inputs over evidence of student growth, engagement or 
achievement; encourages a focus on state standards and state tests rather than any learning goals 
that fall outside or beyond them; and references an insecure and questionable research base for 
its criteria.  It provided a confusing continuum of proficiency without a clear vision of advanced 
proficiency, and with two possible ratings out of four at which teachers do not meet professional 
expectations.  These expectations were set at the level of state standards and state test 
preparation, thus having a singular focus on the state test.  The confusing descriptions of varying 
levels as well as the lack of a coherent research base constructed effectiveness as something the 
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DOE decides and can dictate for teachers without clear explanation.  Teachers are positioned as 
not knowing what it might mean to be effective, not requiring an explicit rationale for the state’s 
criteria, and not very likely to perform above a proficient level.   
This document is a good example of the NCLB-era’s focus on teacher inputs (pre-service 
indicators of quality) rather than student outputs (test scores).  It constructs a version of 
effectiveness that is confusing and underdeveloped both in form and content, which reflects the 
lack of consensus on single definitions both among researchers and practitioners.  It is also a 
good example of a tool that is not designed to differentiate effectiveness in high-stakes decisions, 
or to direct the application of differentiated professional development or support.  
In many ways the FTTT legislation realigned the emerging teacher evaluation to the 
values and assumptions of RTTT by mandating the inclusion of TVAAS data where available, as 
well as direct links between TVAAS, professional development and human capital decisions. 
This constructs a version of effectiveness that takes up the assumptions of standardized tests and 
statistical models for teacher effect for 50% of the overall evaluation.  Fifty percent of the 
evaluation rests on the assumption that effectiveness in teaching is visible to outside observers 
based on criteria that research teams, consultants and groups of practitioners have created.  
Though the draft policy does not name a single or set of rubrics, it does require an observation 
instrument to be selected and to cover roughly the same domains, though with different 
descriptions of proficiency, as the current framework.  This takes up the assumptions of 
nominations that good teaching is recognizable, visible, and that outside observers can be trained 
to know it when they see it.  
Similar to the RTTT legislation that inspired and funds their conversations, the TEAC’s 
draft has provided a framework with multiple opportunities for local stakeholders to construct 
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effectiveness for themselves.  In the existing Framework, criteria for evaluation were handed 
down to teachers and administrators by the DOE, based loosely on research as identified by the 
DOE.  In the new evaluation, suggestions are handed down in the form of broad guidelines, but 
local stakeholders can make decisions about which tests are used for quantitative analyses, and 
which observation rubrics are used for qualitative analysis.  Definitions of effectiveness are thus 
framed, but not inscribed by, this state policy.  Local district decisions about observation rubrics, 
and individual teacher decisions about achievement and growth measure options can combine to 
create multiple possible formulae for calculating an overall evaluation score that draw upon 
multiple possible definitions and philosophies of teacher effectiveness.   
I argue that the open-ended draft is the result of patterned ways of managing conflicting 
IRs of teacher effectiveness.  Conflicts between calling a “spade and spade” and attending to 
“real situations” were most often managed by evading points of conflict, and creating smaller, 
less dilemmatic decision points to vote on later.  The pattern of evasion was supported by the IR 
of “driving forces” within contemporary education reform in which the meetings themselves 
were constructed as successful progress, even when decisions were not made.  The division of 
dilemmatic decision points into smaller, decontextualized decision points also fits within the IR 
of “driving forces” in which uninformed or incoherent decisions benefit those with a stake in 
future markets for education reform, professional development and human capital initiatives.  
Put simply, ways of talking about teacher effectiveness conflict. The effect of evade and 
divide management of such conflicts can be seen in the draft-style, 3-page draft policy that took 
an extra three months to deliver.  Another finding from across the talk of the committee is that 
“thinking big” and creating an “ideal” “vision” for effective teaching is difficult both at the level 
of ideology and technicality.  Though smaller, more technical decision points seem easier to 
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make in isolation, they were often ignored when brought up within a larger dilemmatic moment.  
For example, while Mark and Darrell disagreed about solutions to lagging data in terms of their 
vision for the committee’s work (in which they positioned each other as insider versus outsider), 
these differences also made technical decisions difficult to agree upon. Therefore attempts to get 
information (What pipleline is needed? Would FedEx consult?), or to engage outside supports 
(write a statement of work, contract with a different statistical consultant) were never carried out.  
Katie’s solution to conflicting IRs was to quell conflicts and decontextualize decisions by 
making them smaller.  Perhaps bringing up the same decision points in a later conversation, 
rather than ignoring or dividing them, would allow the occasioned, dynamic nature of subject 
positions (Wetherell, 1998) to provide speakers with different sets of discursive resources with 
which to talk and make sense of those same issues without dividing them.   
In the following section I will describe implications of the work of the committee for 
teachers and administrators in terms of planning for professional development and interpreting 
and implementing the reform policies.  This section is followed by implications for policymakers 
and a conclusion. 
Implications for Teachers and Administrators: “Moving up the Ladder” of Effectiveness 
I set out to examine the ways in which teacher effectiveness was worked up in 
conversation because I imagined these ways would be codified into prescriptive laws that would 
constrain the kinds of teaching that were allowed.  The TEAC did not codify a single definition 
of effectiveness.  Rather their conversations demonstrate the difficulty of codifying a single, 
clear definition when there are conflicting ways of making sense of teacher effectiveness, as well 
as stakeholders with a stake and interest in the extension of such processes.  The committee’s 
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treatment of professional development (PD) is perhaps the clearest example of the implications 
of the “driving force” IR of contemporary education reform. 
Researchers over more than a decade have echoed Margot’s sense of the need for a 
common language to discuss problems of practice (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Stigler & Thompson, 
2008; Webster-Wright, 2009).  The kind of professional development that goes along with a TAP 
program doesn’t involve bringing in outside experts or programs.  Rather, master or mentor 
teachers within the building lead professional learning communities (groups of teachers, PLCs) 
to discuss trends in their observations of classrooms and to collaboratively investigate problems 
of practice using the rubric and the school’s common vision of good teaching.  This fits the 
model of high quality professional development that teachers and researchers have argued for 
years because it is ongoing, embedded in context and in problems of practice, and provides a 
structure for collaboration and reflection.  
As described in chapter 4, the assumptions that allow policymakers to link evaluation to 
PD is often taken up in ways that constructs PD in a vending-machine model.  My fear with this 
model is that PD will be constructed as the mystery box in a plug and chug equation in which 
teachers are plugged in missing something and chugged out “solved.”  This will make a teacher 
seem un-teachable (thus initiating a human capital decision) if a single PD experience does not 
“address what we find from the (evaluation) model” (Extract 15, line 5).  In other words, if 
completing the online module on formative assessment doesn’t raise your value-added score, 
then there is something wrong with you, not the online module, and you need another dose of 
PD.  This fear is compounded by the lack of any evidence that the state has the interest or 
intention to consistently provide “high quality professional development” as identified by 
teachers and researchers over the last twenty years (Ball & Cohen, 1999; Darling-Hammond, 
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1999; Garet et al., 2001; Darling-Hammond & Richardson, 2009; Darling-Hammond et al., 
2010).  Rather, as has been the case up until this point, the majority of PD activities will 
probably be constructed as one-size-fits-all, one shot workshops or online modules with limited 
interaction, collaboration and relevance to a teacher’s daily practice and particular context. 
The total budget for professional development projects in the RTTT application is $68.1 
million.  Even before the evaluation has been used to “identify needs,” the state has already 
contracted with Battelle For Kids, an educational consulting firm started by a Business 
Roundtable in Ohio, to develop and deliver the packaged in-service units and online modules 
that teach teachers about FTTT, formative assessment and TVAAS. In other words, the first year 
of RTTT/FTTT has already seen millions of dollars allocated for professional development spent 
on exactly the kind of programming that will ensure a persistent need for PD and education 
reform.  The state has mailed each teacher two textbooks that they must read and use to complete 
online quizzes on topics like formative assessment.  Teachers are all also required to complete a 
minimum of 30 hours of online modules designed by Battelle for Kids on topics chosen for them 
by the state.  Within these modules they must write responses, which Battelle For Kids admits no 
one reads (S. Moyer, personal communication, March 4, 2011).  They are “for future reference 
by the person taking the courses.”  In other words teachers are required to write to themselves 
online about formative assessment.  They have likewise been scheduled to attend in-service 
trainings on the purpose of FTTT and the use and interpretation of TVAAS.   
Nothing about the PD offered to date has targeted individual teacher needs, or 
differentiated the materials or experiences required of teachers across the state, let alone taken 
principles of high quality professional development or adult learning into account.  Though 
individual districts may have systems or plans to address specific needs and areas of interest for 
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teacher professional development, the state has already invested millions of RTTT dollars into 
the market of reform that guarantees results in the form of more contracts, instead of teacher 
development.  When the two books and 30 hours do not teach all teachers to use formative 
assessment in intended ways, a new contract will be funded for a new program that will try 
again, meanwhile teachers are constructed as always deficient and requiring more 
undifferentiated hours of “PD.” 
 Though educational interventions, including teacher professional development, are most 
often evaluated based on outcomes, it might be more fitting to measure them based on risks and 
negative side effects.  I argue that one negative side effect of over 60 hours of mandated, low-
quality professional development is that teachers’ time and energy was spent on something with 
a high cost-benefit ratio at the expense of other possible opportunities to develop professionally.  
Relatively little was done to improve instruction or enhance the profession, while enormous 
amounts of money were spent in that name.  When these funds fail to elicit a positive impact on 
student achievement, teachers themselves may be blamed, and more PD must be purchased.  
Spending money on this kind of PD guarantees a market for future PD.  Just as constructing 
reform conversations as always already successful even as dilemmas are evaded and divided in 
later conversations guarantees consultants will need to stay on for future conversations and 
further projects.  Thus the market economy of education reform functions as a self-extending 
system, and a lucrative one.   
The “power of the bottom” and local decision-making.  The committee voted on a 
framework within which districts and individuals can choose to define effectiveness for 
themselves.  Those who choose the default plan and do not mix and match options will be 
handed a plan with some measures of growth, achievement and probably the rubric used in the 
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field test.  The State Board is unlikely to revise or intervene in the draft policy for two reasons.  
First, the FTTT legislation requires the new evaluation system to take effect in July 2011, and 
there will not be time to revise before that date.  Second, the State Board has already approved 
the draft, as well as several flawed versions of the current policy apparently without close 
reading.  Still, as I write, a new commissioner of education has been appointed (March 3, 2011) 
and will have to choose whether to reconvene the TEAC, accept their work, or invest in an 
alternative or supplementary plan within his first month in office. 
I argue that even though the components of the draft policy provide multiple ways to 
calculate effectiveness, individual conversations will give meanings to these measures and will 
decide their implications for PD and classroom instruction.  As Johnston (1992) points out, 
“assessment is always interpretive. We make sense of [it]” (p. 60).  The ways in which the 
committee constructed value-added as beyond reproach, capable of balancing qualitative 
subjectivity, and always valid and reliable; though newspapers and researchers are currently 
embroiled in debates around issues the committee viewed as self-evident, is evidence for 
Johnston’s position.  The talk of this committee suggests that the combinations of measures 
districts choose will not matter as much as the conversations individuals have about the measures 
in order to make sense of them.  In other words, no formula is particularly better than another, 
but that the ways in which individuals discuss and make sense of the measures they include will 
determine the extent to which they have their desired, rather than unintended, effects. 
At the June 24th retreat the committee had several examples of the power of engaging 
teachers in local, district- and school-level conversations about effectiveness.  Knoxville’s 
representatives were not the only ones who came to report that their newly piloted evaluation 
system had a transformative effect on their teaching.  Two other invited systems shared similar 
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stories (Hamilton County, the AIMS consortium of municipal districts) and probably many 
others could have come.  They each had three things in common: (1) a locally agreed-upon 
vision of what good teaching should look like and (2) a structure and (3) common language for 
ongoing conversations about teaching and collaboration in the work of teaching.  Interestingly, 
neither shared the same vision, structure or way of talking about teaching, but each had stories of 
increased scores, increased teacher satisfaction and increased sense of possibility for teaching 
and learning.  These may have just been the stories you manufacture to tell when presenting to a 
committee that will be in charge of your future evaluations, but I argue that the pattern of what 
was made relevant across presenters is a significant indication of what it might take to make 
those stories of progress and hope a more common reality.   
As Darling-Hammond (1990b) has noted: 
The way in which teachers and other school people encounter and interpret policy is not 
just a function of how a particular policy is transmitted to them. It is also a function of the 
educational context within which the policy lands after it careens down the state school 
hierarchy. Not only are there local considerations of resources, student needs, community 
expectations for schools, and competing priorities and ideologies; there are also a wide 
variety of constraints imposed by existing policies, many of which stand as direct and 
indirect obstacles (p. 343). 
Still, local development, even if not local control, was a key concern of all the school district 
representatives that presented to the committee.  Jill stressed that Hamilton County did not adopt 
the Marshall rubric, but used it to make the “Hamilton County plan” (“Project COACH”).  The 
AIMS consortium used Charlotte Danielson’s rubric to develop the “AIMS evaluation,” and 
emphasized that their teachers adapted Danielson’s work to make it their own.  They may even 
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attempt to gain legal rights to the model they develop.  Knox County teachers from different 
schools agreed they were committed to TAP, but said “it’s different at every school.”  Locally 
constructed definitions of good teaching, guided by commercial rubrics, and a common language 
to discuss problems of practice, seemed to be key components of evaluations that “the locals” 
discussed with pride and hopefulness.   
The danger of allowing local control over the definition of good teaching is that local 
communities may develop and sustain models that have a lot of kids failing while teachers win 
teacher of the year awards.  If the problem of low achievement is attributed to students, families 
or community, teachers could be rated as exemplary by their local definitions, even as students 
consistently fail.  My findings suggest that the range of possible ways to construct teacher 
effectiveness is so large that some guidelines, including the need to use measures of student 
growth or achievement, ought to be handed down from the state.  I argue, however, that 
individuals’ choices within that framework have great consequence for the kinds of teaching that 
are allowed, the kinds of conversations teachers have about their work, and students’ 
opportunities to learn.  In the following section I illustrate the implications of two possible 
choices an elementary and a secondary teacher might make within the framework outlined in the 
draft policy.  I argue that these choices could constrain the kinds of instruction offered to 
students in their classrooms, but that the way teachers make meaning of these measures mediates 
the effect they will have on their teaching. 
 
 
Implications for teachers and administrators. 
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50% DIBELS.  About 50% of the evaluation is designed to require teachers to implement 
and respond to standardized measures of student growth and/or achievement, which have the 
potential to either improve or degrade practice.  In the case of PreK-2nd grade teachers, for 
example, the absence of existing value-added data opens the possibility that 50% of a teacher’s 
evaluation will be made up of achievement and growth data derived from one of many “off the 
shelf” assessments.  One assessment that has been mentioned in committee meetings as a ready-
to-go option, DIBELS, has been shown to have a negative impact on achievement when teachers 
felt an incentive to prepare students to do well on DIBELS tasks (quickly reading nonsense 
words) rather than on the skill area being tested by these tasks (reading for meaning) (Rasinski, 
2004). In classrooms where reading rate (speed, not necessarily accuracy) is assessed as up to 
half of a teacher’s evaluation, the teacher is much more likely to focus on reading rate. Such an 
imbalance will not only cheat students out of instruction in other areas of reading (overall 
fluency, vocabulary, comprehension), but may actually stunt their overall reading development.  
Moreover, a teacher’s evaluation would identify them as high or low performing based on the 
speed students read nonsense words, which may or may not identify them for rewards or 
supports that would increase their ability to guide all their students towards thoughtful literacy. 
Another teacher might choose an “off the shelf assessment” with a very different effect 
on student learning and teacher professional development.  For example, many kindergarten and 
first grade teachers use running records to document reading growth and discern areas of strength 
and weakness in their students as readers (Pressley et al., 2001).  These assessments take fluency 
and comprehension into consideration, take no longer than a DIBELS test to administer, and can 
be used to match students to leveled texts for independent or group reading.  Rather than using 
fluency or just reading rate as a proxy measure of overall reading ability, these assessments could 
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be used to show growth across reading skills and strategies, and to drive planning for multiple 
aspects of reading instruction. In classrooms where overall reading is assessed, a balanced 
approach to literacy instruction is more likely to occur and teachers are more likely to be 
nominated as exemplary (Ross, 2004; Pressley et al., 2001).  Furthermore, teachers receiving 
rewards or suggestions for professional development based on running records growth or 
achievement data are likely to be able to address professional strengths or weaknesses that 
increase their ability to guide students towards thoughtful literacy because their assessments 
reasonably match the scope and purpose of their instruction.  
The choices teachers and administrators make about off-the-shelf assessments they will 
use in high-stakes, annual evaluations may constrain the kinds of instruction teachers are 
motivated or directed to provide.  They will also constrain the district’s ability to identify and 
address professional development or reward/compensation/promotion needs for individual 
teachers.  The use of off-the-shelf assessment scores for teacher evaluation in itself increases the 
number of teachers with TVAAS data, and increases the flow of state funding to publishing 
companies who distribute such assessments, but it is just as likely to be harmful to student 
learning as it is to be helpful for providing an objective measure of growth or achievement.  It is 
possible, however, to select the DIBELS option, but not let it drive instructional planning or 
professional development decisions.  Many teachers may want to continue or begin to track 
fluency with DIBELS because it is standardized and user-friendly and continue to use it just to 
monitor fluency.  Yet, the way in which DIBELS data is applied to instructional decisions and 
interpreted by administrators will require a conversation to make it mean what it is designed to 
mean.  In other words, its not that using DIBELS should always be avoided, it’s that using any 
test without discussing what it can and cannot capture in terms of student progress and teacher 
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effect, should be avoided.  As Mike often says, “the devil’s in the details,” and these details 
require conversation. 
50% Teacher-constructed measures.  Under the direction of a national assessment expert 
and ETS scientist, Dr. Goe, several small working groups of teachers from across the state have 
been assembled to develop or identify assessments that could be used to measure growth and/or 
achievement in grades and subjects that are currently “untested” in the state testing program.  
Their recommendations are due in June 2011, but construction of teacher-developed assessments 
may be ongoing and new measures may be developed across the first few years of the evaluation 
system.  This work is also being done at a national level by two federally funded assessment 
consortia that are developing online assessments and databases for all subjects and grades in 
order to improve and standardize the way states track academic performance across K-12 
schools.   Tennessee is involved in the PARCC consortium (Partnership for Assessment of 
Readiness for College and Careers), funded by RTTT, for the creation of common assessments 
across 11 states.  Common assessments are slated to be field tested in 2014 and available for use 
the following year.  
 For example, a group of music teachers from across the state might work together to 
devise a rubric for performance assessment that rates instrumental proficiency and musical 
content knowledge, based on the state standards.  This rubric could be used to show the relative 
benefit of taking multiple semesters of band, and would show trends in aspects of the band 
curriculum that are most commonly mastered versus those that students tend to struggle with.  
This would allow band teachers to reflect on their practice and target areas for improvement.  It 
would also allow school leaders to analyze the additive value of a music curriculum and compare 
strategies that are successful in band classrooms with those that are in use in other content 
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classrooms.  This assessment would have high construct validity, as it requires students 
demonstrate their knowledge and ability within instrumental music.  Its reliability may be called 
into question as it wouldn’t be linked to national norms and is designed by teachers who stand to 
benefit from its yielding high scores.  It would, however, be “psychometrically validated” by the 
DOE. 
After a few years of gathering data for comparison, Band teachers would not only have 
the option to use the teacher-created assessment as a measure of student achievement, but also as 
a measure of student growth.  It could therefore be worth 15-50% of your evaluation as a band 
teacher.  On the other hand, you might instead elect to use the school-wide value-added score as 
35-50% of your evaluation.  This score is an average value-added across the school calculated 
based on math and reading standardized test scores that are only peripherally related to band as 
an academic discipline. Though many arguments can be made for band teachers contributing to a 
student’s overall engagement in school and even their reading or math proficiency, information 
from school-wide value-added scores can never target professional growth areas for band 
teachers except the blanket generalization that they may need to learn more about teaching 
reading or math.  This will guide the kind of PD that guarantees a perpetual need for more PD. 
In the same way an SAT or ACT score cannot show specifically what students know and 
do not know, TVAAS cannot show what teachers do and don’t do well.  Value-add scores 
provide a bird’s eye view of predicted versus actual outcomes.  When described as such it is 
difficult to conceptualize it as a growth measure.  Even so, amount of growth  (worth 35-50% of 
an evaluation) does not provide diagnostic information about teaching that could direct selection 
of specific PD.  Katie was right: thinking globally in education reform creates, “a big opportunity 
for all of us,” – if the ‘us’ is being paid to select, create or deliver PD.  The promise of linking 
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PD to specific teacher needs, however, could only be fulfilled if needs are identified based solely 
on the 50% “other” qualitative measures that directly assess teacher’s practice rather than 
outcomes of practice with varying degrees of separation from the content or year the teacher is 
primarily responsible for.   
As in the DIBELS example, it is not that using value-added data for evaluation is wrong, 
but using it as evidence of a teacher’s areas for improvement is illogical.  Teachers who choose 
this option should use their qualitative measures to drive professional development decisions.  
Very positive or very negative value-added scores can, however, inform the urgency and 
magnitude with which rewards or supports should be provided, though only measures directly 
related to actual practice can identify appropriate rewards or supports. The findings of this study 
suggest that teachers and administrators make assessments mean things with their talk in 
interaction.  Thus teacher evaluation can no longer be a mandated truth, but must be actively 
constructed by the individuals whose work and decisions are bound up in it.  
As districts develop systems and measures that are more closely related to practice 
(greater construct validity) to replace school-wide value-added scores for individual classroom 
teachers, the committee’s approach to TVAAS suggests that it will be important for them to 
report and track them in ways that lend themselves to being archived in databases and available 
for public scrutiny and third party calculations.  In other words, the more closely districts can 
mimic the attractive mechanisms of the current TVAAS system (computer-assisted, ready for 
statistical analysis, objective, authoritatively binary in nature) with measures that have higher 
construct validity, the more likely the state and the public will allow and eventually demand such 
measures in place of those that lack logistical viability or construct validity.   
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Throughout this section, I have argued that the choices individual teachers make can have 
an impact on their instruction, but that conversations between teachers and administrators can 
mediate the impact they will have. Since so many choices are now newly left to districts, 
principals and individual teachers, it is important for teachers and administrators to be aware of 
the possible consequences of their choices and their need to make meaning of them.  Teachers in 
Tennessee have never before been invited to make any decisions in their own evaluation, let 
alone decisions that could so profoundly shape the experiences of their students and their careers.  
This section focuses on teacher decisions, but districts are responsible for selecting the 
observation instrument they will use for the 50% qualitative evaluation.  As with the quantitative 
measures, no observation rubric is value-free, and each contains a definition and philosophy of 
teaching and teacher effectiveness that can be adapted, interpreted and re-interpreted within 
conversations.  The choice of rubric matters (Darling-Hammond, 1990), as do the ways in which 
the language of the rubric is taken up and interpreted in ongoing conversations.  
Contrary to Mark Maddox’s assertion that simply talking about a solution is as good as 
getting one, I have learned from this study that the way you talk about a solution, how you use 
language to construct problems and possible solutions, including who is allowed to discuss them, 
matters.  As McGill-Franzen (2000) reports, a study of schools in which teachers had either high- 
or low-participation in school governance (Smylie, Lazarus & Brownlee-Conners, 1996) found 
that schools with high-participation councils had a significantly greater number of teachers 
engaged in selecting materials, developing assessments and integrating units.  These teachers 
reported more pressure for accountability, but also more access to organizational resources, and 
their students’ reading achievement improved.  This outlines what we have termed “engaged 
autonomy” (Gabriel, Day & Allington, 2010) a situation common to “exemplary” fourth grade 
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teachers (Allington & Johnston, 2002) in which teachers report being able to work with their 
administration as well as working independently.  McGill-Franzen (2000) cautions, “it is the type 
of decisions that involve teachers, not the process of participative decision-making itself, that has 
potential to improve classroom instruction” (p.14).  Thus allowing teachers to participate in the 
conversations of the TEAC committee does not guarantee the same impact on instruction as 
would engaging them in ongoing, local conversations about the purpose and implementation of 
their evaluations. 
Implications for Policymakers 
Policymakers should now, more than ever before, be responsible for ensuring that local 
stakeholders engage with the policy as co-constructing agents, rather than as recipients.  The 
state is no longer defining levels of proficiency in teaching and handing down its definitions for 
districts to work with or around.  It is providing a framework within which individual districts 
and individual teachers have enormous latitude for crafting evaluations that differentiate 
effectiveness, drive professional development, and therefore support students’ opportunities to 
learn, or not.   
 Given that this evaluation policy requires a number of decisions to be made by districts and 
individuals, teachers can no longer “receive the [policy] message through a filter, with much of 
the information and most of the contextual clues screened out” (Darling-Hammond, 1990b, p. 
342).  Administrators, unions and newspapers are traditionally the filters through which teachers 
come to understand their roles (Darling-Hammond, 1990b).  The need for active participation in 
the construction of a vision and the interpretation of options in the current policy requires a more 
direct and robust line of communication between teachers and policymakers.  They are very 
much responsible for constructing meaning for themselves, and their failure to do so may result 
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in enormous unintended consequences for their students and their careers.  One could argue, 
however, that the opportunity to construct, rather than to receive policies, has always been 
available.  In fact, the existing evaluation policy has always contained a caveat that a county 
could submit an alternative system to the state board for a waiver, but no one has ever done so.  
Districts have only recently begun to pilot new evaluation systems in a subset of their schools.  
Similarly, on a national level, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO), the 
organization that partnered with the National Governor’s Association to design the Common 
Core Standards, submitted an open letter to Congress (CCSSO, 2011).  In this letter they urged 
Congress to either reauthorize NCLB this year (2011) or be prepared for individual states to use 
their right, under Section 9401 of NCLB, to submit alternative sets of policies for approval on a 
state-by-state basis, and thereby circumvent the federal policy.  This letter reads as a “do it now, 
or we’ll do it for you,” warning, but it echoes the themes I have identified in the local-to-state 
level policies in Tennessee.  This could be a bid for dissolving the U. S. Department of 
Education, or it could be a way to try out all of the RTTT applications that were written but not 
funded.  It could also be a way to ensure that the federal government takes individual differences 
of states and regions into account.  When all RTTT winners went to states East of the 
Mississippi, many in the West argued that RTTT criteria privileged a set of reform principals 
with a narrow perspective.   For example, the requirement that RTTT states promise to close 
underperforming schools, ignores the particular context of rural areas where closing one school 
means no school for tens or hundreds of miles. Similar to the state-level issue of teacher 
evaluation in Tennessee, Section 9401 has been in NCLB since 2001 and to my knowledge no 
state has ever taken advantage of it and applied for a waiver.  Perhaps this is because federal 
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dollars are too dear and time is too short, but after the RTTT, states now have visions for reform 
that are unfunded while NCLB dollars still pulse through systems that were adopted years ago. 
 By providing the example of the CCSSO I do not argue for local control simply for the 
ideology of small government and strong states, or small state government and strong districts. 
Based on the confusing organization and format of the existing policy I argue that policymakers 
have rarely highlighted their constituents’ rights to understand policy decisions, or to submit 
alternative plans.  Thus local entities have rarely engaged with policies in order to adapt them in 
systematic and collaborative ways that involve individual teachers as co-constructors.  
 Since the TEAC’s policy requires teacher and administrator engagement, policymakers 
must make an effort to help “the locals” understand the do-it-yourself nature of the instrument 
this policy requires as well as the consequences of the combinations of options provided. I hope 
that this study works to demonstrate the constructive nature of conversations around these 
choices, as selecting all the “right” materials, does not guarantee they can be used in ways that 
are “right” for each district.  Rather their success is bound up in the ways in which people make 
sense of them in talk.  If the difference between a meaningful system and one that the state hands 
down is local involvement in engagement in local conversations, then such involvement should 
be required, not left to chance.   
If the difference between a vision of excellence on paper and one that drives instruction 
and professional development decisions is a common language and structure for ongoing 
conversation and collaboration, then that is an area that the state might provide professional and 
technical support for districts to “adapt policies rather than adopting them,” (Darling-Hammond, 
2000b, p.341) in collaborative, meaningful ways.  Such conversations are the ones the AIMS 
group and TAP representatives lauded as the engines behind their examples of reform and 
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reasons for hope.  The state policy will best serve districts that intentionally engage it as a 
framework for their own conversations, rather than a mandate for their edification.   
In Conclusion 
I began this investigation assuming that the TEAC would craft a new, single and 
authoritative definition of teacher effectiveness that would constrain, if not construct, the kinds 
learning opportunities provided to students across Tennessee.  I was wrong.  Like the RTTT 
grant that funds this group, they have devolved the power to define what counts as effective to 
local administrators and in some cases individual teachers.  The ways in which polarized 
repertoires were deployed and managed in these conversations, as well as the success-implied 
discourse of education reform contributed to the construction of an open-ended policy that 
provides options rather than mandates.  
The TEAC did not construct a single, consensual definition of effectiveness, but rather 
many versions of effectiveness were worked up and evoked across conversations and 
individuals.  The corpus of data from these meetings serves as evidence that no single definition 
exists “pure and serene” (Rabinowitz & Travers, 1950, p. 212) out in the world waiting for 
scientific or divine discovery.  Rather, definitions of effectiveness are constructed constantly in 
everyday conversations between individuals.  In order to have a shared vision of effective 
teaching, individuals must be allowed to engage in ongoing conversations in their particular 
contexts.  The state has allowed districts and schools the opportunity to do this by providing 
them with menus of options rather than single prescriptions.  These options, however, are not 
value-free.  The assessments, instruments, measures and indicators teachers and districts choose 
to take up come with assumptions about the nature and goal of teaching, as well as the definition 
of effective teaching, that cannot be assumed to be balanced or “all the same” though they fit in 
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the same overarching framework.  The ways in which districts and individuals take up the tools 
and assumptions associated with various options will have consequences for the kind of teaching 
that occurs, and the ways in which teachers are rewarded, supported or terminated.  Some of the 
tools that the stakeholders and committee would like to count on the most, however, may never 
come into use. 
As I submit this dissertation the there is no indication whether TVAAS data will be able 
to be returned in time to be considered as part of an annual evaluation.  There is no deadline for 
the development of “other measures” for teachers of non-tested subjects and grades, though 
initial recommendations are due by June.  There is also no indication of the ways in which a 
rubric or set of acceptable rubrics will be selected by the state for use in observations.  A 
proposed rubric working group was never formed, and the quantitative data comparing the 
student achievement in districts piloting different rubrics will not be available in time to inform 
the TEAC’s decision.   
Though State Board members bemoaned the reliance on “subjective” data like 
observations, these seem to be the only kind of data the state is will be ready to use, and are the 
most likely to be able to fuel professional development conversations and decisions. I hope that 
the struggle to get TVAAS data in a timely manner and the impossibility of using it to 
specifically link PD to teacher needs might forecast an ending to the unfortunate romance with 
ideas like “empirical, objective, growth data” which seem to leave everyone hanging, yet 
wishing for the security of the clear-cut answers they promise.  My findings suggest that 
effectiveness can no longer be considered definable by an outside entity, but must be 
acknowledged as always contextual, contingent and constructed by the ideology that surrounds 
interactions in which it is constructed in talk. 
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Appendix A.  Current Framework 
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Appendix B. List of domains and indicators 
I.	  	   PLANNING	  
INDICATOR	  A:	  	   Establishes	  appropriate	  instructional	  goals	  and	  objectives.	  
INDICATOR	  B:	  	   Plans	  instruction	  and	  student	  evaluation	  based	  on	  an	  in	  depth	  understanding	  of	  the	  content,	  student	  needs,	  curriculum	  standards,	  and	  the	  community.	  
INDICATOR	  C:	  	   Adapts	  instructional	  opportunities	  for	  diverse	  learners.	  
II.	  	   TEACHING	  STRATEGIES	  
INDICATOR	  A:	  	   Demonstrates	  a	  deep	  understanding	  of	  the	  central	  concepts,	  assumptions,	  structures,	  and	  pedagogy	  of	  the	  content	  area.	  
INDICATOR	  B:	  	   Uses	  research	  based	  classroom	  strategies	  that	  are	  grounded	  in	  higher	  order	  thinking,	  problem	  solving,	  and	  real	  world	  connections	  for	  all	  students.	  
III.	  	   ASSESSMENT	  &	  EVALUATION	  
INDICATOR	  A:	  	   Uses	  appropriate	  evaluation	  and	  assessments	  to	  determine	  student	  mastery	  of	  content	  and	  make	  instructional	  decisions.	  
INDICATOR	  B:	  	   Communicates	  student	  achievement	  and	  progress	  to	  students,	  their	  parents,	  and	  appropriate	  others.	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INDICATOR	  C:	  	   Reflects	  on	  teaching	  practice	  through	  careful	  examination	  of	  classroom	  evaluation	  and	  assessments.	  
IV.	  	   LEARNING	  ENVIRONMENT	  
INDICATOR	  A:	  	   Creates	  a	  classroom	  culture	  that	  develops	  student	  intellectual	  capacity	  in	  the	  content	  area.	  
INDICATOR	  B:	  	   Manages	  classroom	  resources	  effectively.	  
V.	  	   PROFESSIONAL	  GROWTH	  
INDICATOR	  A:	  	   Collaborates	  with	  colleagues	  and	  appropriate	  others.	  
INDICATOR	  B:	  	   Engages	  in	  high	  quality,	  ongoing	  professional	  development	  as	  defined	  by	  the	  Tennessee	  State	  Board	  of	  Education	  Professional	  Development	  Policy	  to	  strengthen	  knowledge	  and	  skill	  in	  the	  content	  of	  the	  teaching	  assignment.	  
INDICATOR	  C:	  	   Performs	  professional	  responsibilities	  efficiently	  and	  effectively.	  
VI.	  	   COMMUNICATION	  
INDICATOR	  A:	  	   Communicates	  clearly	  and	  correctly	  with	  students,	  parents	  and	  other	  stakeholders.	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Appendix C. Transcription Symbols 
Adapted from Jefferson (2004) 
  
  
[   ]                              Square brackets mark the start and end of overlapping speech.  They are 
aligned to mark the precise position of overlap. 
                                                
¯                                  Vertical arrows (up or down) precede marked pitch movement, over and 
above normal rhythms of speech.  They are used for notable changes in 
pitch. 
   
Underlining                 Underlining indicates emphasis. 
  
(1.5)                            Numbers in round brackets measure pauses in seconds (seconds are 
counted as “one-one-thousand” etc.).   
  
(.)                                A micropause, hearable but too short to measure. 
  
((Katie walks in))       Double parentheses indicate comments or notes from the transcriber, e.g. 
about features of context or delivery. 
 
? Used as a question mark would be in text to signal rising intonation at the 
end of an utterance. 
 
= An equals sign signal no pause between words of two speakers (as in an 
interruption) or no pause between two words of a single speaker 
 
(text) Text within round brackets  signals speech which is unclear or in doubt in 
the transcript 
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Appendix D. Draft Policy
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